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UR way with you works 

HEN YOU submit your manuscript for review, you also 

submit yourself. You, the man or woman behind the copy, 

are always more important to us than the copy. Rejection 

comments, opinions of sympathetic friends, the books you con- 

sult seldom reveal what prevents your writing successful scripts. 

Really helpful advice on writing problems can be given only by 

someone who has spent years solving them. 

A complete analysis which grapples with the whole prob- 

lem, penetrates to actual causes, and offers sympathetic, expert 

advice, with an exchange of letters—that is our Collaboration 

Consultation Criticism. You secure the responsibility of a former 

magazine editor (I bought fiction for Collier’s for two years), a 

writer (stories in The Post, Collier's, etc., and five standard works 

on the art of fiction), a psychologist who knows his man or 

woman before a typewriter (or loafing in an armchair), and a 

damn good salesman. I help with selling problems and I visit 

editors in New York myself once a year. 

Authors in trouble write us saying, “Give me the works,” 

“I've tried others and got nowhere,” “Tell me if I have any ability 

and give it to me straight.” They get what they ask for. Those 

with intelligence and a little front line courage, flourish and are 

printed and you'll find their names today in the entire range of 

magazines and in the bookstores. They believe that my Colla- 

boration Consultation Criticism is worth the $10 I charge. This 

fee is for single manuscripts not exceeding 5,000 words, fact or 

fiction. For each additional thousand words or fraction, one 

dollar extra. 

For information about our course in Fundamentals of Fiction 

(approved for Gls under Veterans’ Administration), send for our 

free pamphlet, “Literary Services.” Fees for novels or fact books 

on request. Write fully about yourself and your plans and needs. 

Your letter of inquiry will be answered personally and promptly. 

THOMAS H. UZZELL 
CAMELIA W. UZZELL 

STILLWATER, 

OKLAHOMA 







New Sunday Market 

Sir: 
Nowadays is a new tabloid supplement (mag- 

azine section) for insertion into and circulation 
with newspapers (both daily and weekly news- 
papers) in cities of 25,000-and-under in popu- 
lation. Circulation of Nowadays is now limited 
to papers in the 13 Middle West states. 
At present 200 weekly newspapers and 105 

daily newspapers have contracted for Nowadays, 
giving an aggregate net paid circulation over 
820,000 weekly. 

Content of Nowadays is to be mostly factual 
(articles and sharp, contrasty, black and white, 
glossy photographs), prepared in general maga- 
zine style. Because Nowadays section is printed 
5 weeks before issue-week, material should be 
of “time” nature. No fiction is wanted. 

In general, we are seeking: 

1—Articles of national scope: Commerce, 
food, national trends and problems, important 
U. S. personages, etc., as it affects the nation 
and our readers. 

2—Articles on industry, business, commerce 
in our size cities. 

3—Half-page articles on foreign countries: 
Some U. S. trade, development, etc., with a 
foreign country. 
4—Page of cooking and homemaking hints 

of all sorts. 
5—Another woman’s page: 

interest to women readers. 
6—Articles of agricultural interest: Not done 

in localized, farm trade paper style, but on 
mid-west or national scale. 

7—Sports articles. 
8—Science stories: Covering 

medicine in terms of our readers. 
authorities, or as told by authorities. 

9—Other: Movie previews and articles, Hol- 
lywood, cartoons, entertainment, articles for 
younger and children readers, other articles of 

Middle West importance. 
10—All types of articles of general, family 

interest. 

Because Nowadays goes to a definite, select 
market of cities of 25,000-and-under, and the 
tural areas surrounding those cities, its slant 
is to those readers, stressing their industries, 
homes, interests, agriculture, etc. Nowadays is 
NOT a farm magazine; approximately 80% of 
its circulation is to people living in cities. 

Where practical and sensible, material should 
be slanted to emphasize the contribution of the 
MiddleWest. 
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22 East 12th St. 

TIME Magazine 

recommends: THE 

NOBEL PRIZE 
TREASURY 

“Few books 
should encourage 

a beginning writer 
as much as 
this one.” 

Edited by Marshall McClintock. 

An anthology of the best writings of Nobel 
Prize winners: 8 plays, 3 essays, 41 poems, 
21 stories, and parts of 7 novels. A few of the 
authors are—Undset, O'Neill, Lewis, Buck, 
Galsworthy, Mann, Yeats, Gide. 

$4, wherever books are sold 

DOUBLEDAY - 

Let's Be Sensible ... 
THE BOILED down essence of most writing 
courses, the gist of most editorial advice 
has always been: "READ... ANALYZE... 
IMITATE!" 
WHAT DOES it mean? Simply this: Read 
magazines, analyze the stories, write the kind 
the editor buys for his book! Above all, FOL- 
LOW THE STORY PATTERN! 
The MASTER FORMULA FOR ACTION 
STORIES is that pattern. This is the first 
time it has been offered to beginners and 
semi-professionals. 

Nothing like it in clarity and detail has 
ever been offered before. 

Printed in graph form, it is as easy to follow 
as a road map. It shows the four sections of 
a story, The Three Manners of Presentation and 
the amount of each used by good craftsmen. 

Scenes are ruled off in contrasting color; 
points of conflict are highlighted. It 
shows the Nine Ingredients inherent to 
every story (never before published) and 
where and how many times each is used. 

It pin-points every element from "plants" to “climax” 
end shows you what to write in each 100 words. 

NOT FOR the ivory-tower tenant or the starry- 
eyed dreamer who still believes in ‘‘inspiration."' 
This is for the writer who wants to SELL. 

A post card will bring details. 

MASTER FORMULA 
Fresno, Calif. Box 1741 

t 

e year. Vol. bs, No. 10. Entered as second class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Published by the Automobile Digest Publishing Co. Monthly, 

ffice, Cincinnati, O., U.S.A. 



WRITE BY PLAN! 
Avoid the fumbling which loses sales. Use this successful, 

complete, step-by-step guidance: 

Novel Writing Plan (15 Sections) 
Poetry Writing Plan (15 Sections) 

Not sketchy outlines; each plan runs about 
350,000 words. 
sample sheet. 

Also, completely personal training and 
coaching in short story technique. 

ANNE HAMILTON 
Literary Specialist 

745 S. Plymouth Blvd. Los Angeles 5, Calif. 

Write for particulars and 

WRITERS — TYPISTS 
Newest Thing in Typing 

BLUE STREAK Typing Guide and Backing Sheet assures 
better work, Easier. Top centering scale on insertion fold, 
Vertical Line Scale — POSITIVE STOP WARNING at 
BO OE WHITINE SOREE. ote c ccccccvesenssececese 5 for $1.00. 

Special Trial Offer — One for 30-cents 

ED. C. SMITH 
Box 1088 Carisbad, N. M. 

MANUSCRIPT TYPING 
Prompt, efficient service. 

Carbon and extra first and last pages free. 

50c per 1000 words 

RUBY WATSON 
829 Christian Place Indianapolis 2, Ind. 

WRITERS 
Have you covered every market for your work? 
Our staff of specialists can help you. Write 
Dept. D. 

FOWLER, BOND AND HALL 
540 East 89 Street New York, N. Y. 

IMPROVE YOUR VOCABULARY 
AND HAVE FUN WHILE DOING SO 
Stop Fumbling for an Effective Word. Learn to 
use the word you want—when you want it—with 
fascinating 

VOCABLECARDS* 
You can actually learn more new words 
in 10 days with VOCABLECARDS than most 
people learn in one year! Packed in handy 
player-package that fits pocket or purse, 
this delightful new game is the ideal way 
to utilize your spare moments . . . excellent 
entertainment for parties, club meetings, and 
home groups. Get your set now. 

Just 
$] Prepaid 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded! 

Mail Your Order Today to 

VOCABLECARD CO., DEPT. C 
6424 S$. Normandie, Los Angeles 44, Calif. 

(mmm Copyright 1946 Ben Het —— 

No consideration will be given to cheap, 
sensational or brazen material. There will be 
no “writing down.” 

Approximate length of articles should be 
2500-3000 words, plus accompanying photos. 

Rates and prices will be by separate, indi- 
vidual arrangement with each person. Minimum 
rate is lc per word. 

If you have any ideas for an article, photo 
story, cartoon feature, or any editorial item 
which you feel suited to Nowadays, please sub- 
mit outlines of such editorial ideas at this time. 
We wish to prepare files of suggested editorial 
items—and who can cover them—now. 

We prefer that you send us a query letter 
before sending your article to us. This query 
letter should outline the proposed article, de- 
tailing length, slant, available photographs to 
illustrate, and a few fundamentals of the 
article. 

Send return postage when submitting articles, 
if you wish the article returned to you. 

We purchase the First and Second American 
printing (magazine) rights, and reprint rights. 

EpiIToRiAL DEPARTMENT, 

Nowadays, 
510 No. Dearborn Street, 
Chicago 10, Illinois. 

Rules Are Safer 

Sir: 

The article in your July issue by Margaret 
Manners is very interesting but it poses, in the 
short story she tells, and which she sold to 
Charm, something that would tend to be quite 
misleading to many non-professional readers. 
The fact is, as she mentions, that the ending 
is unethical from the viewpoint of most editors 
—the woman who does the murder is not pun- 
ished, but lives to enjoy the wealth left by the 
husband she killed. The non-punished slayer 
is absolutely taboo in most publications that use 
crime yarns. 

This ethics thing is dangerous. I wrote a 
yarn once called “Gang Ethics.” A chief of 
police in a small city and a crook were both in 
love with the same gal, and both used un- 
ethical methods in fighting one another. Nine- 
teen editors turned it down, until Richard 
Merrifield on the old Popular Magazine took it 
—and liked it so well that he suggested my 
“Under Cover Man” series that ran in the mag, 
went well as a book, and then sold to Para- 
mount. It, too, has an unethical hero, who 
went in on crimes, a kind of agent provocateur 
—and many editors would have decided against 
him on that score. 

Writers in general should not follow, as a 
guide, one exception or even two. Best to keep 
in the accepted channel or you'll go up against 
the Sacred Cow, and you can’t get any milk. 

Joun Wustacu, 
Rhinebeck, N. Y. 

2 Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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$2500 Novel Award 

Sir: 

The Union of American Hebrew Congrega- 
tions announces the launching of the Alexander 
Frieder Award offering $2,500 as a prize for 
the best novel in English to be submitted. 

The prize-winning author is likely to derive 
substantial additional revenue from. serializa- 
tion, dramatization and translation rights. 

The judges of the Frieder Literary Contest 
are: Fannie Hurst; Lewis Browne, biographer 
and novelist; William McFee, novelist and liter- 
ary critic; Louis Rittenberg, editor-in-chief of 
Liberal Judaism- 

The objective of the Frieder Award is to 
seck out talented American writers, regardless 
of national or religious origin, who will apply 
their creative gifts to fiction of inspirational 
character. 

Such a novel might devote itself to a de- 
lineation of some phase of Jewish life. How- 
ever, the canvas may be broad, drawing inci- 
dents and characters from the contemporary 
scene as well as from historical periods. It 
might well focus attention upon Jewish survival 
here through the integration of religious values 
with the fundamentals of American democracy. 

Effective at once, the contest will close April 
1, 1949. Rules and details of the contest may 
be obtained by writing to: 

ALEXANDER FRIEDER AWARD 

CoMMITTEE, 
3 East 65th Street, 
New York 21, N. Y. 

What Happened? 

Sir: 

“Still Paradise at $3.00 a Day’ (July WD), 
was so interesting I read every word just for 
fun. Being a housewife is boring here in Im- 
perial Valley during the summer when tempera- 
ture goes from 110° to 124°. (The Chamber of 
Commerce is silent about that.) My husband 
carries mail over many miles of hot pavement 
twice a day. 

We both would like to see in the Forum 
some true experiences of a writer after he 
boards the train and arrives at a house “on a 
quiet street” with three good meals a day— 
a written record of the real events. We are 
tired of tense conflicts and deep murder plots. 

We want to relax and imagine we are there 
too with the author, resting and enjoying the 
new scenery, and not having to worry about 
cooking the next meal. 

So please, won’t some writer tell us more 
about “Paradise at $3.00 a day?” 

LENoRA FITZGERALD, 

733 Orange Ave., 
El Centro, Calif. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

To People 

who want to write 
but can't get started 

Do you have that constant urge to write 
but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a 
chance? Then listen to what the former 
editor of Liberty said on this subject: 
“There is more room for newcomers in the writing field 
today than ever before. Some of the greatest of writing 
men and women have passed from the scene in recent 
years. Who will take their places? Who will be the new 
Robert W. Chambers, Edgar Wallace, Rudyard Kipling? 
Fame, riches and the happiness of achievement await the 
new men and women of power.”’ 

Sells 95 Stories and 
Novelettes 

“The introduction you gave me to 
your editor friend, resulting in my 
present assignment to do a complete 
novel for him monthly, is doubly 
appreciated, especially since I fin- 
ished my N. I. A. training some 
time ago and, consequeatiy, have 
no call on your service, ere is 
concrete evidence that interest in 
our students continues indefinitely. 
o date now, I have sold 95 stories 

and novelettes to 20 national maga- 
zines.’’—Darrell Jordan, P. Ox 
279, Friendship, N. Y. 

Writing Aptitude Test—FREE 
T= Newspaper Institute of America offers a free Writ- 

ing Aptitude Test. Its object is to discover new recruits 
for the army of men and women who add to their income 
by fiction and article writing. The Writing Aptitude Test 
is a simple but expert analysis of your latent ability, your 
powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not ail applicants pass 
this test. Those who do are qualified to take the famous 
N. A. course based on the practical training given by 
big metropolitan dailies. 

his is the New York City Desk Method which teaches 
you to write by writing. You develop your individual style 
instead of trying to copy that of others. You “‘cover’’ actual 
assignments such as metropolitan re- 
orters get. Although you work at 
ome, Om your own time, you are con- 

stantly guided by experienced ~~ VETERANS: 
It is really fascinating work. 
week you see new progress. In a 
matter of months you can acquire THIS 
the pone “ynio — _ ' OURSE 
ou’re real or market with great 
Leeeved p Banal of making sales. m 

Mall the Coupon Now APPROVED 
But the first step is to take the Writing 
Aptitude Test. It requires but a few FOR 
minutes and costs nothing. % mail the 
coupon now. Make e first move 7 
bt agp the most —— and _— VETERANS 
able occupation—writing for publica- 
tion! Newspaper Institute of iouke. TRAINING 
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 
(Founded 1925) 

Newspaper Institute of America 

One Park Avenue., New York 16, N. Y. 

Send me, without cost or obligation, your 

Writing Aptitude Test and further information 
about writing for profit as promised in W D Sept. 

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss 
No 8.5 og pebg kta asada adel wiains wid ia see 
( ) Check here if you are eligible under the G.I. Bill of Rights. 
(All corr a dential. No will call on you.) 7-P-668 

Copyright 1948, Newspaper Institute of America 



“EVE WOODBURN LITERARY AGENCY 
JOHN R. THOMPSON, ASSOCIATE 

Experience in writing, editorial and sales 

work enables us to offer you 

EXPERT ADVICE 
on your manuscripts 

TERMS ON REQUEST 

333 East 43rd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

THIRD ANNUAL 
MICHIGAN CONFERENCE for WRITERS 
Detroit, Mich. October 14, 15, 16 

Contest awards totalling $1,000.00 
Send stamped, addressed envelope for details. 

Contest Director — 37 Hill Street 
Detroit 3, Michigan 

ELEANOR KING e 
Author's Representative 

BOOKS, NOVELS, STORIES, PLAYS, SCREEN 
ENGLISH, FRENCH, Italian, Spanish, German 

International Placement 
19 W. 44th —Room 900 

NEW YORK 18 

EDITORS AGREE 
that a well typed manuscript aids in sellin 

MU 2-6390 

My work is 
neatly, accurately, and promptly done. All work mailed 
flat with car and your original. Minor corrections in 
spelling and punctuation. Extra first and last page. 

50c per 1,000 words le per line poetry 

ALWILDA WITMAN 
961 Nocta Street Ontario, California 

DCURL}: INCOME 
Write SALABLE STOR ” BRIEF. , IES by using a “Sherwood 

time on stories that don’t sell! Double 
See “Theome—and, y., Plotted. devoting your prt 

soun o' character moti 
action pac! STORIES That's 3 ‘i 

A aapeees Brief’ is a rou = draft of a story. it 
ated, soundly plotted narrative, ex- 

citing description, natural conversation, correct lingo 
trade names, 
pole ml for you. rom this B 

nm your own words—the quick, easy 

You will be at how easy it is to write suc- 
cessfully using ‘‘Sherwood Briefs.’’ One client. sold 3 
stories from 4 Briefs. A radio writer uses a Brief a week. 

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION 

FAY M. SHERWOOD 
Author, Professor, World Traveler, Radio 

Artist, Lecturer 

1421 So. Wainut Grove Ave., Rosemead, Calif. 

REINES LITERARY SERVICE 
CRITICISM—EDITING—GHOSTWRITING 

"Send for pamphlet G'. 
82-35 Grenfell Ave., Kew Gardens, L. |., N. Y. 

Virginia 9-7808 

Between Us Girls 

Sir: 

So often I read things in “our magazine” 
written by married women writers, and, because 
I think lots of them are mixed up and going 
at things the hard way, I’d like to write a few 
words of advice, encouragement and suggestion. 

First, write, as Kipling suggested, “all for 
the joy of the doing,” without so much thought 
about mink coats, a new electric stove and a 
four-door sedan. Write because you love to and 
because you just can’t help doing it. And write 
what you know about, what you love and what’s 
crying to be got out of your system—which 
is a much better reason for writing than be- 
cause an editor needs 5,000 words of love or 
detection, or says he’ll pay ten cents a word. 

Second, write the best way you know how, 
not forgetting the grammar you learned in the 
seventh grade, the dictionary you can get for a 
dime, and all the good books that are on your 
own library shelves. Don’t try to ape the 
newest best-seller or to be a Faith Baldwin, a 
John Gunther or a Sinclair Lewis. Just be 
yourself, writing the best way you can, without 
too much thought for the writing and more 
thought for the content, the idea and—sh—plot. 
Although you can’t see the plot, like fresh 
underwear, you like to know it’s there and 
that it’s good. 

Third, nobody asked you to be a writer, and 
you’re trying to be one because you just have 
to write or bust. So, have some good common 
sense about it. Straighten up your home and 
your life and, for the most part, your minor 
worries, before you sit down at your type- 
writer. Even if it’s at ten o'clock at night, 
see that the couple of hours you sit at the type- 
writer are ‘carefree hours, when you and your 
muse can have yourselves a grand time together. 
And the rest of the day, keep little bits of paper 
or pads or envelopes handy, where you can 
jot down ideas while you’re working. 

In twenty years of writing I remember I 
wrote a 75,000-word novel and got it pub- 
lished, too, the week my six-year-old son had 
scarlet fever. I remember I wrote a prize True 
Story when I felt pretty sick and worried my- 
self. But one thing I simply was never able to 
do, and that was to step over tangible, physical 
dirt, or pass up some motherly or wifely duty 
while I got some writing off my chest. No, I 
found the homey things that had to be done 
were best got out of the way, and then, my 
conscience and my brain a bit clearer, I could 
do my darndest with my typing. 

So, read the way the other fellow does it, 
and then do it your own sweet way. 

EstHer L. ScHWARTZ, 
457 West 57th Street, 
New York 19, N. Y. 

© Long time WD readers will remember the fine 
articles Mrs. Schwartz wrote for us on her field- 
confessions.—Ed. 

4 Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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Good Cartoon Market 

. 7m GOOD BOOK MANUSCRIPTS SELL 
ne Better Homes and Gardens is fast becoming 
use 

° 
: one of the best cartoon markets. Right now 
ing were buying about ten cartoons each month ADELINE M. ALVORD 
few and paying from $25 to $50 on acceptance for 
psa each cartoon. Almost any cartoon about home KNOWS BOOKS 

and family life is suitable, though liquor, sex, 

” ee oe ee . KNOWS BOOK PUBLISHERS 
<a Cartoons should be submitted in ink on 

ia heavy white paper 81x11 inches. Return first KNOWS SCREEN STORIES 
at’s class postage and a self-addressed envelope 
ich must be enclosed. Cartoonist’s name and full KNOWS STUDIO EDITORS 
is, address should appear on the back of every 

cartoon submitted. All cartoons are returned 
| or promptly if they’re not purchased. Send car- | The benefit of this knowledge is what you 

: toons to: get when you deal with her. 
— Miss Gerry STONER 
the erro ; ‘ a . 
aye Cartoon Editor, Rates consistent with service rendered. 
nem Better Homes and Gardens, 

io Meredith Publishing Company, Send for free booklet: 
ae Dept. 19, Des Moines, Iowa. ed 

FACTS ABOUT WRITING AND SELLING SCREEN 
out Notch The Carbon 

jore Sir: STORIES AND GETTING YOURSELF PUBLISHED.” 
“1 The following has helped me and may help 
res a others who type too far down on the page. ADELINE M. ALVORD 

Cut out a notch about an inch from the bot- 
tom of the page on the carbon you use. The Established in 1919 

and : yellow background of the second sheet will show 6605 Hollywood Bivd.. Holl d 28. Calif 
ave through the carbon and you will know it is , Canon dots shomone 
non time to take the page out of your typewriter e 4 SHORTHAND in inor 

% Jim Dycert, 

ype 681 Jourdan Ave., ght, Weeks.at Home 
New Orleans 17, La. 

ype- Famous Speedwriting system. No signs: mo 

va a ee prising cost. 00,000 taught by ma sed in leading 
her. Lonely Writer offices and Toil Service. Write for free pookl et. Speedwrit ne, 

er Sir . Dept. 6709-8. 5S West 42nd. New York 18. 

ip 

can Is there a working writers’ group, including MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
beginners, in the Springfield area, where by the 

es exchange of ideas we could be of mutual Assign this important work to an_ ex- 
yub- assistance ? ; i had pert. Publishers recommend my services. 

I'd certainly be grateful for some extra men- 
tal stimulus. ELSIE AUGENBLICK 

—_ Mrs. Artuur L. MumForp, Vhedereite 6.0002 
Aes Bethany Road, 
we Monson, Mass. 342 Madison Ave. New York 17, N. Y. 

u 

o, I WHAT WE HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS: |/—— 

_ STORIES © $1,230 for a magazine story! 
nH ® $750.00 Advance for a book idea! 

- NOVELS © $300.00 Advance for 60pp. of books! 
: “Discovery” in ESQUIRE MAGAZINE! 

& 
> BOOKS Book-of-the-Month Recommendation! 

BEST SELLER BOOK PUBLICATION 

1? you want results: Das’ market haphazardly and write blindly. Write for our free detailed circular 
y pt. The fee is very low. If you want to sell—we can 

peor you. 

P Professional fiction PUBLISHER’S AGENCY 
ne handled on 10%, and 

ield- we help you sell Manuscript Placement for Authors 
highest-rate markets. 33 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK (18), N. Y. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



BEGINNERS—WRITE FOR THE JUVENILES 
You need only average ability and spare time to earn 
morfey writing for the juvenile magazines. From five 
years work with hundreds of writers in all fields of writ- 
ing, I have learned that the juvenile field is the beginner's 
best bet. mew up-to-date six lesson course pre- 
pared especially for beginners, will teach you how to 
write to sell. Send for particulars. 

HELEN McMILLIAN 
537 Clara Ave. St. Louis 12, Mo. 

TYPE YOUR OWN SCRIPTS? 
Then you need a Form-Book for the Free-lance . . . 
Complete, handy reference guide to the professional prep- 
aration of over 15 types of manuscripts. Every format 
I, oibic we dcdeede ves siecenssneteKan $1.00 
You know the ‘‘Taboos’’—But do you know the errors of 
treatment? 45 Fiction Don’ts ........2..scsccecsevees 25c 

THE JAYDELL CO. 
P. ©. Box 449 Glendale, Calif. 

SUCCESSFUL TEACHER FOR 15 YEARS 
WILL PERSONALLY JUDGE YOUR MS. 

Through my 5 writers’ books; my Writers’ 
Colony in N. H.; my Chicago classes and my 
personal coaching by mail, I have developed 
many successful writers. My books on p. 77 
may be ordered through W.D. or direct. 
213114 Ridge MILDRED |. REID — Evanston, Illinois 

PROMPT TYPING SERVICE 
PICA TYPE 

EDITORS appreciate and BUY readily, neat, accurate, 
and technically perfect manuscripts in correct style, with 
flawless spelling, punctuation, and grammar. First copy 
on Eaton—20 pound bond; carbon free. Mailed flat with 
your original. Fifty cents 1,000 words. Novels, shorts. 

MARIE ADAMS, 1612 High St., Des Moines, lowa 

Want a Honest-to-Goodness, Helpful 
Criticism of Your Manuscript! 

I AM NOT AN AGENT—BUT I do promise 
to read every word of your manuscript. If 
I think it stinks, I will frankly tell you so 
—but, more than that—I will suggest how to 
decontaminate it. At 90 cents a 1000 words, 
it’s a darn good service! 

CHARLES R. PRICE 
4110 45th St. San Diego 5, Calif. 

TYPING 
A manuscript typed neatly, accurately and technically 

perfect by @ professional Sypist stands a better chance 
of being read and accepted by editors. Send your work 
to one who has been in the business since 1922. 
Good quality bond, mailed flat with your original. 

Carbon free. No charge for minor corrections. 
PROMPT SERVICE! 

RATES: 45¢ per 1000 words under 10,000 words 
40c per 1000 words over 10,000 words 

ARTHUR WINGERT 
422 So. Third St. Chambersburg, Penna. 

REPEAT SALES 
I've made 8 for one client, 7 for several others, 5 or 6 
for others, | or more for many. All types. Let me 
see yours. 
Reading and criticism fee $1, for 1,000 words, 50c each 
1,000 additional. 

JOHN T. KIERAN 
1604 Vermilion Danville, Hl. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

Floor Coverage 

Sir: 

We need correspondents in several sections of 
the United States. In those sections where we 
already have correspondents, but with whom we 
are not in current contact, it would be well for 
those writers to re-establish their connection 
with us. 

Floor Craft is a semi-technical publication 
on the subject of large floor areas, dealing with 

their treatment and maintenance. Articles are 
almost invariably assigned. 

We pay '42¢ per word upon acceptance and 
pay up to $5.00 each for good professional photo- 
graphs. If necessary for the writer to cover any 
considerable distance, we also pay the transpor- 

tation. 

Floor Craft assignments are usually easy, en- 

tailing a visit to some large building for the data, 
We send specifications to aid the writer in pre- 
paring the article. 

D. E. Smatrey, Editor, 

Floor Craft, 

1800 East National Ave., 
Brazil, Ind. 

English Writer 

Sir: 

If you think that any of your readers would 

care to exchange experiences and magazines with 
a middle-aged struggler in England, perhaps 

you would be kind enough to print this letter. 

Mrs. J. HEDLEy, 

23, THE SANCTUARY, 
Morden, Surrey, England. 

St. Louis Conference 

Sir: 

The Third Annual Writers’ Conference, spon- 
sored by Washington University and the St. 
Louis Writers’ Guild, will take place Sept. 17 
and 18. 

The theme of the Conference is: What the 
Middle Mississippi Valley has to offer to the 
writer and how the writer can sell this regien 

to the world. 
There will be stimulating lectures and round 

table discussions on such subjects as: The Re- 
gional Novel; The Short Story; Poetry ; Feature 
Writing; Non Fiction; Play Writing; Radio and 
Juveniles. 

Such prominent authors as Shirley Seifert, 
Sewell Peaslee Wright, Robert Hereford and 
Leonard Hall will participate; and publishers’ 
representatives have been invited to attend. 

Meetings will be held in Brown Hall] on the 
campus of Washington University. A fee of 
$5.00 will entitle a person to attend all the 
sessions. Admission to single sessions will be 

$1.50. 
Nora BerrorD Moroan, Registrar, 
122 E. Adams Ave., 
Kirkwood 22, Mo. 
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New Trade Book 

Sir: 
Seafood Business Magazine would like to con- 

tact experienced trade journal writers in the 
Midwest (from the Rockies to the Mississippi) 

and in Illinois. Wanted from this territory are 
both feature stories and news. 
To those desiring to write for the publication, 

the publisher will supply full details regarding 
needs and style of handling. Payment is a mini- 
_mum of one cent per word, promptly on publi- 
cation. 

Ruet McDaniet, Publisher, 
Seafood Business, 
Sterling Bldg., 
Port Lavaca, Texas. 

You and How Many Others! 
Sir: 
WD might be interested in my success in the 

Edith Mirrielees Short Story Contest at Stan- 
ford University. My story, “I’ll Take You To 
Tennessee,’ won the first prize of $500 and will 

lead off the anthology of “Stanford Short 
Stories’ which is edited by Wallace Stegner. 
Two days ago I received word that the same 

story placed second in the short story contest 
sponsored by the Midwestern Writers’ Confer- 
ence at Chicago—bringing in another $100 
incidentally. 
WD has been a great help to me in my study 

of creative writing. I began writing approxi- 
mately two years ago under rather unusual 
circumstances: an embryo insurance salesman 
bet me $5 that I could not learn to write well 
enough to sell a story. I accepted the bet, 
bought a ream of paper, a “How To Do It” 
book, and dusted off the family machine. I 
had six months to become a writer. I squeaked 
under the wire at five-and-a-half months with 
a $35 check for a yarn about a war hero that 

I dreamed up while flat on my back in the 
sack. It was so easy that I just took off from 
there. 

I am still a little peeved at WD for passing 
up my excellent entry in the short-short con- 
test, but thanks anyway for an_ effective 

magazine, 
Evan S. ConneELL, Jr., 
2215 Drury Lane, 
Kansas City 2, Missouri. 

Young Market 

Sir: 
The American Baby magazine from now on 

will consider authoritative and helpful articles 
on prenatal and early infant care of a length up 
to 1600 words. Payment is upon publication, at 
Y_ cent per printed word, plus as many free 
copies as the author requests. 

BeutauH Francez, R. N., 
Editorial Director, 
The American Baby, 
258 Riverside Drive, 
Ms, 43 Ba, es Be 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers, 

PROFIT ON SALES-3,500%, 
Via Trial and Error Assignments 

You've asked us— and 
we've always told you that 
we train beginners to sell 
their very first stories at 
good rates. Outstandingly 
successful SSW student is 
Kathleen Briggs, whose 7th 
serial sale our marketing 
agent has just made. Her 
profit on her small invest- 
ment in this course is approximately 3,500%, 
to date. This author is another who sold be- 
fore completing these eleven assignments 
and kept on. 
We have mentioned this author in this 

column before—and we keep on mentioning 
her because she is an example of what we 
mean when we say that SSW students sell 
and continue selling—because that is an ex- 
ample of how our interest continues long 
after the work is finished. 

Enter... BEGINNER 
Exit... SELLING WRITER 

Through the years this phrase has become asso- 
ciated with us. For years we have proved that big 
names have no monopoly on sales. S.S.W. students 
have sold before completing the course and continue 
to get their share of checks. We are proud of the 
fact that we train beginners to sell their very first 
stories at good rates. Since all work is personal and 
individual, enrollment is limited. 

PRACTICAL—INEXPENSIVE 
Our story selling fundamentals are based on the famous 

writing book TRIAL AND ERROR, the frank, realistic and 
practical result of the author's experience in selling 2, 
stories and 35 books. TRIAL AND ERROR is included with 
the assignments. 
Send now for FREE information about this proved and 

approved course in commercial fiction writing. It will tell 
you about the students who started selling while they were 
still working with us, and others who have established 
themselves in the writing field. Most of the sales were 
made through our selling agent, one of the best in the busi- 
ness, who will handle your salable course stories on a 
straight 10% commission basis. 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
The coupon below could be the ay aye | of your suc- 

cessful writing career, as it has been for others. Clip it, 
fill it, and send it. 

Kathleen Briggs 

VETERANS: 
Write for special offer. 

SUPERVISED STORY WRITING SCHOOL s 
2 East 45th Street 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Please send full information about SUPERVISED STORY 
WRITING at no obligation to me. | have{] do not have] 
TRIAL AND ERROR. 

Name 

Address 

Approved as a correspondence school under the laws of 
the State of New York. 
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Ss 
MS readers; 

able artists; punctual printers; agents for Great Britain and the Continent; distribution at 

If you have a typewritten MS on any subject — (30,000 words and up) you are cordially 
invited to submit it, with the complete certainty on your part that it will be read without 

We offer straight royalty when possible. Many titles are published on some form of 
cooperative basis, with higher royalty. If unavailable, your MS will be returned promptly 

and carefully. If accepted, your book will be published promptly and adequately. 
Write first if you prefer. 

DORRANCE & COMPANY 

DEPT. WD, 364-376 DREXEL BUILDING 

o0\9] PHILADELPHIA 6 ------PENNSYLVANIA 
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Now You've Published 

Sir: 
Apart from any idealistic credo, being a writer 

means to me, a tyro, the necessity for continu- 
ally concocting answers to the question, “How’s 
the writing coming along?” 

If I try to answer with a noncommittal “fine” 
or “oh, so-so,” this question (which is the one 
the inquirer really wanted answered in the first 
place) inevitably follows: “Had anything pub- 
lished yet?” 

Since the truthful answer to this has to be 
“No, not yet,’ it always puts me in a spot 
where I feel I should defend my continued 
efforts in the face of such obvious failure. And 
although I do occasionally try to give a ques- 
tioner some idea of how long and arduous the 

path to publication may be, I have long since 
come to the conclusion that the consensus re- 
garding the subject among non-writers (who 
comprise 100% of my family, friends, and ac- 
quaintances) is that “if you had it in you,” 
you would have been published by now; ergo, 
you don’t “have it in you,” and are therefore 
living in a fool’s paradise. 

I suppose I should have kept my writing 
ambitions a deep, dark secret from the first. 
But then, how could I account for the dis- 
rupted household that droppers-in are apt to 
find? Or how to explain to the other women 
of the neighborhood why I don’t care to join 
the morning kaffee-klatsch. Besides, the clatter 
of my old typewriter would call for some sort 
of explanation. 

Does the only solution lie in working harder, 

longer hours, in order to get a brain-child in 
print sooner? If so, that’s what I shall do, at 
the risk of increasing my rating of unsociability. 

I’m patient. Why can’t my friends be? 
LorrAINE PENTELL, 

3517 W. Grace St., 
Chicago 18, Iil. 

The Comic Muse 
Sir: 

For all of the thousands of words I have 
read on plot, conflict and stirring emotions to 
make things matter terribly, I can’t bring myself 
to build a story that drags the reader through 
hate, prostrating grief, injustice and even mur- 
der as so many stories do. 
To most of us in our every-day living these 

things come up constantly to some degree. What 
I hope to do some day is write stories that give 
a lift. A story that can make use of downright 
goodness, straight thinking and love of your 
fellow man, need not dwell on hate or fear. Of 
the latter we have more than enough in this 
world. Of the first, we need so much and find 
80 little. 

It is easier to make people cry than laugh. 

Grace RASMUSSEN, 

1538 S. E. 33rd Avenue, 
Portland, Oregon. 

“The future belongs to those who prepare 
for it now.” 

MAREN ELWOOD 
Author's representative, literary collaborator. 

Author of the current won-fiction best seller, 

CHARACTERS MAKE YOUR STORY, 

published by Houghton, Mifflin, recommended 

by the Book-of-the-Month Club, and that 

latest book, WRITE THE SHORT-SHORT. 

English 
amt mg 

Professional / pubtic “Speak ng 
Ga Prob. of the Prot, Wi imi rob. of the Prof. Writer 

Training Mystery & Detective 
ss Article & Feature 

For Writers Advertising 
Publicity 
Newspapers 
Juvenile 
Screen 

(Approved for Veterans; also non-quota Foreign 
Students) 

Established 1923 

Study by mail. Studio lectures. Individual 
manuscript criticism . . , Personal, directed 
writing. For information write: 

MAREN ELWOOD, Agent 
6001 Santa Monica Bivd., Hellywood 38, California 

Courses in 

MAGAZINE WRITING 
Fiction—Non-Fiction 

Practical home study training for 

those who must work in spare time 

HE Magazine Institute, a private scheol owned and 
operated by successful writers and editors, offers 

practical, up-to-date training in story and article writ- 
ing. You work in your own home. Every assignment 
you send is returned with detailed criticism. 

EXPERT INSTRUCTION 
An experienced writer or editor 
takes you in hand, answering your 
questions, helping you find the VETERANS: 
type of work for which you are 
naturally suited. Before long you The course ap- 
are writing in your we Soee Se 
tion stories, essays, short sketches, 
whatever you are best suited to proved for vet- 
do. Send for FREE CATALOGUE " 
today. Canadians may make pay- erans' training. 
ments in Canadian funds. 

Read_ Editor-in-Chief Robert Smith’s best-selling ‘‘BASE- 
BALL.” At all bookstores. : — 

THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE, Inc. 
Dept. 89, 50 Rockefeller Plaza 
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. 

Please send your free catalog, without obligation, te: 

(Inquiries coabdeutial, No leon all call) a 

( ) Check here if eligible under G. I. Bill. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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Question: Which of these men is tallest? 

LOOKS HARD—deciding which of the men in the picture is tallest. Actually, there’s 
nothing to it, if you know art and perspective. All of the men in the picture are the 
same size. 

Author's Illusion... 
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LOOKS EASY—writing and selling, to the man or woman who’s never tried it. Actually, 
it’s the hardest job in the world: getting the story or article salable, and getting 
it to the right market at the right time. 

That’s why competent agency representation is as important to the writer as his typewriter. Your 
agent is your insurance of correct and rapid marketing and sales of your scripts, and expert assistance in 
the repair of scripts which aren’t salable but can be made salable. 

We'll be happy to see some of your work. 

TERMS: Professionals: If you are selling fiction or articles regularly to national magazines, or have 
sold a book to a major publisher within the past year, we'll be happy to discuss handling your output 
on straight commission basis of 10% on all American sales, 15% on Canadian sales, and 20% on 
British and all other foreign sales. 

Newcomers: As recompense for working with beginners or newer writers (detailed analysis 
and report, suggestions for revision if necessary, marketing) until you begin to earn your keep 
through sales, our fee, payable with material sent, is five dollars per script for scripts up to 5, 
words, one dollar per thousand words for additional thousands and final fraction (for example, 
seven dollars for a script of 6,895 words.) $25 for books of all lengths; information on terms for 
other types of material upon request. We drop all fees after we make several sales for new clients. 
Personal collaboration service—where the agency works with the writer from plot idea through 
finished script and sale—by arrangement; information upon request. A stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, please, with all manuscripts. 

SCOTT MEREDITH LITERARY AGENCY, 1650 BROADWAY, N.Y. 19, N.¥. 
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M, SISTER, MY BRIDE” is the 
story of a frigid wife. The heroine of 
my second novel is one of many women 
who are repelled by the sexual side of mar- 

riage. “A garden barred is my sister, my 
bride, a fountain sealed, a spring shut up.” 
So says Solomon in “The Song of Songs,” 
and so is Cassia in my book, recently pub- 
lished by Simon & Schuster. 
“My Sister, My Bride” would have to be 

a recent publication. It could not have 
been written fifty years ago when coldness 
in women was quite proper, completely 
comme il faut. The females who took 
pleasure in “that sort of thing” were not 
wives ; they were the loose women, the bad 
women. If, when a girl married, a sentence 

of the marital vows went, “with my body 
I thee worship,” that was verbiage. Wifely 
submission was taught young girls; warm 

response was out of the question. 
Our customs have changed; our connu- 

bial pattern is quite. different. A wife is ex- 

The Customer 

Is Always 
You 

By Merriam Modell 

pected to enjoy ail of marriage. Passion 
is part of the dowry a girl brings; and the 
husband who doesn’t find it in his wife is 
presumed to be cheated. The wife who 
cannot respond to physical love is scorned 
today; when she loses her husband—as she 
so often does—we shake our heads and 
shrug our shoulders, indicating that it 
serves her right. 
“My Sister, My Bride” tries to show one 

frigid wife, to make the reader see that her 
frigidity is not her fault, that she is not 
deliberately, mischievously, selfishly, deny- 
ing her husband. Cassia does not choose to 
be cold; she is sealed in a mold cast for her. 
Cassia is warm—although cold; she is 
sweet and loving. She does not feel supe- 
rior about her coldness; she suffers from it. 

Several years ago, I wrote a short story 
which appeared in Harper’s Bazaar. This 
was before I started my first novel, “The 
Sound of Years.” At that time I was doing 
only short pieces and “The Defeated” was 

11 



simply another story, I was completely sur- 
prised by the reader response to it. I had 
letters from the extremely chic ladies you 
expect to read Harper’s Bazaar and most 
unchic ladies who told me they read the 
magazine in beauty parlors, while under 
the drier. Some of these letters I could 
answer, others I wished I could answer. 
Some of the letters were nasty, some humble, 
some angry—but all very much concerned 
with the problem. 

It would seem from this that when I de- 
cided to do a novel about Cassia, who is a 
frigid woman, that I was being canny and 
prudent; that, having investigated the mar- 
ket for a certain product and found it large, 
I promptly set myself up in business. The 
market is good. According to the forth- 
coming Kinsey report on the sexual be- 
havior of women, the percentage of Amer- 
ican women who are frigid is very high. 
Had I set about writing my book in this 
business-like, methodical way, I would have 
been sensible, but that isn’t the way it hap- 
pened. (That isn’t the way it should hap- 
pen, in my opinion.) 

The truth is that my own story and the 
letters I received about it started a process 
of growth in me. Frigidity, from having 
been the rather startling theme of a short 
story which I was aware very few maga- 
zines would handle, became an obsession. 
(Mary Louise Aswell, the fiction editor of 
Har per’s Bazaar, is notorious for courage.) 
I saw evidences of it, the sad consequences 

of it, all around me. 
“And this our life, exempt from public 

haunt, 
Finds tongues in trees, books in the 

running brooks, 
Sermons in stone, and good in every 

thing.” 
I read all the medical and psychiatric 

literature on the subject that was available 
to me. Because I talked about frigidity, 
people began to talk to me, to bring me 
their experiences of frigid women—always 
those convenient friends of friends, of 

course. 
By the time I decided to write “My 

Sister, My Bride,’ sexual anaesthesia was 
the most important problem in the world. 
The possible consequences of the atom 

12 

bomb were of pinprick proportions com- 
pared to the ravages caused by frigidity. | 
was messianic. It was my duty to tell Cas. 
sia’s story in a way in which the greatest 
number of people would find interesting 
and convincing. 

Writing Cassia’s story was not only a 
hard job—for I did it in the most difficult 
way possible since the problem is seen 
through the subject herself—it was a cru- 
sade. The book had to be written; the 
story must be told. More than any other 
story, I wanted to read an honest one about 
a frigid woman. I was the first fervent 
customer for my book. 

Sexual anaesthesia is a delicate subject. 
As far as I know, it has never been tackled 
before, that is not directly, not overtly. 
There have been innumerable frigid women 
in literature, of course. For example, psy- 
chiatrists will tell you that Madame Bovary 
was frigid; but did you know it? In my 
book, Cassia knows. In the first chapter 
Cassia says, “I am a frigid woman.” She 
is quite conscious of the problem. She is 
appallingly modern. She tries desperately 
to be intelligent, scientific, detached. 

Such a subject, handled in such a man- 
ner, could not have been written honestly 
and shamelessly if this internal process I 
spoke of had not gone on in me. If I had 
not been full of the subject, if there had 
remained room for one single snicker, one 
smudged memory of a double entendre, I 
could not have touched the subject fear- 
lessly. Cassia could not have shown me 
how she felt in bed with her husband, and 
I would not have had the necessary insight 
into Will’s reaction to his wife’s lack of 
response to him. If I had not been passion- 
ately dedicated to the problem, smut not 
truth would have come out. My publishers 
would not have accepted the book. Dealers 

would not be handling it. 
“My Sister, My Bride,’ was finished al- 

most a year ago. I no longer think that 
sexual anaesthesia is the most important 
problem in the world. It is a most inter- 
esting condition; its ramifications, its im- 
plications reach further into ordinary life 
than we know. Certainly frigidity is the 
cause of great and terrible unhappiness to 
many good people, men and women. Cer- 
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"She told you that gown was a poem, eh? You tell her that gown was 
six’ poems and ‘two’ short stories." 

tainly, it is the rock, the sharp implacable 
stone which breaks a fearful number of 
good marriages. Very few people under- 
stand frigidity and if they did they could 
save marriages, save happiness, do wonders. 

I do not underestimate Cassia’s problem 

now but she is between covers in the book 
stores; I am sane about the subject now. 

There is a growing conviction in me now 

that quite another need is man’s greatest 
requirement. More clearly and more 

strongly, I am beginning to see why so many 

of us grope and thirst and starve and are 
generally dissatisfied even in lives where 

there is light and food and drink. There is 
this friend of mine, for example, who has 

everything. She has her man, her family, 
her work. She is charming and pretty and 
she is not frigid at all. However, the relative 
importance of frigidity is not the point. 
The point is that the customer is always 
you. If you are the customer, you are 

always right, that is, you must write about 
what interests you most, what moves you 
most, what your fervent curiosity will en- 
able you to understand most. It is when 
you write about what you want to read 

about, that others besides yourself will be 

interested. You cannot really cater success- 

fully to any taste but your own. 

This advice appears to conflict with other 

suggestions you’ve seen about writing and 
the value of slanting. Of what practical use 
is the WrITER’S MarKET, for example, with 

its statements from editors on the subject 

matter they want, if the only guide to con- 

sult on the material you are to use is your 
own interest in it? My advice sounds contra- 

dictory, perverse. Worse, it sounds imprac- 
tical, visionary. It is not. 

When I suggest that you must want to 
write your book or your story, I say so in 
the interest of efficiency, with an eye to 
rewards. I believe I am speaking quite 
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practically when I insist that you and not 
readers, or the ideal reader as conceived by 
editors, must want to read what you, are 
writing. 

The time to use the WRITER’s MarKET is 
after you finish your book or your story. 
Afterwar?, the printed guide points the 
salable direction; afterward it is stupid to 
ignore outside directives. It is bad policy 
to send unsuitable material to a magazine. 
It is a waste of your time, your postage, 
and the editor’s patience. It is bad sales- 
manship to be haphazard when you have 
finished your work. It is good salesmanship 

before. Perhaps the title of this article 
should be, “The First Customer Is Always 
You?” 

I have written what I thought people 
wanted to read as well as what I wanted 
to read. I have learned from experience 
that it pays to be perverse., I have learned 
that it is good business to give my taste free 
rein in the choice of subject matter. 

I have also learned where discipline is nec- 
essary. I have learned the tremendous im- 
portance of a work habit. There is no doubt 
that a writer with small talent and good 
work habits stands a much better chance 
than a writer with real talent and no dis- 
cipline. 

The writer who works at inspiration’s 
beck and call may believe that he is writing 
in the grand tradition, but if he reads many 
autobiographies of the world’s authors, he 
will discover that he is mistaken. Most of 
the writers who produce a body of work 
have sat doggedly at.their tables for certain 
parts of every day. Inspiration is only a 
part of writing; there is also the scut work, 
the revision, the polishing, the weeding out 
and cutting down. On the days when you 
are not an inspired artist, you can be a 
careful craftsman; for good writing de- 
mands both types of work. 

A writer must learn to 
yoke his inspiration. I dis- 

covered that it could be 
done, not because I am 

bright but because I am a 

woman. Before I became a 

wife and mother, my time 
was all my own. I could 
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work whenever I felt like it. Each day 
offered me twenty-four hours to write in if 
I chose not to read instead, not to listen to 

music or to gossip, not to have a date for 
dinner and spend the rest of the day pre- 
paring for that date. I had no obligation to 
anyone but my muse. 

After I was married, running a house ob- 

ligated me to perform certain duties, and I 

also had a husband to consider. I was still 

pretty free though, because my house was 

a small, modern apartment, and my hus- 

band was most considerate. But children 

are not considerate. To a child, a mother 

is a mother and not a writer. When my son 

was born I found that the whole day wasn’t 

mine at all; the twenty-four hours narrowed 

to two hours, between twelve and two. (A 

time of day I had previously found impos- 
sible for work, lethargic hours filled with a 

full stomach and a desire to nap.) With my 

child around, these were the only hours I 

had, and I learned to use them. With my 

miserable two hours, I wrote and sold more 

stories during the first two years after my 
son was born than in any previous two years. 
Later, I had three hours to myself, nine to 

twelve every morning that John was well. 

I believe that the strict limitation of time 

is a blessing. I had to start off writing the 

way a runner starts when the gun goes off. 

I work on days when I can hardly wait to 

get to my desk because all my dreams on the 

previous night were literary, and on morn- 

ings when I wish I were a street cleaner or 

a laundry worker, when the idea of writing 

makes my stomach turn. 

If you want to write, you must learn work 

habits. Here you cannot be bohemian and 

free. You must learn here to be stern with 

yourself. Allow your subconscious to choose 

your subject matter, but not 

the time you are to work. 

Be arty and _ long-haired 
about your material, but 

not when to write it. I be- 

lieve you will find that in- 

spiration, like fire, is a good 
servant but a bad master. 
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DEAR MR. EDITOR: 

When and how to use 

the article query letter 

 _ you hit upon what seems to be 
a wonderful article idea, should you write 
it up and submit it, or pause and first ask 

the editor if he wants it? 
To solve that dilemma, WriITER’s DicEsT 

wrote the larger, national magazines and 
asked the non-fiction editors whether they 
preferred to be queried first, A majority 
of the editors do prefer query letters, and 
this method has definite advantages for 

the writer. 
A query letter or outline is shorter than 

a ‘completed manuscript, and reports are 
swifter. (A three cent stamped envelope 
with your name and address is still de 
rigeur. ) 
An okay on a subject doesn’t mean the 

editor has to buy your completed script, but 
enables the writer to tackle his story with 
the assurance that the topic is not one 
which the editor doesn’t want or has as- 
signed to someone else. 

There are several elements which most 
editors want incorporated in the query, 
whether you write it in outline or letter 
form. 

1. Honesty. Submit an outline that prom- 
ises what you can deliver. Not more. 

2. Is it too thin? Check it by reducing 
what you have to say to the fewest possible 
words, sentences or paragraphs. Has it 
been said before, and, if so, why should 
it now be said again? How much value 
does this have to the magazine’s audi- 
ence? Will it interest all of them, part of 
them, only a few? Thinking of the readers 

it will interest, how many pages of text is 
it worth in relation to the number of pages 
the editor has to spend in each issue? 

Let’s say you feel it is worth six pages. 
Then take four other articles of six pages 
from this magazine and reduce the basic 
idea of each to the fewest words. Compare 
yours to the others. By comparison, is your 
basic idea strong? 

3. Is it local? If so, try your newspaper 
feature editor. 

4. Style. Most magazines like queries 
or outlines to reveal something of the style 
of the writer. That doesn’t mean covering 
several sheets of bond with nice writing 
and not telling anything about the actual 
contents of the article. But some books 
like to see a sample lead and examples of 
the anecdotes the writer will use to enliven 
his presentation. 

5. Authority. If you’re tackling a sub- 
ject which is controversial or specialized, 
be certain to tell the editor what right you 
have to talk on that topic. 

6. Photographs. If the magazine you are 
querying uses photographs, and you have 
pictures to go with your article, mention 
that fact and indicate what type of photo- 
graphs are available. 

Some Like ’em Cold 

There is another side of the query ques- 
tion. Both The Atlantic Monthly and The 
Ladies’ Home Journal point: out that for 
their purposes they would rather have a 
writer, with whose work they are unfa- 
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miliar, submit a completed script. Charles 
W. Morton, associate editor of the Atlantic, 
explains: “We are always reluctant to en- 
courage any author idly, and what the 
query reply comes down to is giving advice 
to strangers without knowing anything of 
their qualifications, their affairs, or their 
potentialities.” 

The editors who want query letters first 
agree that there is no one standard letter 
to suit all publications. But each editor 
does know what kind of a letter he himself 
likes best to see. Below are some editorial 
preferences. 

The American Legion Magazine 

Joseph C. Keeley, executive editor of 
The American Legion Magazine, says: 
“We prefer to have writers submit outlines 
of articles rather than finished articles, for 
two reasons. One is to save them work; 
the other is to help develop the kind of 
article that will be best suited for our mag- 
azine—if we are interested in the idea.” 

Since The Legion is not sold on news- 
stands, many writers send material blindly. 
This is unfortunate, because The Legion 
is a specialized publication. As the official 
magazine of The American Legion, they 
devote a certain portion of their contents 
to Legion activities. 

“Quite often the stuff goes back not be- 
cause it isn’t good but isn’t good for us,” 
Mr. Keeley continues. “For example, we 
get quite a few articles on housing. The 
writers naturally assume that Legionnaires 
are interested in housing, and so they are. 
But we have been hammering at the sub- 
ject since V-J Day, with more on the 
schedule, so when we get still another 
article, it has to be something different 
from what we’ve already published or have 
in our files. 

“Another type of article which we see 
quite often is that which deals with a sub- 
ject in a way that is counter to Legion 
policy. Now and then, for instance, we get 
an article condemning Universal Military 
Training. Writers are of course entitled to 
their opinions, but as an official publica- 
tion of the Legion, which has been fighting 
for UMT for years, we’d rather present our 
side of the story. 
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“To save. time for everyone concerned, a 
query is highly advisable. 

“As for the kind of query, we’re inter- 
ested primarily in the facts rather than the 
handling. Some writers devote most of 
their queries to a recitation of their prowess 
with a typewriter, but they impress us less 
than the fellow who presents an orderly 
array of information which sells itself. 
“We like an outline which is a bare 

skeleton of the contemplated article. But 
we want one which indicates ‘that the 
author knows what he’s talking about, and 
can back up his statements. Furthermore, 
we want a first-hand account. If the writer 
is suggesting an article about, say, a highly 
successful ex-GI in Duluth, we’d much 
rather have the query come from Duluth 
than from Los Angeles. Also, if the writer 
happens to be an expert on the particular 
subject, we are interested in knowing about 
it. He’ll probably need his specialized 
knowledge to answer some of the inquiries 
his article will bring.” 

Argosy 

At Argosy, Lillian G. Genn, non-fiction 
editor, has a way to save time. “We like to 
have an inquiry first, giving the idea very 
briefly and then if we are interested, we 
ask for a more complete outline—usually 
about a page.” 

Better Homes and Gardens 

Better Homes and Gardens wants a good 
outline or letter of inquiry to tell the editor 
these things, according to Gardner Soule, 
managing editor. 

1. What the subject of a proposed article 
1S. 

2. How it would help BH&G readers to 
improve their homes. 

3. Whether the article would cover jobs 
readers could do themselves. 

4. Whether, if the article did cover jobs 
for readers to do, full directions would be 

included. 
5. What illustrations would be available, 

or where they could be gotten. 

Actually then, “a letter of inquiry is a 
much better word for what we want than 
outline. It would be a summary of the 
proposed article rather than an outline. 



A Sample Query Letter 
Sir: 

| notice that while you publish many interesting and definitive articles on various 
crops, fescue, corn, and especially the one on oats in your last issue, you have not 
published anything on herbs in the past two years. . 

| would like to prepare an article for FARM QUARTERLY about herbs covering 
these points: 

1. What is an herb? 

2. Name a hundred or more. 
a. Give their uses. 

3. How to plant a kitchen herb garden that the farmer's wife can 
use for her home cooking and canning. 
a. List herbs to plant, and supply a plan. 

4. Are herbs a field crop for the American farmer? 
a. List those herbs grown commercially. 
b. Experience story of three farmers each raising different 

herb crops. 
c. | have sent a letter to 50 State agricultural stations asking 

whether herbs are grown commercially in their State and have 
32 replies giving the facts, plus local growers and addresses 
of each. | can get experience stories from these growers. 

5. Are herbs a specialty crop? 
a. Experience story from two “one acre" farmers who raise herbs 

as a specialty. 
6. How herbs are marketed. 

a. Who buys them. 
b. How they get to the public in various forms. 
c. How the price is “made”. 
d. What gross can be expected per acre on those herbs that 

can be grown commercially. 
7. Recipes. 

a. Two or three suggestions for their use at home. 

| have been raising herbs for the past ten years in a small way but am seriously 
interested in the subject. | believe the above outline can develop into a sober, 
instructive and entertaining article, such as FARM QUARTERLY regularly uses. 
| expect $500 if the article is used; $150 if it is not. | suggest a length of 8000 
words so that you can cut freely. A suggested lead (400 words) is attached. | cannot 
supply photographs of the quality you use, but can direct your photographer right 
now where to go to get different herb crops in harvest season. 

The reasons | am addressing you first is because | think the kind of farmers 
who read FARM QUARTERLY will enjoy such an article. Your magazine is read 
by a more progressive farmer ... at least that is the case of those | have met here, 
such as (names of four follow). 

| can deliver the article about 6 weeks after your order. My phone is......... 
if you would care to discuss the matter with me and | would enjoy listening to your 
suggestions. 

NAME OF AUTHOR 

The above actual query from a free-lance writer brought back an order for $100 on receipt if the article 
was not used; $350 if it was; plus traveling expenses guaranteed to several farms in three States. 

As it worked out the article was delivered and purchased. Payment was not made until the editor 
— galley prools to a half dozen herb authorities in the country who approved the factual accuracy 
of the piece.—Ed. 



“T find that it helps writers to prepare 
summary letters for us if they ask them- 
selves the basic questions newspapers try 
to answer in their lead paragraphs. Who? 
What? When? Why? Where? How? And 
of these six, the “how” question is often 
the most important to us because we use 
so many how-to articles,’ Mr. Soule says. 

Collier’s 

Queries about article ideas submitted to 
Collier’s should take the form of a very 
brief outline or synopsis indicating the 
factual material available. It’s also a good 
idea to suggest what anecdotes could be 
used and what pictorial possibilities exist. 
Your outline or synopsis doesn’t have to be 
long, but it should be extremely meaty. 

Coronet 

The usual length for Coronet outlines 
is two pages, more or less, depending on 
the subject being described. They should be 
comprehensive enough to cover broad facts, 
including a representative anecdote or two, 
if possible, and written in the author’s own 
writing style, not in numbered paragraphs. 

Bernard L. Glaser, associate editor, points 
out that many new writers have a tendency 
to submit outlines which are too brief and 
too stiff. In many ways the outline is just 
as important as the article itself and much 
care should go into its preparation. 

Forbes 

Letters to Forbes Magazine of Business 
should contain the following ingredients: 
suggested title; the general theme of the 
article; a specific, but not lengthy, outline 
of the three or four—or more—points to 
be stressed; overall conclusion to be drawn. 
Charles Furcolowe, managing editor, pro- 
vides a sample. 

“Suppose a writer wants to do a piece 
on industrial profit sharing plans—their 
pros and cons. We’d like to see an outline 
of this nature. Piece would analyze and 
appraise the profit sharing movement, 
pointing out the advantages and disad- 
vantages in profit sharing plans. Would 
lead off with a brief discussion of the recent 
spread of profit sharing, then discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages raised by 
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authorities on the subject. This would be 
followed by figures as to the number of 
profit sharing plans which have failed and 
succeeded, with an analysis as to the ‘why’ 
in each case. Piece would include recom. 

mended steps to follow for businesses in- 
terested in installing such plans, and would 
wind up with a table of the various types 
of plans. Conclusion would point out that 
advantages outweigh disadvantages (or vice 
versa, perhaps) .” . 

Although Forbes do not require a lengthy 
outline, they like details, and they empha- 
size that if the story isn’t really a good one, 
it’s useless to try to sell it by an outline 
that the story itself cannot match. 

Harper’s 

Harper's Magazine has found that al- 
though there is no formula that will make 
a perfect query, for their purposes, a good 
letter is more effective than a good out- 
line. A letter that is not only informative 
but well written and interesting can give 
some of the feel of what the proposed arti- 
cle will be like. Frequently outlines which 
they see are somewhat dry and give no hint 
of whether or not the author can write 
good prose. Generally, Harper's would 
rather read a long and informative letter 
than a short teaser. 

Holiday 

Al Hine, associate editor of Holiday, says 
that they have no hard and fast rules about 
outlines. Neatness and literacy are natural 
attributes, and the outline should intrigue 
the editor enough so that he will want to 
see more. “By intriguing we don’t mean 
tricky in the physical sense—advertising 
type presentations and so on—we mean 
fundamentally interesting in an editorial 
way. - 

“Given a good idea, and we have no 
way of telling anyone how to find a good 
idea, the most successful outline will prob- 
ably have most of the following: 

“It will be short, but sufficient to explain 
its subject. Usually a page or two will 
suffice. 

“It will give, perhaps in a sample lead 
paragraph or two, some inkling of the 
writer’s ability and style. This is almost a 
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"Sure it's like ‘Gone with the Wind.’ It's my version of the same story." 

necessity in the case of a free-lance writer 
making his submission cold. 

“It will, whether in outline form or in 
informal precise style, give some idea of 
the proposed structure of the article. 

“If it has these three basic components 
and is a good idea in the first place, it will 
probably draw a letter of encouragement 
and, in infinitesimally rare cases, perhaps 
some expense money.” 
Many of Holiday’s stories are being done 

on assignment or after personal discussion. 

Liberty 

If you haven’t sold to them before, 
Liberty prefers to see a complete script 
from you, but writers known to them can 
send an outline, preferably containing a 
sample lead and then listing the most im- 
portant points that the writer will develop 
in his article. A sample lead gives the edi- 
tors some idea of the author’s style. If the 

piece is controversial, include your sources 
of information and how thoroughly you’ve 
checked them. The editors also like to see 
one or two good readable anecdotes that 
point up the subject. Usually a couple of 
pages of outline will give enough informa- 
tion about a subject unless the writer has 

a series in mind. 
Don’t ever send an inquiry that reads 

something like this, John B..Danby, asso- 
ciate editor, cautions: 

“What article lengths do you prefer and 
what are your rates? I would like an as- 
signment to do an article on Joe Whatshis- 
name. I’m going on vacation next week 
and plan to do some of the research along 
the way; therefore, I must know right away 
whether you are interested.” 

Such a letter is no help to the editor; 
he doesn’t even learn why Joe would be 
worth a magazine article. 

Liberty incidentally, since turning month- 
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ly, no longer wants articles on the inter- 
national scene. They become dated too 

easily. 

N. Y. Times Sunday Magazine 

The New York Times Sunday Magazine 
has responded favorably to everything from 
a postal to a three page letter, though they 
obviously don’t recommend either extreme. 
For first offerings, let your letter contain: 

1. A concise statement of the subject 
being proposed and the particular aspect 
which is to be treated. 

2. An indication of why the subject is 
news. 

3. A statement of the contributor’s au- 
thority or qualifications for writing on the 

subject. 
4. A simple outline—a single sentence or 

so for each point—indicating how the arti- 
cle is to be handled. 

5. A statement as to when the article 
can be delivered, if wanted, and whether, 
in certain cases, the contributor can supply 
illustrations. 

Saturday Evening Post 

Article writers aiming at the Saturday 
Evening Post are advised to query before 
expending on any subject the time and 
work required to produce a publishable 
magazine feature. The query should be 
accompanied by an outline which need not 
run longer than two or three ordinary 
typed pages and should be a summary of 
what will appear in the finished manu- 
script. It should give the significant high- 
lights of the subject; and if the writer has 
any special qualifications for handling the 
topic, has personal knowledge of’ it or in- 
formation sources not accessible to others 
—that should also be mentioned. In short, 
the outline should make clear what there is 
about the subject that leads the writer to 
believe he could work it up into an inter- 
esting article. 

Today’s Woman 

Harold Baron, feature editor of Today’s 
Woman, thinks writers would save a great 
deal of time if they queried him first about 
article ideas. The query can be very brief 
—just a paragraph—or it can be an out- 
line showing the slant or treatment. Mr. 
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Baron likes to know whether the writer 
can personalize his material and suggests he 
mention whether there are good anecdotes 

available, possibly give one as an example. 

This Week 
This Week’s article editor, C. B. Roberts, 

also suggests that outlines waste less of the 
writer’s time. Their only requirement is 
that the outline be complete enough to 
allow the editors to visualize the poten- 
tialities of the article. One possible tech- 
nique would be that the first paragraph or 
two of the outline comprise the actual lead 
of the article as the author intends to write 
it. A list of the points to be covered in the 
piece should follow. 

Avoiding $ Trouble 

Let’s say your outline of an article is 
okayed by the editor. He says: “This out- 
line sounds nice. We would enjoy seeing 
this in 3,500 words. Could we have it in 
10 days?” 

Is that an order? Does it mean you will 
be paid on receipt? 

The only time you can make an editor 
pay for what he has ordered is when he 
says: “This outline sounds nice. We would 
enjoy seeing this in 3,500 words and will 
pay $75.” 
When an editor tells you to go ahead on 

your outline, and does not mention price, 
or when he hedges on his price as per any 
of the following, you are submitting on 
speculation. 

“On scripts that we purchase, we 
pay 3c a word for what we use.” 

“In the event we purchase this, and 
I am confident if you follow this outline 
faithfully, and do a good job, that we 
will, we pay 3c a word.” 

“Why don’t you write this up the way 
you outlined it? We pay 3c a word, and 
you should be able to sell this to us.” 

“As soon as I receive your finished 
story I will let you know what we can 
pay. The rate is 3c a word, but I shall 
try to get you a bonus. If you do a 
good job, we should snap this right up, 
and pay a bonus, too.” 

If you don’t want to write on specula- 
tion, and the onus is always on you, never 
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"Sirs: I can't understand your 
attitude as my wife, mother-in- 

law, Mr. Hazel (our local librar- 
ian) and several neighbors 
agreed that it was a very fine 
story." 

on the editor, who will pay-off only what he 
has previously declared in writing, then you 
must ferret out a pay-off clause. Here’s 
how to get it from him: 

“I am so glad you liked my outline 
and it will be a pleasure to work for you. 
You mention 3c a word. Is this payment 
on receipt? If not, I cannot tackle the 
job now as I have other orders waiting. 

Could you let me know by wire, please?” 

If you don’t feel strong enough to draw 
such a line, you can always bend a little 
like this: 

“IT. am not sure from your letter 
whether you intend to pay 3c a word on 
receipt, or whether you feel this script is 
being done on speculation. I am always 
willing to work on that basis because I 
feel if I can’t write what the editor 
wants, there is no reason why I should 
get paid. However, in this case there is 
a certain amount of time and minor 
expenses that I will have to pay out— 

time that could be spent on work al- 
ready ordered. Would this be agreeable 
to you? Pay me $50 if you do not use 
this piece and 3c a word if you do, with 
a $50 minimum.” 

The whole payment matter resolves down 
to this: If you deliver the editor what he 
wants, you'll get paid. If you don’t, you’re 
out your time. Most editors, working with 
authors who are competent and whose pro- 
fessional ability they have reason to trust, 
based on ,previous experience, will be will- 
ing to guarantee the author a small part 
of the anticipated payment (20 to 40%) in 
the event of rejection. An editor will not 
do this, however, with an author with 
whom he is working for the first time, or 
who has sent scripts in the past that needed 
considerable editing or revision. 

Let your rule be this: Unless you have 
the rate and date of payment, “3c a word on 
receipt”; or, “3c a word on acceptance, re- 
port in 10 days”; or, “3c a word on publi- 
cation, report in 10 days and payment no 
less than 90 days after acceptance”; in writ- 
ing, then the editor’s letter is merely a good 
omen. In the above, only the quote itali- 
cized is an actual order. 

One of the tricks of the editor’s trade is 
to write double talk letters of encourage- 
ment that send an article writer into the 
woods of research for weeks in the belief 
that he has pre-sold an article. Editors of 
big national magazines do not do this. 
They are business men, and their letters of 
encouragement regarding article outlines 
are precise in regard to payment: “We like 
this outline and will cordially read your 
completed article. If it is acceptable, our 
rate of payment is 3c a word for what we 
use.” Or, “We are ordering this piece at a 
flat rate of $300; payment on receipt. Please 
write 4,000 to 4,500 words and we may cut 

to 3,500.” 
Attempts to confuse the author by such 

double talk as “I’ll read your script as soon 
as it comes in and send you what I am 
sure will be good news, right away,” are 
frowned on by editors of major magazines. 
But the responsibility is upon the author, 
who is the seller, and the weaker party, to 
get his terms clearly agreed upon in writ- 
ing, in advance. 
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Dw you ever go down to the fruit cellar 
and find that your young son or daughter 
had painstakingly torn the labels off all the 
jars? 

Well, we’ve selected the following leads 
and left off the name of the magazines in 
which they appeared. You have four choices, 
and one name in each group is correct. 
How many can you identify? 

1. When I left Dr. Colby’s office, noth- 
ing had any reality. I seemed to be 
whirling through space. I put my feet 
down deliberately, but the sidewalk had 
no substance. How could there be any 
reality? My body had been lying to me 
for over five months and now buildings, 
people and lights were spinning in chaos. 

[] The Woman. (] Exciting Love. (] True 

Confessions. (_] Hygeia. 

2. Always it had been the three of 
them—Lex and Irene and Corey. All 
through grammar school, high school, 
college and the six years since. They 
were together constantly, the three of 
them, laughing at their own special 
brand of humor. You would see them 
walking along, Irene in the center, easily 
matching the men’s stride with her long 
beautiful legs, her hands tucked through 
their arms, her shoulder-length golden 
brown hair swinging back from her ex- 
citing face as she turned her attention 
from one to the other. 

C] Harper’s. TF McCalls. 1] Mademoiselle. 

(_] Blue Book. 

3. Cress Delahanty’s grandfather picked 
up the bowl of pink, white and red ger- 
aniums that she had so painstakingly 
arranged, walked to the kitchen door 
and gave them, flowers and bowl to- 
gether, an energetic toss. He was a tall, 
strong man and Cress heard the bowl 
splinter against the rocks that bordered 
the parsley bed at the far end of the 
yard, Then he went through the kitchen 
into the sitting room and came back 

How Well Do You Know The Markets? 
with his accordion. He pushed his chair 
away from the supper table and his 
unused plate, sat down, and played two 
or three chords and then a run of high 
notes. 

(] Ladies’ Home Journal, (]/ Etude. (New 

Yorker. (1) Black Mask. 

4. Even mother, who has always been 
fairly tolerant—for a parent —of the 
strange characters I bring home, rocked 
back on her heels the day I produced 
Hoolio. 

“This is Hoolio, Mother,” I said, toss- 
ing my books and cardigan onto the 
piano, which twanged in protest. “He’s 
from Venezuela.” 

[) Liberty. (1) Boy’s Life. (Story. 

[_] Seventeen. 

5. Mark Jordan didn’t plan the thing 
out in advance. It was just that he saw 
the bunch of wild horses while he was 
heading down the narrow, dangerous 
trail that he and Walt Edland had built 
to reach the top of their mesa—and one 
thing sort of led to another. 

[] Ranch Romances. [] Collier’s, T] West- 

ern Story. (_] Argosy. 

6. It was the year of the flood that the 
leopard came to our valley. The leopard, 
whom we Tibetans call Che-la, left his 
river-bottom jungles to range our moun- 
tain forest for game that had fled the 
high waters. He drove away the serow 
and deer, he slaughtered the farmers’ 
cattle, he prowled the very edge of the 
village, a killer lust upon him. It was I, 
Nahmka Tsong, the hunter, who went 
into the forest to stalk him. 

[] Adventure. [] Jungle Stories. (Forest 

and Outdoors. (1) The Post. 
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Writing greeting card 

verses, and 22 markets 

that buy them. 

By Pauline Rothrauff 

I HAVE just received a check for twenty 
dollars for one greeting card with the prom- 
ise of an extra bonus when it is published. 
That makes sixty-one dollars that I have 
earned from greeting cards this week. Some 
weeks I earn more, some less. Sometimes 
all of my ideas seem to click, and then 
again (just as in any line of work) every- 
thing goes wrong and my most prized cards 
are rejected. 

However, I’m especially happy about that 
twenty dollars, for it is the most I have ever 
received for one idea. Sometime ago, I 
received a check for fifteen dollars for one 
card — but this is tops! 

Most writers think of greeting cards as 
bringing fifty cents a line, and that is the 
way I thought of them too, several years 
ago. At that time, I was employed on the 
editorial staff of a greeting card company 
that paid the usual rates. I had no experi- 
ence with other companies and had received 

Clever Sentiment Pays 

all of my training from this one firm. When 
I left there, I decided to free-lance, and 
as I usually write the “clever” or “comic” 
type of verse, I sketched out most of my 
ideas. At first, I received from three to 
five dollars for a verse and sketch. Most of 
my ideas contained only four lines which 
would have sold for two dollars at the rate 
of fifty cents a line, but the rough drawings 
boosted the price. 

You don’t have to be an artist in order 
to sketch out ideas. With a little practice 
anyone can draw well enough to create a . 
rough illustration. A professional artist 
employed by the greeting card company 
does the “finish.” When drawing up an 
idea, I use a sheet of 84x11 paper and 
fold it twice so that it is the approximate 
size of a greeting card. Then I draw the 
design and letter in the title and verse. I 
would go about making an Easter card in 
this manner: 
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OUTSIDE 

GREETINGS AT EASTER 

Picture of older 
rabbit here 

surrounded by 
many baby 

rabbits 

Hope Easter brings you a 

supply, 
Of joys that quickly multi- 

ply, 
And that long after Easter’s 

over 

. . » . Always be sure to give 
verse a title. 

.... If possible, have most of 
verse on front page. 

INSIDE 

—Drawing can be made 

him 

Picture of rabbit smiling 
happily with large clover 

blossoms growing all around 

more attractive by tint- 
ing with colored pen- 
cils. 

YOU’LL BE UP TO YOUR EARS IN CLOVER! —Have important last 
line on inside. 

At first, some editors were very helpful 
and wrote long letters encouraging me and 
asking for special assignments. As my ideas 
became more original and my drawn sug- 
gestions improved, I received from five to 
ten dollars per card. That is what I still 
receive for most of them; although now 
and then, a special card brings more. At 
present, I have sets of cards out to twelve 
different companies. It is always a thrill to 
receive a check from a new company or 
to have an editor write you that he likes 
your ideas and will call on you whenever 
he needs material. 

If you have been interested in greeting 
cards for any length of time, you have, no 
doubt, heard most of the customary rules. 
Here are some of the vital ones pertaining 
to “clever” and “formal” verse. 

1. Study the cards in the card shops. 
Read them carefully. Try to determine 
what it is that makes one particular card 
stand out from all others. 
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2. Select the companies that you wish to 
write for and slant your material for them. 
The manufacturer’s name is on the back of 
nearly every card that is put out by a 
major company. The names of smaller 
companies may be found in “THe Writ- 
ER’s MARKET,” and in the Manhattan and 
Chicago telephone directories which are in 
many public libraries. However, before 

submitting material to these smaller com- 
panies, query first and find out if they are 
in the market for verse material. Many of 
the smaller companies only buy at certain 
times during the year, while the larger 
companies are an all-year market. 

3. Be sure your greeting contains a wish, 
a compliment or an expression of apprecia- 
tion. 

4. Be original. Try to give your idea a 
new twist, and never copy a published card. 
Editors are only interested in new ideas 
and expressions or in old ideas presented 
in an original manner. 
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5. Don’t use trite rhyme schemes such 
as “you” and “too” or “sick” and “quick.” 
You can buy a rhyming dictionary at the 
dime store. It is Little Blue Book num- 
ber 25. 

6. The meter must be perfect. By “me- 

ter’ we mean the measure of each line. 
Each line must possess a certain number of 
accented and unaccented syllables. For in- 
stance, notice the following verse: 

Valentine Greetings to My Wife 

In party dress or gingham gown 
You’re always mighty sweet, 

In fact, you’re just so doggone swell 
You sweep me off my feet. 

The entire verse follows a certain pat- 
tern. In the first line there are four ac- 
cented syllables. In the second line, three 
syllables are accented. The third line agrees 
with the first and the fourth line with the 
second. Throughout the entire verse, each 
accented syllable is preceded by an unac- 
cented syllable. Read the above verse 
aloud. Notice the natural rising and fall- 
ing of your voice. Now let us change it a 
bit by adding a word here and there irre- 
gardless of accent. 

In your party dress or your gingham gown 
You are always just so dear and sweet, 

In fact, you look so doggone swell, 
That you sweep me completely off my 

feet. 

Awkward, isn’t it? A card shopper 
would hardly stop to read it through, and 

it certainly sounds mawkish. By a few ad- 
ditional words the whole pattern has been 
spoiled. Verses must sing along so that the 
reader can understand their meaning in- 
stantly. 

It is not always necessary for the verse 
writer to follow this first pattern men- 
tioned, although it is the most popular with 
many greeting card editors. If you will 
notice in the Easter verse that I illustrated, 
we have the first and second lines agreeing 
both in meter and rhyme and the third 
and fourth lines agreeing in meter and 
rhyme. In the following verse we have 
another pattern which is also acceptable. 

With Love to Mother on Her Day 

Love you, Mother? Sure we do! 



And that’s just why we’re sending 
Wishes for the best in life 
And happiness unending. 

Here the first and third lines begin with 
an accented syllable, and the second and 
fourth lines begin with an unaccented syl- 
lable. 

Although there are many more com- 
plicated forms of meter, they are very rare- 
ly used in greeting card verse writing. 
“Clever” greeting card verses should be 
kept almost as simple and happy as Mother 
Goose jingles. 

7. Never use poetic language. People 
want to see their own thoughts expressed 
on the cards they buy, and modern people 
do not talk like Keats and Tennyson. An 
editor whom I queried recently, replied: 
“We prefer light, sincere, down-to-earth 

greetings. No purple poetry!” The follow- 

ing verse is a glaring example of purple 
poetry. 

Shining through the stars of night, 
Flaming in the light of dawn, 

Golden memories of your smile 
Brighten days since you are gone. 

You wouldn’t: talk like that, would you? 

Well, neither would anyone else. Here is 
another “missing you” type of verse, but 
this one ‘is “cute” and light, and doesn’t 
remind the reader of horsehair sofas and 
wax flowers. 

Gosh! ’Dis old world sure am upset, 

It jest ain’t fair and square 
Dat I should be away off here 

And yo’ away off there! 

If you want to sell what you write, keep 
your verses light and cute like this one. 
Of course, this idea has been done a num- 
ber of times, but if you can retain the 
“missing you” thought and say the same - 
thing in a different way it will sell over 
and over again. 

8. Never use inversions. For example: 
never say, “In my thoughts, you are to- 
day.” The language of a greeting card must 
sound like ordinary conversation. If I 
seem to be repeating myself on this score, 
it is because so many beginners insist on 
confusing poetry with greeting card verse. 

9. Every card should be given a num- 
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ber so that the editor (in case he buys) 
can refer to it by number and, also, for 
your own records. Always keep a record 
of every card that is out and the company, 
to which you have sent it. 

10. Don’t refer to anything that the 

general public would not understand. Some 
years ago, when I was just learning to write 
greeting cards, I started one verse like this. 
“Now Mona Lisa had a smile.” I don’t 
remember the entire verse but it went on 
to say that the recipient’s smile was much 
more charming than that of the Mona 
Lisa. A patient editor pointed out to me 
that a great many card shoppers would not 
know of Mona Lisa and the verse would 
have no meaning for them. Some time 
after that, I noticed a card on the market 
that referred to the “wonderful one hoss 
shay” and I wondered if that, too, didn’t 
leave a number of people cold. 

The more conversational and down-to- 
earth a greeting is, the better it will sell. 
However, if you can make it “cute” or 
“clever” by bringing in some well known 
historical or story book character or refer- 
ence, so much the better; but be sure that 

your reference is one that the average shop- 
per will understand. 

11. Never use any modern reference or 
expression that will be passé within a year. 
Remember that the ideas that you write 
down now won’t be on the card counters 
until next year. Of course, slang expres- 
sions like “O. K.”, “Gee!” and “Gosh!” 
are all right and in many instances add to 

the cuteness of the verse. But new expres- 
sions—the kind that come and go like 
“Kilroy was here”—must be avoided, for 
in a year’s time they may be forgotten. 

12. Be sure that the last line carries a 
special punch. In other words make your 

verse “end with a bang.” If necessary 
write the last line first and then make the 
others lead up to it. When writing the 
Easter verse that I illustrated a few para- 
graphs ago, I wrote the last line first. I 
decided to make an Easter card with a 
rabbit in the illustration. I wanted to wish 
the recipient joy both at Easter and in the 
year that followed, so I asked myself, 
“What would make a rabbit happy? What 
do rabbits like best?” Then I remembered 
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some rabbits that I had as a child and how 
they used to hop about when I brought 
clover to their pen. A little more reason- 
ing and I had the lines: 

And that long after Easter’s over 
You'll be up to your ears in clover. 

After that, I wrote the first two lines that 

lead up to these. 
Someone said to me the other day: “It 

must be nice to be talented.” And I felt 
like answering, “Talented! It isn’t talent. 
It’s just hard work.” 

For ideas, study the ads in all available 
magazines, noting any unusual combina- 
tion of words and clipping the better ads 
for your file. One ad that I clipped shows 
an old fashioned stage coach being pur- 
sued across the desert by bandits. Another 
one has a little angel floating along on a 
cloud, picking fruit from trees in the sky. 
Such ads are interesting and colorful, and 
one of these days when I’m making up a 
card for some special occasion, I'll look 
through my file and perhaps one of them 
will suggest just the idea that I’m looking 
for. Ideas are like seeds; they are planted 
in the subconscious mind long before they 
germinate and bear fruit that the conscious 

mind can recognize. 
You'll receive many an inspiration from 

joke books, popular songs, radio programs, 

slogans, illustrated juvenile books and, of 
course, from published cards. Look through 
the illustrated juvenile books in the chil- 
dren’s section of your public library. Ask 
friends and relatives to save the greeting 
cards they receive for you, and whenever 
you see a card that especially appeals to 
you, buy it. Keep these cards in a special 
file, so that you can look them over when- 
ever your fountain of ideas seems to have 
gone dry. Take special notice of cards 
with attachments and trick folds, and try 

to think of something new in this respect. 
Be interested in everything around you 

and jot down all clever ideas and expres- 
sions that come to you. However, no mat- 

ter how much a published ad or card ap- 
peals to you—don’t make something simi- 
lar—make something better! 

Another thing, don’t wait for an idea be- 
fore you sit down to write. Allot yourself 

so much time for writing from each day, 
and sit down to write whether you have an 
idea or not. Look through your file of ads 
and ideas—think of card shoppers and 
what they want to find on the counters, It 
may go slowly at first, but after a few 
weeks you'll be so anxious to get at your 

writing that your brain cells will seem to 
be bubbling over with ideas. Although 
you may sell some ideas right away, don’t 
expect immediate sales. Greeting card writ- 
ing like any other kind of writing requires 
study and practice. As the weeks go by, 
you'll notice that you are steadily improv- 
ing and that your sales are increasing. 

Don’t be discouraged if a card doesn’t 

sell to the first few editors who review it. 
What appeals to one, may be poison to 
another. About a month ago, I sold two 
cards for five dollars each that had been 
to over a dozen companies, and yet a lead- 
ing company bought them both. 

Years ago, I came across a card bearing 
the picture of a little darkey saying, “Dey’s 
plenty o’ room at de top, but it ain’t no 

rest room!” 
Apply that to your own greeting card 

writing. 

Markets 

American Greeting Publishers, Inc., 1300 

West 78th St., Cleveland 2, Ohio. Robert 
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McMahon, Editor. Want humorous ma- 
terial only; no general verse. Pay 50c a 

line and up, at the time of purchase. 
Barker Greeting Card Company, Barker 

Bidg., 14th and Clay Streets, Cincinnati 10, 
Ohio. Alvin Barker, Editor. Interested only 
in unusual, humorous, clever and novelty 
ideas for all occasions. Reports within two 
weeks, Pays highest premium price for 
ideas accepted. 

The Fairfield Line, Inc., Division of 
George S. Carrington Co., 2732 Fullerton 
Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois. Editor will 
consider everyday sentiments throughout 
the year. Pays 50c to 75c a line for conven- 
tional sentiments, 75c to $1.00 a line for 
‘humorous sentiments. No Christmas or 
Valentine sentiment being considered this 
year. 

Crestwick, Inc., 251 Fourth Avenue, New 
York 10, New York. Albert Bodian, Editor. 
Christmas greetings; general and relative, in 
prose or four-line verse. Also uses birthday 
and everyday greeting card material in 
prose or four-line verse. Prefers prose. Re- 
ports in two to three weeks. Payment is on 
acceptance and is commensurate with cali- 

bre of material submitted. 
Gartner and Bender, Inc., 1104 S. Wa- 

bash Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois. Janice Trim- 
ble, Editor. Generally prefers sentiments 
maintaining a gay, informal conversational 
tone. Uses conventional, relative and hu- 
morous verses, 2 to 8 lines long. Also short 
prose. Especially interested in clever comic 
ideas. Minimum payment 50c per line, on 
acceptance. 

Greetings, Inc., Joliet, Illinois. Grace In- 
gram, Editor. Uses conventional, cute and 
humorous verses, as well as prose sentiments. 
Likes them to be conversational in style, 
simple in wording, clear in grammatical 
construction, and fresh and original in 
theme. Better than usual prices for out- 
standing material. 

Hall Brothers, Inc., 2505 Grand Avenue, 
Kansas City, Missouri. Louise Randall Lutz, 
Editor. Interested only in outstanding ma- 
terial, both general and humorous, every- 
day and seasonal. Pays 50c a line. 

Hampton Art Co., 470 Atlantic Ave., 
Boston, Massachusetts. Buys sentiments 
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only for everyday line. Particularly wants 
humorous ideas. 

The Keating Co., 22nd and Market Sts., 
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania. Uses Christ- 
mas and everyday general verse. Pay 50c a 
line. 

McNicol Greeting Card Co., 28 Oliver 
Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts. Gordon 
J. Gallan, Editor. Uses Christmas and ev- 
eryday verse, 4 to 8 lines. Pays 50c a line. 

Norcross, 244 Madison Ave., New York, 
New York. “We have our own editorial 
staff and so do not often buy verses from 
the open market. However, we do buy an 
occasional verse (at 50c a line) if it is es- 
pecially sincere, or if it has a new fresh 
humorous twist.” 
Novo Products, Inc., 1757 North Park 

Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois. William D. Har- 
ris, Editor. Uses ideas for comic greeting 
cards for all occasions. Only different, 
comic material with a real punch is con- 
sidered. Ideas should be submitted in the 
form of a rough sketch, or at least an ex- 
planation of the desired sketch, with verse 

or expression attached. Reports in about 
30 days, and pays $7.50 for each idea ac- 
cepted. 

The Paramount Line, Inc., 109 Summer 
Street, Providence 1, Rhode Island. Uses 
4, 6 and 8 line sentiments for all occasions 
with the exception of Hallowe’en, St. Pat- 
rick’s Day and Thanksgiving. Good comic 
ideas always in demand. Pays 50c a line. 

Quality Art Novelty Company, 787 Elev- 
enth Avenue, New York City 19. Bernie 
Bendith, Editor. Uses seasonal and every- 
day verse. Best to query editor concerning 
exact needs at any time. Pays 50c a line on, 
or very shortly after, acceptance. 

Rose Company, 24th and Bainbridge Sts., 
Philadelphia 46, Pennsylvania. Mel Hirsch, 
Editor. Uses Christmas, Easter, Mother’s 
Day and everyday material at any time dur- 
ing the year. Considers prose, ideas, verse 
and art work. Prefers 4 lines which should 
contain a real wish. Pays 50c a line. 

Stanley Manufacturing Company, 804 E. 
Monument, Dayton, Ohio. Raymond Stark, 
Editor. Uses conversational greeting card 
sentiment of all types, and for all seasons. 
Prefers work from experienced writers. Re- 

(Continued on page 80) 
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A free-lancer conquers 

the writers’ dread bugaboo — 

the slump 

MOMENT 
By Dwight V. Swain 

Tre JIME was January, 1947. The 
place, Eureka Springs, Arkansas, whence 
the housing shortage had driven one semi- 
pro pulp writer, named Swain, complete 
with wife, son and typewriter. 
Comfortably situated atop an Ozark, 

with a breathtakingly beautiful mountain 
view before me and the army a thing of 
the past, I settled down to work. Prospects 
were wonderful. On coming out of service, 
I'd spent several months at the University 
of Oklahoma under that old master pul- 
pateer, Foster-Harris, burnishing three- 
and-a-half years’ rust from my technique. 
Now that period of study was paying off. 
My first dozen post-war stories had all col- 
lected checks. Ziff-Davis, my biggest and 

best market, was going great guns. Oper- 
ating on the “don’t carry all your eggs in 
one basket” theory, I was also breaking 
in with several New York houses. 

... And then, one day, the words stopped 
coming. 
There are a lot of names for it—“freeze- 

up,” “dead end,” “dry spell,” “slump.” 
But no matter what you call it, it boils 

down in practice to a maddening psycho- 
logical paralysis that blitzes your produc- 

tion for months on end. Generally it comes 
after” you’ve sold half a hundred stories 
or more, crashed a dozen markets. There 
are friendly little notes from the editors in- 
stead of form rejection slips. Your word 
rates are going up, and you’ve probably 
quit your job for full-time free-lancing. 

Then without apparent rhyme or reason, 
the flow of copy slows to the merest trickle 
or shuts off entirely. 

It is, I think, the darkest hour in any 
writer’s life. Bill Gulick, whose name ap- 
pears on covers all Ahe way up to and in- 
cluding those of the SEP, recently told me 
he was convinced such “dead ends” finish 
more semi-pros than any other single pit- 

fall. 
The accompanying sense of utter frustra- 

tion and helplessness is what gets you. 
Many old-timers, who have been through 
it time and again, deny flatly that a remedy 
exists. 

I don’t see things quite so darkly. The 
road back from a slump is rugged, but I 
think there are methods you can devise to 
help yourself come back. I had to learn 
the hard way. 

Slumps come when a writer's subcon- 
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scious story sense rebels against structural 
defects in his plotting. Vl illustrate what 
I mean by showing how my own production 

fell down. 
Of necessity, a slump starts several 

months before the actual stoppage. My 
troubles began, I suspect, the day I got a 
hurry call from Ray Palmer at Ziff-Davis 
for a baseball story to be run in the first 
issue of a new sports book he was planning. 

I'd written at least a few stories each for 
fantasy, pseudo-science, detective, western, 
and general. adventure pulps—but never 
sports. And while I can work myself to a 
fair lather over football, wrestling, boxing, 
or tiddlywinks, baseball leaves me sound 
asleep. 

But I wasn’t smart enough to recognize 
this looming eight-ball. I prided myself on 
my ability to produce anything any time; 
so I set out to write baseball. I balked at 
asking Ray to let me switch to. lacrosse or 
ping-pong—even though I knew him to be 
as agreeable and cooperative an editor as 

you'll find anywhere. 

That story wouldn’t come! The harder 
I tried, the sourer all my ideas seemed. I 
wrote dozens of leads, and every one of 
them read like cold oatmeal tastes. The 
characters—livelier corpses have been low- 
ered into graves. 

I’ve often wondered how long it would 
have taken Ray to reject that monstrosity, 
had it landed on his desk. As it worked 
out, I never even finished it; because after 
two weeks of groping, I got a wire telling 
me that publication of the new book had 
been indefinitely postponed. 

But by now the damage had been done. 
I’d tried to force myself to write a story 
my subconscious didn’t like and had failed. 
That’s dangerous, because it does things to 
your ego, making you doubt your own 
competency. 

Only these are things I discovered much 
later. At the time, I was too busy snarling 
at myself for having wasted two weeks to 
pause long enough to use my head. 

I trust you’re smarter. And maybe a 
couple of brief working rules will help you 
keep these particular snares in mind. 

First: Don’t try to write any story that 
‘ 
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instinctively antagonizes you, no matter 
how lush the prospective profits. 

Second: When you start a story, finish 
it. If you don’t you soon may find your. 

self starting dozens and finishing none. 
For my part, I not only failed to recog. 

nize the mistakes I'd already made, but 
also stumbled into new ones. To recoup 
for lost time, I launched a long crime 
novelette. I didn’t worry too much about 
tying the plot up tightly. After all, mur 

der’s murder, and what I wanted was quick 
cash. By forcing, I jammed production 
back into high and got the completed script 
into the mail in a hurry. Another, same 
calibre, same working methods followed. 

They came back. Sloppily plotted and 
sloppily written, they were rejected by vir 
tually every detective book on the stands. 

Too late, I decided it was time to 
straighten up and fly right. But that state 
of mind commonly termed “the jitters” 
had begun to take a hand. I found myself 
worrying over everything—money, ‘editorial 
reactions, what my friends and my wife's 
relatives thought, the progress of the baby's 
teething. Especially money and editorial re- 
actions. 
When you begin to fret inordinately 

about those two items, you’re stepping onto 
a greased track, with a downhill grade be- 
fore you all the way. The need for cash 
drives you to produce, even while the fear 
of rejection freezes your faculties. Judg- 
ment and a sense of proportion go by the 
boards. 

It was at this stage that I scuttled my 
last chances of dodging a slump. I did it 
by vowing to sit down and coldbloodedly 
chart out a story that would sell. 
A western seemed like the best bet, so 

I hastily thumbed through fact books till I 
came across a line about a feud-provoking 
will. It struck me as a fairly unique idea. 
Twisting and expanding it, I fought the 
a brand-new plot. 

Promptly, my troubles mounted. The 
flood of words that had, on a couple of 
occasions, brought me as much as $1,000 
a month, were dammed. Once I’d done4a 
25,000-word novelette from blank paper to 

mail in five days. Now I suddenly found 
myself struggling to give birth to one page 
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“How come you're 

of copy in the course of ten long hours. 
Why? For my money, the trouble lay in 

the hurried, formualized way I’d gone 
about plotting. It was probably the worst 
possible way to approach a story, because 
fiction for me isn’t based half so much on 
deliberate planning and conscious tech- 
Nique as it is on feeling and subconscious 

story sense. 
To translate this, let’s assume you’re 

learning to drive a car. From past observa- 
tion, you’ve gained a fairly adequate notion 
of how an automobile should be handled. 
Your instructor explains the procedure to 

you further. 
It looks simple, and soon you reach a 

state where you begin to feel that driving 
will prove absurdly easy. 
Then you get behind the wheel and try 

it. Regardless of all your efforts, every 

move is awkward. Why? The answer is 
lack of practice. You’re performing con- 
Sciously the operations involved in driving. 

Each movement must be planned before 

so quiet in here?" 

you Carry it out. 
So long as this holds true, you’ll continue 

to be nervous and. inept. Only when every 
move is instinctive, will you become a first- 
class driver. Repetition must pile on repeti- 
tion, till your responses to car and situation 
are pushed out of your conscious mind and 
into that underlying subconscious realm 
where action precedes thought and logic. 

The same pattern, though infinitely more 
complicated, holds when we’re learning to 
write fiction. 
We acquire the groundwork, first, by 

reading an infinitelty of stories. Later, when 
when it occurs to us that we might create 
stories of our own, we add to this backlog 
by a conscious study of technique, and by 
trying to write ourselves. 

The first stories we attempt generally 
prove to be pretty awful. But if our inter- 
est in writing is strong enough to make us 
stay with it, the rudiments eventually seep 
down into our subconscious. There they 
mix with the raw materials of fiction—back- 
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ground, situations we have known or read 
about, people and their reactions and emo- 
tions—and we begin to produce salable 
copy. 

Whether we realize it or not, however, 
these early yarns are almost always basic- 
ally old stories. The patterns, the materials, 
that go into them have been maturing for 
months and years. 

But now a crisis develops of which most 
of us aren’t even aware. For as we learn 
more and more about writing, our produc- 
tion goes up. Checks increase in size and 
number. Maybe we turn to full-time author- 
ship. There’s an intense consciousness of 
our own creative powers, an exaltation 
that may come dangerously close to sheer 
egotism. 

It is in this stage that we unwittingly 
lay the groundwork for our downfall. For 
one thing, we tend increasingly to think of 
stories as a matter of mere mechanics, And 
while mechanics are important, feeling — 
an emotional approach to fictional charac- 
ters and their problems— is what makes 
for real interest. Almost invariably, the 

yarn written by mechanics alone is peopled 
by puppets. Such a story bores you when 
you write it—and consequently is harder 
to do well —and it bores the editor when 
he reads it. 

Third: Never try to write a story you 
can’t feel. If you can’t work up an inter- 
est in your characters, their fate and prob- 
lems, ditch them and find others who do 
grip your imagination. 

But even worse than the mechanical ap- 
proach is the almost universal failure to 
gather new ideas to take the place of those 
siphoned off by rising production. Instead, 
at a time when we should constantly be 
learning, we forget everything in our rush 
to get out copy. We’re too busy to jabber 
with that old-timer across the hollow who 
claims he rode with Bloody Billy Anderson. 
There’s no time to waste pawing through 
that mass of moldering books in the library 
attic. 

Fourth: Garner new material every 
chance you get, both by planned research 
and by contact with the world about you. 
Don’t let writing trick you into isolation 
from the stream of normal life. 
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If we fail to conserve our resources, we 
increasingly find we must hunt for plots, 
A vague uneasiness begins to gnaw at us, 
Dazzled with checks, we shove it out of 
our mind and push merrily ahead, spend. 
ing less and less time on fiction funda. 
mentals, more and more on quantity pro- 
duction. 

Then, one day, we snatch up an idea 
with a fallacy. It’s a flaw we don’t quite 

catch in our conscious, face-of-the-mind 
plotting. But as long as that hidden weak. 
ness is there, it’s darned near impossible 
to write the story to ring true. So... 

Remember that slumps come when a 
writer’s subconscious story sense rebels 
against structural defects in his plotting. 

We go ahead and try to write the story. 
But our subconscious, already resentful of 
all the abuse we’ve given it, recognizes that 
weak link for what it is and goes on strike. 

This is the day the words stop coming. 
In my own case, I’d blithely violated 

every rule I now lay down. My production 
had been high, my intake of new ideas low. 
Instead of heeding such danger signals as 
my breakdown on the sports short, I'd 
turned to forcing plots— plots hurriedly 
done by formula, without strength or depth 
or real feeling. 

Although my conscious mind refused to 
recognize the flaws in these robot plots, 
my subconscious could and did. It had been 
around the literary racket a long time, read- 
ing stories, first; then writing and studying 
about them. It knew when an angle rang 
false, even if it hadn’t had time to decide 
all the whys and wherefores. So it took the 
only road it knew to tell me something was 
wrong: it balked. Where before I’d whip- 
ped through page after page of copy with 
the speed self-confidence brings, now I 
fiddled with words. Precision, shades of 
meaning, grew all-important. I found my- 
self spending an hour on a sentence, an 
afternoon for a paragraph. 

Fifth: Whenever words begin to loom 
too large — whenever you find yourself re- 
writing a page a dozen times with no major 
change of content—STOP! Forget the 
writing and, instead, search your plot for 
structural weaknesses. 

in 
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"Looks like a check—nope, bill—wait a minute though . . ." 

But I was in a slugging mood by then. 
If I could produce only a page a day, then 
a page a day it would be. I still didn’t 
recognize I was trying to cover plot flaws 

with “fine” writing. 
Finally, the story was finished. I put it 

aside for a week while I went out and 
helped my friend Morry Hull (who writes 
confessions) slaughter a steer. I went fish- 
ing, walked the hills, and took a trip down 
to Fayetteville for a day — anything to get 
away from that damned story. 

At last, feeling that maybe by now I’d 
regained at least a little of my perspective, 
I sat down and read the script over once 

more. As I read, a lot of things began to 
come clear. Things like the hero’s weak 
motivation, the unnecessary characters and 
the way the climax fell flat at the end. 

Grimly, I went back and replotted and 
rewrote. It wasn’t too hard now. My sub- 
conscious had had a chance to catch up 
with itself and figure out what was wrong. 

This time, my wife read the completed 
script. And when she gave me her final 
verdict, we discovered some of those lovely, 
lovely paragraphs I’d toiled over so long 
in the first draft had survived the rewrite 

. and every one of them stank to high 
heaven. The hours of weighing words 
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showed up as lifelessness in some places, 
lurid over-dramatization in others. All that 
endless polishing actually had been sheer 
waste motion. 

I went back again, this time with a red 
grease pencil, reading aloud while my wife 
listened. Each time the corn grew too high, 
she’d stop me, and I’d mow down as many 
lines as necessary. 

Then, for the third time, I typed it up 
—and this trip even I could see the im- 
provement. I sent it to Mammoth Western. 
It sold the first trip out, and Ray Palmer 
had some very nice things to say about it 
in his editorial column when it appeared 
as the lead novel in the March, 1948, issue 
under the title of “The King of Las Cres- 
centes.” 

I wish I could say that with “The King,” 

my slump troubles came to an abrupt end. 
But I was just beginning to get a glimmer 
of what was wrong. It’s lots easier to talk 
about refilling a drained subconscious than 
it is to do the job. Again, the finicky false 
perfectionism that goes with a slump freezes 
into habit in practically nothing flat. 

Both these problems can be licked, and 
maybe the procedures I developed will 
work for you, too. 

As an initial step, I’ve cut my actual 
writing time to four or five hours per day. 
The remainder of the working period is 
better devoted to gathering material and 
maintaining perspective. To that end, I 
now make it a point to read a lot. I see 
more movies. I poke my nose into any situ- 
ation that arouses my curiosity. I’m extro- 
vert enough to enjoy talking to people, too. 
Surprisingly often, story material develops. 

Whenever I get an idea, I try to remem- 
ber to make a note of it. Then, in order 
to give my subconscious as much chance 
as possible to mull over and organize the 
data, I glance through these notes a couple 
of times a week. Almost invariably, I find 
I can revise, expand, and/or combine ideas. 
I put all these down, clipping them to the 
original note. Often, before I’m through, 
an entire story will be almost completely 
outlined, ready for use as soon as I finish 
the one currently in the mill. 

I follow two rules, though. First, I never 
use an idea that hasn’t béen in my file at 
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least a month. Second, I tackle no plot 
that has even a faintly sour ring. The 
chances of stalling on such are too great, 

When I come to the writing itself, I try 

to dodge my perfectionistic holdovers by 
grinding out the story hell-for-leather. I 
don’t revise one word, no matter how hor- 

rible it sounds at the time. I also make it 
a point to hold myself to an absolute mini- 
mum of five pages per working day. Then, 
when the story’s completed, I go back to 
the beginning and turn on my critical fac- 

ulties. I cut, I edit, I revise. But not too 
much. A day of such polishing for a pulp 
short story strikes me as ample. 

Naturally, there are plenty of times 
when, despite all precautions, a story bogs 
down. In such cases, I first check the plot. 
If it still satisfies me, I then return to the 
place where things) went haywire and ask 
myself three questions: 

First: Is the hero carrying the ball? 
If he isn’t, give it to him and kick him 

in the seat of the pants! Keep him acting, 
rather than acted upon. Nothing stops a 
story quicker, for me, than to have the hero 
sitting around waiting for something to hap- 
pen to him. Let him hunt trouble, if need 
be but don’t let him fall asleep for lack 
of anything else to do! 

Second: Is there conflict? 
This is the basic element of every story. 

Yet time after time my own masterpieces 
have fallen by the wayside because the hero 
and villain were traveling parallel roads 
instead of meeting in a head-on collision. 

Third: Is there emotion? 
As I said earlier, if you don’t feel strongly 

about your story, if you don’t care what 
happens to your characters, you’re bound 
to get bored. At which point your produc- 
tion will stop. 

In line with this last point, by the way, 
I’ve often heard the plaint that there’s a 
limit to even a writer’s power to emote — 
that he can’t turn his feelings on and off 
with a spigot every time he needs a touch- 
ing scene. If this is one of your difficulties, 
try gathering yourself a selection of “mood 
music” records — numbers that excite you 
or make you blue or set your feet to shuf- 
fling. Then, when you need a particular 
emotion, put on the proper record and 
write to it. 
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‘Additional Laughs 
By Charles McCormack 

lh ws article will supplement the car- 
toon market analysis I prepared for the 
1948 Wrirer’s YEAR Boox. New faces 
and titles have entered the gag scene 
since that listing appeared, while others 
altered, succumbed, or absconded with my 
return postage. 

First, as they say in advertising, the pic- 
ture. Biggest news today for writers of 
visual humor is the cyclonic expansion of 
television. Whatever they ultimately call 
it— video, tele, viz—it will eventually 
bury the pun and the insult gag of radio 
and install the sight gag in reigning favor; 
the lads who’ve written cartoon humor 
through the years will come into their own, 
because they understand (as the BC boys 
do not) the construction of humor, the 
handling of situation. New York news- 
Papers carry accounts almost daily of new 
ventures in television. I don’t know what 
eventual effect this will have upon car- 
toons, but it certainly will not injure car- 
toon gagmen—they can make the switch 
without a catch in breath. It’s the same 
gag for a different artist. 

WriTer’s DicesT has reviewed some texts 
on television and will cover more. I ear- 
nestly recommend that every gagman study 
them, for they deal in his future. 

Magazine sales underwent their accus- 
tomed seasonal slump this summer. Added 
to zooming production costs, this was too 
much for a few, whose places were quickly 
filled by optimistic newcomers. And most 
of the recent arrivals are cartoon-minded. 

As cartoon demand grows and more 
people enter the field, various individuals 
and agencies have undertaken to “educate” 
the fledgelings, or at any rate to charge 
them for an education. 
No one can teach you to cartoon, or to 

write cartoon gags. The ability to create, 
sometimes referred to as talent, cannot be 
imparted. The most any guide can do is 
to get you back on the road when you 
wander afield. He may tell you your weak- 
nesses and encourage your forte. But he 
can’t give you anything. A hundred critics 
and as many schools can never make you 
a George Price; that takes a large portion 
of talent and a larger portion of toil, and 
the best any mentor can do is to reduce 
the latter without damaging the former. 

Hence I advise you to investigate care- 
fully anyone who claims that he can teach 
you to cartoon, or to write salable gags. But 
there are tricks to all trades and the right 
guiding hand may lead you to them with 
less waste effort. 
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Sobbp 
"Of course, they changed my gagline and farmed the rough out to one of 

their regulars, but ‘there’ it is!" 

A good many years ago a young chap in 
Pennsylvania read one of my articles in a 
writer's mag and decided to become a gag- 
man. I hope that the wisdom of maturity 
enables him to forgive me. At any rate, he 
figured it out for himself and was eventu- 
ally able to support himself as a gagwriter. 
What he learned about putting together 
pictorial humor he has written and mimeo- 
graphed, and offers for sale at a very mod- 
est price. It is not a complete treatise, does 
not define situation, and deals with only 
three of the seven basic types, but it’s well 
organized and worth several times the 
dollar cost. He is Philip Leeming, 1853 
Market St., Harrisburg, Pa. 

Even though you’re GI, the chances are 
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that you can’t get into the Art Students’ 
League if you come to New York. The 
waiting list is that long. You may be able 
to learn as rapidly while sitting right there 
in Podunk, if you go about it rightly. 

Get The New Yorker, Collier's and the 

Post. Study their cartoons. Purchase and 
digest Richard Taylor’s new book, “Jntro- 
duction to Cartooning.” ‘This tome has 
solid thought in back of it and neatly pic- 
tures what’s ahead for a struggling be- 
ginner. Student artists can sit in a life class 
in almost any city. And now, before you 
start to develop a style which you may 
later fear to ruin by tinkering with it, is 
the time to learn to draw properly. Any 
fair but not fine cartoonist will corroborate 
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that statement. 
If gags are your meat, write at least six a 

day. You can do that in spare time. Then 
go back over those you wrote one, two, 
three months ago; you’ll be amazed at how 

easily you can now improve them. 
And, so help me, next year I’m going to 

publish that long promised text on situation 
humor. 

Gagmen seeking artists can obtain a list 
of names wanting gags by sending 25c to 
American Cartoonist, Box A-1, Lawndale, 
Calif. Artistists who need gags can get 

their names on this listing gratis. The list- 
ing is, of course, for proven professionals. 

Here’s the appendage to the market list 
—new, revised, and deceased : 

Air Trails Pictorial, 775 Lidgerwood 
Ave., Elizabeth, N. J. This being the new 
address of many Street and Smith mags. 
Citizens may still leave material at the old 
stand. Book aimed at young men who 
seek, or have, aviation careers. Brief light 
copy is used, as well as cartoons. Gags con- 
cern any phase of flying, also model planes. 
Fairish rates from Albert L. Lewis. 

Alaska Life, 708 American Bldg., Seat- 

tle 4, Wash. The vanishing sourdough in 
the great outdoors—with GI overtones. Five 
dollars. 

America. 
Book as a cartoon market. 
want ’em. 

American Sportsman, 2017 E. Admiral 
Blvd., Tulsa, Okla. A correspondent in- 
forms me that this new regional book on 
competitive and other sports wants car- 
toons. I haven’t had a chance to investi- 
gate. 

Aviation G Yachting, 11201 Conners 

Avenue, Detroit 5, Mich. Private flying 
and boating, club stuff. Low pay from Wal- 
ter Brennan. 

Better Farms, 928 Broadway, Buffalo 12, 
N. Y. Low rates on publication for rural 
material. 

Boots, The Airborne Quarterly, Birming- 
ham, Mich. Their ’chute didn’t open. 

Bowling, 2200 N. 3rd St., Milwaukee, 
Wis. Fan book. Not sure whether the 
rates are up to pro standards (five dollars). 

Wrongly listed in the YEAR 
They don’t 

Calling All Girls, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., 

New York City 17. One of Parents’ string. 
Revamped, added color, upped the price. 
Wants humor copy with light illustration, 

and cartoon series (spreads). Better see the 

book. Good pay from Claire Glass. 

Collier’s, 250 Park Avenue, New York 

City. An internal shakeup has occurred, 
involving nearly fifty per cent of the per- 
sonnel. Gurney Williams is now officially 
Feature Editor. Cartoon requirements con- 
tinue about the same (see the YEAR Book) 
except that spreads have been added. A 
recent issue contains a honey by Garrett 
Price, two-page spread in full color, on a 
vacationing gagman’s perorations. The 
check was probably fat enough that Garrett 
can vacation a while longer and give some- 

body else a chance. 

Column, 200 W. 57th St., New York 
City 19. A new idea already in sample 
print. Has had a tryout in several areas, 
will revise to suit the critics and make 
official appearance sometime in 749. 
They’re gum-beating policy now. Jack 
Weeks tarried briefly, moved to New Re- 
public when somebody over there decided 
to run for President. Query before sub- 

mitting. 

Compressed Air, 942 Morris St., Phillips- 
burg, N. J. Non-political book. For miners 
and other industrial users of cramped at- 
mosphere. Modest rates on publication. 

Also uses light verse. C. H. Vivian. 

Wilfred Diamond, 501 W. 34th St., New 
York City. Projects a new athletic mag for 
fall, emphasizing boxing, wrestling and gym. 
Offers pay on publication and you had 
better rush cautiously. 

Esquire, 366 Madison Avenue, New York 

City 17. All cartoons are now handled in 
the New York office, as they were some 
years ago. New humor editor is Bill McIn- 
tyre. At long last, Esky has suffered an 
increase in rates. Gags, typed or roughed, 
now bring fifteen or twenty dollars, accord- 
ing to size of reproduction. Cover ideas at 
“unspecified” rates “according to value.” 
Drawings bring proportionately higher 
prices. Dave Smart has wandered off into 
a chain of movie houses, Coronet films, a 
Swiss publication, and a Scotch tape factory. 
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The newsstand price is unchanged, though 
the book grows thinner. Esky’s wandered, 
too. 

Fashion Model Magazine, 41 W. 52nd 

Street, New York City 19. A serious trade 
book for this profession. Began as a tab 
called Hold It, has now gone mag with re- 
sultant increase in ads. Wants anecdotes 
and humor on models, both human and 
animal, male and female. Rates vary. 

Robert Knight. 

Flying, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, 
Ill. Now asks for short humor at five cents 
a word and up. Appeals primarily to private 
flyers. Cartoon requirements unchanged. 
Curtis Fuller. 

Food Field Reporter, 330 W. 42nd Street, 

New York City 18. I said they wanted 
cartoons. Editor Ray Miller says he doesn’t. 
I’m convinced. 

°48, The Magazine of the Year, 68 W. 
45th Street, New York City 19. Has ceased 
to be in *48 while it tries to raise enough 
fresh lettuce to be next year’s magazine. In 

this critic’s opinion, any future emanation 
herefrom will have to be bigger—or cost less. 
The first serving was a Child’s meal at 
Longchamp’s prices. 

Go, 767 Lexington Ave., New York City. 
Went. 

Highway Magazine, Middletown, Ohio. 
From Armco, makers of sewer pipe and 
such. Wants all sorts of humor dealing with 
highways or railways, municipalities, air- 
ports, water supply, irrigation, or any other 
way their products could be used. Also light 
verse, and light pay for everything. W. H. 
Spindler. 

Indian Magazine, Indian Motorcycle Co., 
Springfield 9, Mass. Distributed through 
their dealers, edited by Bill Scott—the same 
whose background includes Temerson, Sil- 
berkleit, Fox, and, most recently Lopez’ Sir! 
Bill is going to miss the subway. Anything 
about motorcycles goes here: light copy, 
verse, Cartoons. Copy rate is three to four 
cents, cartoons only five dollars. 

Modern Screen, 261. Fifth Ave., New 
York City. New address of all Dell pub- 
lications. This one is healthy indeed and 
has just acquired Wade Nichols, one of 
Annenberg’s brighter lights and editorial- 
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dom’s collar ads. They say no change is 
contemplated, but Wade is gag-minded. 
Very good rates for cartoons on movies, etc. 
New Republic, 40 E. 49th St., New York 

City 17. Jack Weeks now at the helm. 
What’s-his-name is busy creating a former 
republic. Pay here starts at fifteen dollars 
for material somewhat like that in American 
Mercury. Small market for this stuff, and 
you can’t unload the rejects elsewhere. 

Nineteenth Hole, 1315 Cherry St., Phila- 
delphia 7, Pa. Crawled in. 

Photo Arts, Empire State Bldg., New 
York City 1. Washed out in the develop- 
ing room. 

Playthings, 71 W. 23rd St., New York 
City. For the toy, doll, and game indus- 
tries. Wants cartoons at modest rates on 
publication. Ben McCready. 

Racing Digest, 33 W. 22nd St., New 
York City 10. Nag gags and herse verse, 
like “don’t put your purse on a herse.” 
Five dollars from Paul Epson for cartoons. 

Radio Best is now Radio and Television 
Best, Radio News is now Radio and Tele- 
ston News, and each has expanded its con- 
tent to let in the mushroom. See the Year 
Book for their requirements. 

Salute, 15 W. 44th St., New York City 
18. Bowed out. 

Self-Service Grocer, 114 E. 32nd Street, 

New York City 16. Gordon Cook informs 
that he is using reprints only. 

Ski Illustrated, Formerly of N. Y.' Has 
been absorbed by Ski News, edited by W. 
T. Eldred in Hanover, New Hampshire, 
where it’s likely read like a newspaper. 
People in that town don’t learn to walk 
until they’re half grown—they’re too busy 
skiing. Around fifteen dollars for right ones 
—be sure the props are accurate. 

Smiles, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York 
City. One of several pocket humor books 
here, all edited by Edward F. Murphy. 
Wants funny verse and photos, as well as 
cartoons and copy. The last must run be- 
tween 800 and 1500 words, rapid-fire gag 
stuff. Twenty-five dollars, flat rate, for 
these. 

The Southerner, 545 Fifth Ave., New 
York City 17. Room 1403, should you 
want to drop in. William Scott Moore is 
planning this one for a literate audience. 
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Special Detective, 114 E. 32nd Street, 
New York City 16. And its sister in sin, 
True Crime. Fact detective books empha- 
sizing detection and law enforcement ra- 
ther than criminals. Modest rates. 
Stamp Wholesaler, Box 284, Burlington, 

Vt. Gags about dealers and collectors at 
five dollars from Lucius Jackson. 

Sunshine & Health, Mays Landing, N. J. 
Want humorous skits and cartoons of non- 
nudist and conventional society. (Those 
nudists are as dull as we are.) Verse and 
cartoons (no drawings of nudists). Low 
rates from Ilsley Boone on publication. 

Television Weekly, 48 W. 48th Street, 
New York City. Gags about your coming 
career at a down-to-earth five dollars. 

This Week, 420 Lexington Ave., New 
York City 17. No announced change in 
requirements, but Charles Saxon, editor- 
cartoonist, has taken over the gag desk. 

True Police Cases, 67 W. 44th Street, 
New York City 18. Walter Schmidt, star 
gagman of yore, now editing. 

Upswing, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 
4, Ill. Missed the downbeat. 

Western Horseman, Box 1277, Colorado 

Springs, Colo. Anything to do with horses, 
breeders, rodeos, riding clubs, etc. Fillers, 
jokes, cartoons. Low rates from Robt. M. 
Denhardt. 

And here are some notes from north of 
the border: 

Vic Runtz, editor of Canadian Cartoon- 
ist, has moved to Box 544, Arnprior, Ont. 
This is the organ of Canadian Cartoonists’ 
Ass’n., which is compiling a book of its 
members’ work. 

Forest & Outdoors, 1018 Canada Ce- 
ment Bldg., Montreal, Canada. Old and 
well-established hhuntin’ and fishin’ book 
with American counterparts. 2c up for 
copy, no stated rate for cartoons. E. F. 
McKeever. 

Heating G Sanitary Age, 31 Willcocks 
Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada. Plumbing, 
heating, ventilating, air conditioning. Five 
dollars on publication. K. E. Gould. 

The New Liberty, 85 Richmond St. W., 
Toronto 1, Ont., Canada. Thus indicating 

its severance from its Southern pappy. 
Would like to build some home talent but, 
interim, continues to buy from us. Also 
has first grab on reprints from its N. Y. 
namesake. Editor Wallace Reyburn pays 
high rates for those parts. 

Nippy, 137 Wellington St. W., Toronto, 
Ont., Canada. Out of the market indefin- 
itely. 

Now sit down and write me 700 more 
letters, which I will not answer. 

smMATt 
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By Harriet A. Bradfield 

“Tere is something about a contest 
which encourages writers to climb out of 
their ruts and do the stories they have 
always wanted to write but were afraid to 
tackle, The promise of big checks is golden 
bait, to be sure. But there is the additional 
feeling that the work of the unknown writer 
will have a real chance. 

Beginning with the August 28th issue and 
continuing each week for an indefinite time, 
Collier’s will sponsor a special $1,000 award 
to the “Star Story” in each issue. This will 
be the one which the editors consider the 
best piece of fiction in the issue in which it 
appears, the story which carries the sharpest 
impact. New and young writers are espe- 
cially invited to submit manuscripts. 

Star Stories will be chosen without refer- 
ence to categories-of any sort. Originality 
is the basic value on which awards will be 
made, It may be originality in plot ideas, 
or in characters, or perhaps in writing style 
alone. The editors believe that the reading 
public appreciates quality, and they intend 
to encourage it. 
The regular fee will be paid on accept- 

ance for stories—usually $750 for first sales 
on short stories. The $1,000 award is over 

and above this payment. Kenneth Litauer is 
fiction editor of Collier’s. Address: 250 
Park Avenue, New York 17. 

Dell Publishing Company is expanding 
its fan coverage with the new monthly, 
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Modern Television and Radio. The first 
issue will appear in November, dated De- 
cember. Alton Kastner, formerly of the 
National Broadcasting Company, is edit- 
ing the book. 

This will cover the fields of radio and 
television, as that other Dell book, Modern 
Screen, covers the movies. But the edi- 
torial approach will be quite individual 
and not a copy of that other magazine. 
It will be made up of fan material—any- 
thing about radio or television which 
would be interesting to readers generally. 
This may be concerned with radio pro- 
grams, personalities, their families; behind- 
the-scenes stories; articles of a controver- 
sial nature. 

The average length for features will run 
1800 to 2000 words. Short features will be 
used, from about 500 to 1000 words. The 
magazine will be very well illustrated. For 
this reason, any feature should be one with 
which pictures can be used. However, the 
editor will take care of illustrations, for 
the most part. Rates of payment will be 
fair, and on acceptance. Better query first! 

Modern Television and Radio will sell 

for a quarter. The guaranteed circulation 

starts off at 300,000 copies a month, but is 

estimated at 400,000. This brings Dell’s 
Modern Group up to 3,000,000 magazines 

a month, and that’s big business. Address 
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(and don’t forget it’s the new one!) : 261 
Fifth Avenue, New York 16. 

Dell also has another new fan magazine 
on the stands, Hollywood Family Album. 
Families are in style among the stars nowa- 
days, it seems. This is a picture book. No 
outside market. 

The home service magazines are going 
strong these days. Like the fashion maga- 
zines, according to Tide, people buy and 
read this sort of publication with some other 
purchase in mind. Publishers build their 
editorial content specifically for people who 
are in the market for something for the 
home. The editorial contents go hand in 
hand with the advertising pages. The policy 
is 100 per cent service, and it works rela- 
tively well-in good and in bad times. Better 
Homes and Gardens, Des Moines, Iowa, 
has the top home-service circulation—three 
and a quarter million. 

Here in New York, American Home is 
making a strong appeal to the mass circu- 
lation. It had more than its share of paper 
and press difficulties during the war years, 
but now has passed the two and a half 
million mark. 

About fifty per cent of the contents of 
American Home are bought from free-lance 
writers, according to its editors, but it is 
usually a good idea to query first. The 
editors can tell you at once whether the 
subject would fall within the scope of what 
they can use. They can make suggestions as 
to treatment, angle of approach, lengths, 
and what sort of pictures, if any, should be 
prepared by the author. A great deal of 
waste effort is thus saved for both editorial 
staff and author. The finished work would 
have to be submitted on approval, of 
course, as the editors rarely give a direct 
assignment. But the chances of rejection are 
cut to a minimum by this pre-submission 
discussion. 

In each issue, one or two “inspirational” 
articles find a place. These might be on the 
subject of household management or fam- 
ily relationship problems. In most of the 
contents, illustrations are very important. 
A picture story with exact captions is often 
preferable to much text and a few illustra- 
tions. The editors make a great effort to 
edit with the small home and the woman 

who does the bulk of her own housework 
in mind. They like material which shows 
women how to do things themselves, or 
what they can obtain easily without undue 
expense. 

Feature lengths run about 1800 to 2500 
words. But this all depends on the indi- 
vidual article and its nature, Payment is 
made on the “package”—article plus illus- 
trations. Checks are on acceptance. Mrs. 
Jean Austin is editor of American Home. 
Address: 444 Madison Avenue. New York 

22. 

ARTHUR GORDON is taking a long 

leave of absence from editorial duties 
on Cosmopolitan, spending some time in 
Bermuda and then heading for Europe. 
He has expressed a desire to go back to 
free-lancing, which he was doing most suc- 
cessfully just after his return to civilian 
life. Meanwhile, Herbert Mayes, editor of 
Hearst’s Good Housekeeping, has taken 
over the top editorial job on Cosmopolitan 
also. The first issue of his is the October 
number. These two Hearst monthlies are 
at 958 Eighth Avenue, New York 19. 

The movie fan magazines, formerly 
known as the Hunter Screen Unit, are now 
to be called the Screenland Unit. It con- 
sists of two titles at present: Screenland 
(combined with Movie Show) and Silver 
Screen. Beth Taylor and Delight Evans, 
editors of the discontinued Movie Show 
and of Screenland respectively, have both 
resigned. Lester C. Grady is now editor of 
both these monthlies, Practically all mate- 
rial is bought through accredited Holly- 
wood sources. Address: 37 West 57th 
Street, New York 19. 

Argosy, the slick-paper star of Popular 
Publications, has made an important addi- 
tion to its staff and has broadened its re- 
quirements. Jim O’Connell, formerly of 
Collier’s, is now fiction editor of Argosy. 

In addition to the usual coverage of ad- 
venture, sports, and mystery stories, this 
magazine is now trying to get more fiction 
of a general nature. Stories can be almost 
any type, so long as they are adult, well 
written, and appeal primarily to men. This 
refers particularly to the short lengths. Any- 
thing from 2500 to 6000 words goes here, 
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but the immediate need is 3500 to 4500 
words. A flat rate of $400 is paid for short 
fiction, 

Argosy is still in the market for novelets 
of 8500 to 15,000 words. But writers will 
find that 8000 to 10,000 is surer of a sale. 
Payment is very good, with length, author, 
etc., taken into consideration. 

Article needs on Argosy have also been 
expanded, There is now more emphasis on 
reader-service. The magazine covers travel, 
new business opportunities, hobbies, in ad- 
dition to its usual run of subject matter. 
Most articles should be submitted in out- 
line form first, in order that the editors may 
have an opportunity to guide the writer on 
how to handle the material. Although this 
does not mean a definite assignment it 
eliminates a great deal of unnecessary work. 

Here are the editor’s suggestions as to 
fields which are open to the article writer: 
Personality articles, preferably concerned 
with unusual successes in any field, or with 
outstanding men. Sports controversies, but 
not on how to play the game—which is 
handled by name sportsmen. Occasionally, 
a true adventure in article form—but must 
be fairly unusual. Suggestions for new fea- 
tures which would appeal to men, (Fash- 
ion and shopping service are all staff.) 
Picture features, if done by good photog- 
raphers. Business opportunities which are 
open; should show how one man did it, 
and illustrate with anecdotes. Hunting and 
fishing articles, if they combine good prac- 
tical how-to with dramatic action. 

Lengths are usually considered along 
with the outline and suggested to the 

writer; preferably 2000 to 2500 words, al- 
though they are sometimes as short as 
1500 or as long as 3500. 

Some fillers are used, but the editors find 
it hard to get good material. Unusual anec- 
dotes or oddities might go, more particu- 
larly in the fields of hunting, fishing, and 
sports. Occasionally a quiz. Payment on 
articles varies a lot, such things as the 
amount of research needed being taken into 
consideration. Lillian Genn is non-fiction 

editor. 
Rogers Terrill is managing editor of 

Argosy. Address: 205 East 42nd Street, 
New York 17. 
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Railroad Magazine is another member of 
the Pop. Pubs. group which appeals largely 

fo 

to men. The contents are strongly slanted a 
to those who know and understand rail- & ys 
road operation. At present, needs are pretty jg 
well limited to photo stories with good con- & or 
tinuity. These may be on almost any phase 
of railroading. But it is well to acquaint J ¢. 
oneself with the magazine and learn what § pe 
has been covered in the past. 

The editor might be receptive to good § th 
feature article ideas, but a query on these & pe 
is in order. Lengths run from 3500 to 7000 § x 
words, with the editor suggesting what § m 
seems best to him, Payment depends on the 
material. The magazine is overstocked now pe 
on fiction and on true material. pr 

Henry B. Comstock is editor of Railroad § m 
Magazine. Address: 205 East 42nd Street, pr 

New York 17. ea 

pe 
Gi4MouUR is a service magazine for § ce 

young women, married or single, who § m 

are working. All material must be slanted § tic 
to fit into that editorial plan. And do read § m 
at least one copy of the magazine, pleads § th 
the editor, before you submit copy. It will § pa 
save yOu so much in the long run if you get 
acquainted with the medium to which you 
are contributing. Don’t read only for style, 
as Most writers seem to do. Read to see how 
each piece fits into the general scheme of 
things. This is the carefully thought-out 
advice of Elizabeth Western, newly ap- 
pointed feature editor, who has been on the 
staff long enough to know the ins and outs 
of acceptance here. 

Two kinds of features are bought from 
free-lance writers. In studying the maga- ( 
zine, pay attention to these—which differ 
considerably from what is expected of staff 
members. Most open are the back of the 
book pieces, 500 to 700 words mostly, with ‘ 
an occasional one to 1,000 words, These 
may be on any subject of interest to young 
business women, not necessarily beauty, 
fashion, or such. 

The front of the book features are more 
directly related to the main theme of the 
magazine: how-to pieces. Or they may re- 
late to the arts and have literary value. 
But, again, there must be a distinct slant- 
ing toward young business women. Lengths 

y 
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for these run to no more than 1500 words 
maximum. The editors want pieces sub- 

mitted in the form in which they could be 

used, no: just as outlines or ideas. Payment 
is by the piece, on acceptance, and depends 
on the individual merits. 
No fiction is used in Glamour. And if you 

see any poetry in this magazine, you may 

be sure it has been written to order. 
The editors are not interested in any- 

thing of a sophisticated nature. Elizabeth 
Penrose is the editor. This is a Conde Nast 
Magazine. Address: 420 Lexington Ave- 
nue, New York 17. 
The so-called confession magazine ap- 

peals to the sort of reader who meets her 
problems emotionally, and Modern Ro- 
mances does just that. It takes all the vital 
problems of human beings and presents 
each in an emotional type of story. First- 
person writing helps this along, Real sin- 
cerity is important to the telling. There 
must be heart-pull through which the solu- 
tion seems right to the readers. Situations 
must be credible and intensely human, so 
that readers will find themselves partici- 
pating emotionally with the narrator. 

All lengths—shorts, novelets, book-lengths 

"Good gracious, Mr. Murdock. You mean 
you want to interview me all over again 

today?" 

—are open. These run, respectively, 5000 
to 8000 words; 10,000 to 12,000; and 15,000 
to 20,000. In general, any sort of problem 
or background is usable. But just now the 
editor finds that her inventory is weak in 
pre-marriage stories and in city back- 

grounds. 
One suggestion the editor wishes writers 

would take to heart: keep away from all 
those over-used, cliché incidents. Plot 
themes are seldom new, since people con- 
tinue to be motivated by the same old 
fault. But develop them in new ways, with 
new incidents and with new and timely 
angles. The basic rate of pay is 4 cents a 
word, on acceptance. 

And here’s some news for the contest- 
minded! Modern Romances will be an- 
nouncing another of its big prize contests 
in its December issue (on sale early in No- 
vember). The contest opens January first, 
1949. So this gives you time to sort out and 
begin work on your best ideas. 

These contests are dear to the heart of 
the editor, Hazel Berge, for she has seen 
them bring out much fine talent. The last 
one was extremely successful, Twenty-seven 
writers made this market for the first time, 
she told me, although they had been estab- 
lished writers for other publications. What 
is more exciting, eleven writers made their 
very first sale to any publication, and at 
least one of these was a book-length. Miss 
Berge sees contests as most stimulating to 
writers, bringing out their best work and 
giving them courage to take a chance on 
the longer stories as well as trying more 
original fiction. 

The editorial offices of Modern Ro- 
mances are now at 261 Fifth Avenue, New 

York 16. 
Several changes have taken place in 

Street & Smith’s pulp magazine line-up. 
Babette Rosmond resigned as editor of Doc 
Savage Science Detective and Shadow 
Mystery, bi-monthlies. She will probably de- 
vote herself to the new baby and to her 

own writing. 

The two magazines are being changed to 
quarterlies, and will be edited by Daisy 
Bacon. Miss Bacon’s other magazine is 
Detective Story Magazine, now also a quar- 
terly. They are all at the new editorial 
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offices at 775 Lidgerwood Avenue, Eliza- 
beth, New Jersey. Mail may be addressed 
either to that office or to the New York 
City office, 122 East 42nd Street, New 
York 17. 

Irma Ginsberg has decided to use her 
new married name, she writes me, on 
Romance Western. This is the Popular 
Publications’ western love pulp. So address 
your manuscripts to Irma Kalish, editor of 
Romance Western, 106912 West 39th Place, 

Los Angeles 37, California. 

MMaACFADDEN’S True Experience is 

being remade a-plenty, Not only has 
it changed the type of contents, as related 
here in July. With the October issue it is 
going back to its original plural title, True 
Experiences, and it will go up to 25 cents 
on the newsstands. There will be a new 
cover motif. And it is starting in on a new 
radio tie-up with the daytime show, “The 
Right to Happiness,” on NBC. Ruth Baer 
edits this. Address: 205 East 42nd Street, 
New York 17. 

Popular Publications has suspended pub- 
lication of its pulp, Shock, after three is- 
sues. This featured adventures in violence 
and was edited by Harry Widmer. 

Abner Sundell of Your Guide Publica- 
tions reports that the line-up of fact detec- 
tive magazines there are using up inventory 
material and will not be in the market for 
at least another couple of months, His 
Movie Fan magazine is entirely staff-pre- 
pared. Movie-Teen buys a few pieces, but 
all on order. This company is located at 
114 East 32nd Street, New York 16. 

The two Hillman confession books seem 
to keep as steadily as possible to their same 
tracks, buying fairly regularly over the 
months, and making no changes in policy. 
These are Real Romances and Real Story. 
They use approximately the same sort of 
material in both books. Lengths keep to 
6500 or 7000 words for shorts; 10,000 for 
novelets; with book-lengths preferred from 
regulars, The editors want outlines first on 
long stories, and are glad to look at them 
on shorter ones. 

Hillman -periodicals are housed at 535 
Fifth Avenue, New York 17. Mary Rollins 
edits the confession magazines. Payment on 
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them is 3 cents a word, on acceptance. 
Harry Widmer has three active pulp 

markets at Popular Publications: Dime De. 
tective is very much open for shorts of 3000 
to 5000 words. (This one is bought up on 

novelets now.) These stories should be of 
the crime-adventure type, with strong 
emphasis on character. Some glamorous 
woman-interest goes well. 

10 Story Western has immediate need 
for both shorts of 1500 to 4000 words and 
for novelets of 9000 to 11,000 words. 

Rangeland Romances is an _ especially 
wide-open market. It can use any length 
between 3000 words and 10,000. Other re- 
quirements for these three books remain the 
same. Study your preferred market; that 
will give’ you practical knowledge of what 
the editor likes. Payment is a cent a word 
and up, on acceptance. Address: 205 East 
42nd Street, New York 17. 

Touchstone, announced by a letter from 
its editor in September as a literary and 
experimental magazine, has folded up and 
gone out of business, according to the peo- 
ple at 17 East 42nd Street, where the 
magazine got its mail and phone calls. 

Harold Field, formerly of Parents’ Insti- 

tute magazines, is now executive editor of 
The Nation, 20 Vesey Street, New York 7. 

Were you thinking of submitting some- 
thing to the fourth annual contest being 
conducted by Ellery Queen’s Mystery 
Magazine and Little-Brown & Company? 
The time is now, for this contest closes on 
October 20. Prizes total $11,000. Details . 
were in the March Wrirer’s DicEstT, or 
direct from the sponsors. Ellery Queen’s 
Mystery Magazine is published by Law- 
rence Spivak, at 570 Lexington Avenue, 
New York 22. 

Volitant Publishing Company, at 105 
East 35th Street, has retrenched considera- 
bly in past months. Cover Girl Fashions, 
which Frances Glencott was editing, has 
been suspended. Also on the suspended list 
are the three fact-detective magazines 
which this company had put out for a long 
time: Sensational Detective Cases, Tru- 
Life Detective Cases, and Vital Detective 

Cases. 
The company now has only three titles, 

and is putting these out monthly. Hit and 
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Laff are edited by George Shute. Both use 
otos and cartoons. Cartoons are bought 

at $10 each. Picture sets bring $50. Pay- 
ment is supposed to be on publication, but 
the business department doesn’t seem to 

follow up very well on the editor’s vouchers. 
Laff is a little flipper and more on the 

topical and burlesque side, while Hit runs 
nearer to a regular picture magazine, with 

more of a news angle. 
Sir! is now being edited by Adrian 

Lopez, who is also the publisher of these 
magazines, The previous editor seems to 
have been ahead of his time in reporting 

that Sir! was a monthly, as it passed up a 
few issues and only with the newest issue, 
dated October, is it going on a monthly 
schedule. Also, there was quite an accu- 
mulation of manuscripts held in the office, 
which the present regime has made every 
effort to straighten out. Write to Carl Love- 
day, the assistant editor, if you have a 
question about anything submitted and not 
accounted for. 
More timely material is to be used in 

Sir! now. Sensational material, especially 
of the exposé type, is desired. Also, from 
now on, three or four pieces of fiction are 
to be used per issue. Payment.is promised 
at 2 cents a word, on publication. Buying 
is usually close to publication here. Ad- 
dress: 105 East 35th Street, New York 16. 
Robert Erisman tells me that he is edit- 

ing six Western pulps for Magazine Man- 
agement Company, which is one of the 
Goodman firms. Two-Gun Western Novels 
and 3 Western Novels are quarterlies. Best 
Western, Complete Western Book Maga- 
zine, Western Novels and Short Stories, 
and Western Short Stories are all bi-month- 
lies. The novels run 20,000 and 40,000 
words each. No in-between lengths are 
wanted unless the story is very exceptional. 
Western Short Stories can use any length 
up to 15,000 words. And in Western Novels 
a few shorts up to 5000 words can be used. 

These may be stories of the Old or Mod- 
ern West, though most are back a ways in 
time. Occasionally a Canadian setting of 
trapping, etc., might go. All pay a cent a 
word and up, on acceptance. 

The editorial office for this group of 
(Continued on page 79) 

C. V. PARKINSON 
ASSOCIATES, Inc. 

Authors’ Representation 

© Full representation services for es- 

tablished and beginning writers. 

e Fiction, 

language markets. 

non-fiction, and foreign 

© Immediate readings, quick reports, 

and effective placement. 

Full information on request. 

BRIGHTWATERS, NEW YORK 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Promptly, efficiently on 20 lb. bond. Carbon copy, 
minor correction free. Mss. under 1000 words and 
plays—20c per page. Poetry, Ic a line. 

60c—1000 words; 55¢ over 10,000 

IRENE HERLOCKER 
6346 Jefferson Ave ° Hammond, Ind. 

Phone: Sheffield 9728R 

WRITERS 
WORK TO DIRECT ORDER ONLY! 

Title Mag. Price 
Yankee Frankenstein Sensation $175.00 
Taxicab Tidbit This Week 250.00 
The Scorpion True Detective 495.00 

a. I have written and sold the above articles plus 
1000 others in the past 15 years to over 100 differ- 
ent national magazines. 

b. My students—WRITING AND SLANTING TO 
DIRECT ORDER ONLY—are featured today in 
scores of newsstand publications. 

c. I have developed a NEW—COMPLETELY PER- 
SONAL—ABSOLUTELY INDIVIDUAL—Course 
in Article Writing. SLANTING YOUR PER- 
SONAL TALENTS AND INDIVIDUAL MA- 
TERIAL TO SPECIALIZED MARKETS. 

d. No offer AS ao DIFFERENT — 
AS PRACTICAL — FOR THE BEGINNING 
WRITER OR a PROFESSIONAL ~ has ever 
before been by SELLING WRITER 
AND RECOGNIZED INSTRUCTOR. 

Write for Terms and for FREE Pamphlet 
“Writing to Direct Order Only"' 

WILL H. MURRAY 
5703 Broadway, Cleveland 4, Ohio 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 45 



F cena: a radio comedy program is 
far from funny for comedians or comedy 
writers. Offstage one rarely sees Fred Allen, 
Ed Gardner, Eddie Cantor and the other 
wits smiling. Their brows are usually fur- 

rowed wondering what gags will kill ’°em 
next week, how to re-inflate anemic Hoop- 
eratings, win sponsors and influence censors. 

The comedy field is radio’s most spe- 
cialized. There are about a dozen top com- 
ics who employ, in all, some 100 writers. 

A top comedy program has a _ large 
budget. Shows such as Hope, Benny, Allen, 
Gardner and Bergen cost their sponsors 
about $25,000 weekly apiece. Top comedy 
writers average an annual income of $25,- 
000-up for the 39 weeks of the year they toil. 

Ed Gardner, star of NBC’s “Duffy’s Tav- 
ern,” affords a classic example of how a 
fun show in the fiercely com- 
petitive big-time circles. His character, 
“Archie,” grew out of an obscure program, 

“This is New York,” in 1941. Ed was then 
in the radio producing field. After he audi- 
tioned countless actors in search of an 
“Archie,” Ed was persuaded to portray the 

role himself. Thus began the first real suc- 
cess scored by this 44-year-old Astoria, 
Queens, N. Y., native. 

The original scripters Ed hired for this 
program were Abe Burrows and Frank 
Gaylen—at $25 per week each, Later, when 
“Duffy’s Tavern” was born, Abe headed its 
writing fold five years at $1,000 per week. 
Recently, Abe has been successfully per- 
forming his own material on the air. Since 
then, at least 100 writers have toiled in 
“Duffy’s” stable. Ed starts them as $100- 

evolves 

a-week junior writers and as their gagability 
swells so do their wallets—up to the $1,000 
mark. 
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Radio & Television 
By HELEN ROWLAND 

Ed now has eight writers, headed by his 
three chief writers, Vin Bogert, Al Johansen 
and Larry Rhine, who work as_ overall 
script doctors on each week’s script. Ed is 

the final judge, for he believes each comic 
must be a good.editor arid know what's 
right for him. 

The day after the Wednesday night 
broadcast, they start on the following week’s 
script. One of them gets an idea for a 
premise—a basic story line—which can be 
satirized to the hilt. 

If no guest is scheduled, they decide ona 
theme, such as one with “Archie” as a fight 
manager or lawyer, and each writing team * 
is assigned to devise the best premise. Ed’s 
writers work best in pairs. From the story 
lines each team devises, they select the best 
or combine several ideas. Then, two writ- 

ers are assigned to develop each chapter of 

the accepted premise. The story of Duffy’s 
Tavern” usually has three chapters each 
week, divided by music and commercials. 

Then comes script rewrite—the most im- 
portant operation—during which they work 
the gags over, adding and subtracting not 
only words, but accents and emphasis. Re- 
hearsals decide whether what looks funny 
to the eye also sounds funny to their prac- 
ticed comedy ears. 

* * * 

Radio is due for a major overhauling if 
the Federal Communications Commission’s 
drive to abolish all giveaway programs suc- 
ceeds. FCC, which has long disapproved 
of the lottery atmosphere such shows create, 
is now probing the legality of such pro- 
grams under Federal lottery laws. The pro- 
posed ban would affect over 40 national 
network programs, now awarding prizes 
evaluated at $150,000 per month. National 
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Association of Broadcasters has joined FCC 
in the action. 

All in Radio Row strongly feel that, if 
left unchecked, the giveaway program 
mania would destroy radio. It greatly low- 
ers radio’s cultural standards by offering 
fabulous monetary jackpots as a lure to 
listeners, with the promise of their possible 
gain, instead of rightfully getting their in- 
terest by the entertainment values of a pro- 
gram. The Midas programs consume air 

time which could be better devoted to con- 
structive, entertaining programming fare. 

Writers, actors and comedians stand to 

gain greatly if this action culminates. In 
the giveaways, the audience participants 
are the actors and writers—all is sponta- 
neous—with the M.C. as king. As a result, 
most writers and actors have had lean times 
in radio of late. Comedians lose precious 
ratings as listeners are enticed away to find 
out who that mystery voice belongs to — 
and the meaning of his ridiculous jingle. 

* * * 

In the coming fall and winter season, 
there will be many new radio programs for 
which free-lance scripts will be considered. ° 
However, at this writing, summer replace- 
ments still reign, and new programs are in 
the preparatory stages, with script require- 
ments not yet available. In next month’s 
WriTer’s DiceEst, there will be market de- 

tails on new programs. Meanwhile, con- 
centrate on the “steadies” outlined here 
previously. 

* * * 

RADIO RANDOMS 

Radio Writers Guild’s new membership 
tules permit all writers interested in radio 
writing, beginners and professionals, to join 
as associate members. They will receive 
RWG and Authors League bulletins, peri- 
odic market notes and forum notices — 
privileges of regular members. Fee is $8 
yearly. Formerly, potential members had 
to have two scripts aired. RWG’s USS. 
offices are: 6 East 39th St., N. Y.; 203 N. 
Wabash Ave., Chicago; 1655 N. Cherokee 
Ave., Hollywood. . . . Dorothy Stewart of 
N.Y., writer of 1948’s top song hit, “Now 
Is The Hour,” received a Golden Clef 
Award from World’s Fair of Music in N.Y. 
It is the music world’s “Oscar.” Miss Stew- 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

MORE SALES 

For More Writers! 

We have made and will make the 
first sale for new writers. Will you 
be the next one? Your story, article, 
novel can be profitably placed in one 
of our many markets in the world’s 
largest publishing center. 

‘ If you are satisfied to work till you 
make the first sale, we shall work 
with you. Our expert, friendly help 
will show you the way. No, you 
aren’t going to click, if you write the 
first manuscript and treat it like a 
sweepstake ticket. If it’s in you to 
persist, plug and sweat, you are going 
to feel the thrill of that first sale and 
check like many others who have 
come to us. 
Our commission is 10%. Our fee 

to read, sell or criticize is $1 per 1,006 
words, up to 5,000 words—and it’s 
50c per 1,000 thereafter. For a 5,000 
word manuscript it’s $5. For a manu- 
script, 3,000 words or less, it’s $3, our 
minimum fee. Each script should be 
accompanied with return postage. 

$4 for novels. Our need is urgent. 
Editors want first novels with new 
and refreshing ideas. Our first read- 
ing and letter of appraisal to you will 
be given on your novel for $4. It 
doesn’t matter, if it’s your first, 
second, or third novel, we have the 
markets and will sell it on a 10% 
commission basis, if it has any sales 
value.. Be sure to pay the Express 
Charges on your shipment. If you 
ship by mail, be sure it’s First Class. 

Short stories with any plot or 
theme, and articles on economic, 
social and political problems are 
wanted. 

To make the sale, may we advise that you 
send your manuscripts now—and the more you 
send, the better we can work with you. After 
making two sales for you, we drop the fee and 
sell on a straight indaies basis. 

MANUSCRIPT BUREAU 
154 Nassau Street — Tribune Bidg. 

New York 7, N. ¥. 



Australian radio, theatrical and concert or- 
ganizations, and buys the rights to U.S. 

radio series and B’way plays for use in Au- 
tralia... . Fletcher Markle will direct “Ford 
Theatre” when it debuts on CBS October 
8. Market news on this is due later. He 
was imported from Canada to CBS-N.Y. in 
1946 to direct CBS’ former series, “Studio 

One,” due to the merit of three scripts he 
submitted to “Columbia Workshop.” . 
William Shirer, MBS commentator, com- 
pleted his play at his Torrington, Conn., 
farm, and will submit it to B’way pro- 
ducers. . . . The CBS surprise hit comedy, 

“My Favorite Husband,” with Lucille Ball, 
began as a one-shot broadcast. It’s based 
on characters created by Isabel S. Rorick 
of Toledo, Ohio, in her “Mr. and Mrs. 
Cugat” novel, which originated as story 
contributions to Jr. League mag. Frank 
Fox and Bill Davenport, “Ozzie and Har- 
riet” scribes, pen the radio “Cugats.” .. . 
Virginia Radcliffe, writer of seven “Caval- 
cade of America” scripts this year, finds 
over-writing her best formula. Her scripts 
for the carefully documented show run 11% 
hours too long. An asset. By vast research 
she coordinates in her dramas all important 
scenes and phases of the main character’s 
life and times, adding realism and accuracy 
to final draft. Her subjects included: Gro- 
ver Cleveland, Oliver W. Holmes, Louisa 
Alcott and Grace Moore. ... A single CBS 
radio drama is heard by more people than 
attend all of the stage plays in New York in 
three seasons! 

*& * * 

TELEVISION 
The four major radio networks have the 

TV’s. Television is spreading so fast that 
even those most closely associated with the 
jet-propelled sight-and-sound medium can- 
not keep up with it. 

Television Broadcasters Association, which 
is to video what NAB is to radio, is expand- 
ing its membership and coverage on a na- 
tional scale. TBA’s Regional Committees 
will serve key U.S. video cities. Quarterly 
conferences will be held to review and act 
on local and national problems. TBA is 
also drawing up the first official Code of 
broadcast standards for the entire television 
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art is the exclusive U.S. representative for industry—to be reviewed for approval at 
TBA’s December meeting. Lawrence Low- 
man CBS—N. Y. vice president, heads the 

Code Committee. TBA’s N.Y. home is at 
500 5th Ave., N.Y. Will Baltin is executive 
secretary. 

This coming fall and winter, the televi- 
sion script market will be larger than ever 
due to the growing emphasis on studio 
drama programming, mass entry of spon- 
sors into TV, increased number of stations, 
independent producers and TV depart- 
ments in ad agencies. Sponsors are de- 
manding more drama to sate viewers’ de- 
mand for them, and payment for video 
scripts, which has been poor in the past, is 
on the upswing due to program sponsorship. 
New half-hour and hour television pro- 

grams using original dramas and adapta- 
tions are scheduled to début this season on 
ABC, NBC, CBS, WABD-Du Mont and 
WPIX television stations. ‘\WNBT, NBC’s 
N.Y. video station, will continue its “NBC 

Playhouse,” “Theatre Guild” and “Kraft 
Television Theatre” series. World Video, 
Inc., a new television concern, inaugurates 
a 52-week drama series. Campbell-Ewald 
ad agency débuts a new drama series for 
Chevrolet, which is plunging into video as 
deeply as Ford is into radio. 

Meanwhile, writers are urged by Authors 
League of America to lease their plays for 
a one-performance television right, rather 
than to sell all rights outright. The League’s 
Television Committee is comprised of 24 
members representing the League’s four 
Guilds: Authors, Dramatists, Radio Writers 
and Screen Writers. They are studying all 
phases of TV for writers’ interest and pro- 
tection, setting rights values, fee scales, etc. 
League members with television problems 
or suggestions regarding their free-lance or 
assigned scripts should contact Television 
Committee, Authors League, at N.Y. or 

Hollywood offices. 

The four networks are speedily annexing 
television stations on an owned-and-oper- 
ated or affiliated basis and welding them 
into that purposeful chain leading to the 
nationwide television network—predicted to 
be in operation by 1950. Each new station 
means a need for material from writers to 
fill the never-sated program schedules. 
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As a hobby? Or for profit? 

TAUGHT BY 9 PROFESSIONALS 

Here, for the first time, a new, modern method of teaching cartooning! 

A method devised by 9 famous professionals—Boltinoff, Lariar, 

Nofziger, Roir, Ross, Roth, Salo, Schus, and Wolfe—to help you learn 

ae... this specialized art quickly and easily. 

No effort was spared to make the course clear and understandable! 

Each lesson, each construction chart is simple and easy to follow! 

You may learn how to create gags and execute them effectively. But more 
important, you receive the valued guidance of nine (9) proven 

successful cartoonists. Yes, from the very start, your homework is 

personally criticized by-all 9 instructors! 

45 lessons! Over 2000 instruction drawings! Complete course includes: 

COMIC STRIP * MAGAZINE CARTOONING *« SPORT 

CARTOONS « POLITICALS * ANIMALS *« ADVERTISING 

COMICS « BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS «+ CUTE GIRLS, etc. 

Start your cartooning course now! Up to two years to finish! 

Write for literature today! 

Approved as a Correspondence School under the laws of the 

State of New York. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

The PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF CARTOONING, Inc. 

DEPT. WD 505 Fifth Avenue New York 17, N.Y. 

—S7H0- D ery @ 
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Katharine Newlin Burt— 

Author of best sellers and re- 
cently fiction editor of the 
Ladies’ Home Journal writes: 
“I'd have started ten years 
sooner on a literary career, but 
there was no Palmer Institute 
then. Any writer—would-be or 

experienced—would certainly find help in the 
Palmer course. I know of no better training 
school.” 

Famous Authors 
Recommend Palmer Training 
Rupert Hughes writes: “Since authorship is 
essentially a matter of home work, it is one 
of the few arts of which much can be taught by 
correspondence. I have found Palmer Institute’s 
instruction material most interesting, intelligent, 

and helpful.” 

Ruth Comfort Mitchell writes: “With pleasure 
and profit I have read and studied the Palmer 
course. You are making it possible for new writers 
today to travel over a highway, instead of a 
rough and difficult road.” 

Gertrude Atherton writes: “The most practical, 
economical and time-saving way I know of in 
learning to write is the Palmer Institute Method: 

(1) at home, at your own convenience, (2) com- 

plete, thorough instruction, and (3) individual, 

professional coaching.” 

FREE Book Shows How 
To learn how Palmer training 

can help you, send for free book, 
“The Art of Writing Salable 
Stories,’ giving details of Pal- 
mer’s unique method of training 
for highest pay in all fields of 
writing: short stories, novels, 
mysteries, radio scripts, and fea- 
ture articles. Send today. 

Palmer Institute of Authorship 
Member, National Home Study 

Council 
Desk J-98, 1680 N. Sycamore, 
Hollywood 28, Calif. 

FREE 
BOOK 

VETERANS 

This course 

approved for 

veterans 

training. 

Palmer Institute of Authorship, Since 1917 

1680 N. Sycamore 

Hollywood 28, Calif., Desk J-98 

Please send me free book which explains how I 
may increase my income from writing. This is con- 
fidential. No salesman will call. 

Mr. 
Mrs. 

State 

.) if eligible for veterans‘ training. Check here ( 
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Writers would do well to check with TY 
stations in or near their vicinities for free. 
lance or assigned submissions or staff posi- 

tions. A check on the latest activities of the 
networks in television reveals the following 
news: 

American Broadcasting Co. is now con 
structing what is reputed to be America’s 
largest, most elaborately equipped Televi- 
sion Center in New York. The mammoth 
studios, to be completed by the end of 1948 
will be located in a building occupying the 
entire city block between 66th and 67th 
Sts., off Central Park West. 
WJZ-TV, ABC’s N.Y. television station, 

premiered August 10, with its transmitter 
and antenna atop Hotel Pierre, 61st St. and 
5th Ave. On its début day, it had commer- 
cial sponsor commitments totaling half a 
million dollars. It serves the New York area 
and ABC’s Eastern Seaboard video station 
affiliates and will televise from the new cen- 
ter when completed. 
ABC has four other owned television sta 

tions to début by the end of this year: 
WENR-TV, Chicago; WXYZ-TV, Detroit; 
KECA-TV, Hollywood; KGO-TV, San 
Francisco. 

Columbia Broadcasting System: WCBS- 
TV, CBS’ N. Y. television station, telecasts 
from its fabulous new ultra-modern studios 
in Grand Central Terminal Bldg. Its new 
5 kw transmitter and antenna enable it to 
radiate the maximum signal permitted by 
FCC law. 

CBS’ Eastern television network com 
prises also: WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; 
WMAR.-TYV, Baltimore, and a Boston ste 
tion. CBS joins soon with WTOP and 
Washington Post for a D.C. TV station; 
with KQW for a San Francisco station, and 
with Los Angeles Times for KTTV, L.A’ 

TV station. 

National Broadcasting Co.: WNBI, 

NBC’s N.Y. television station in Radio City, 
now televises from 5 major studios—with 
the addition of the huge new Studio 8-G, 
and the three RKO-Pathe sound studios o 
Park Ave. and 106th St., recently leased by 
NBC. 

NBC’s East Coast video station chai 
comprises also: WBZ-TV, Boston; WRGB, 
Schenectady; WPTZ, Philadelphia; WBAL 
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TV, Baltimore ; WNBW, Washington, D.C., 
and WTVR, Richmond. By ra end off | MADGE BINDAMIN 

NBC will have a 16-station intercon- . : . 

ies of the ot abe palate stretching from — —_ + ruage g. oon 
following § Massachusetts to Missouri, threading first se iene and denen of pocketbooks, 

the East to the Midwest—and joining later and writer with recognition in 1943's 
now CON F to the West. Key stations on this NBC net- “Best American Short Stories," places her 

America’s § work will be: WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; | experience and extensive knowledge at 
d Televi § xsp-TV, St. Louis; WWJ-TV, Detroit; | the service of writers, through her literary 

nammoth } wLWT, Cincinnati; KSTP-TV, St. Paul- agency. 
J of 1948, } Minneapolis, and WNBK, Cleveland. TERMS: 
pying the Other television stations to join the NBC No fee for handling professionals. For beginners: 
and 67th network include: WJAR-TV, Providence, $1.00 per 1000 words, up to 5000; 50c per 

; on Sept. 15; WBEN-TV, Buffalo, in Oct.; 1000 thereafter. For full-length books, $25.00. 
n station, WNBQ, Chicago, to début Sept. 1; KDYL- 10% Commission on all sales. 
ransmitter , : : 

TV, Salt Lake City, Utah, which débuted 
st St. and ty 7; WAVE-TV, Louisville, to début MADGE BINDAMIN 
a Oct. 15; KNBH, Hollywood, to premiere Literary Agent 
+ in Nov.; WSPD-TV, Toledo, and Colum- 480 Lexington Avenue New York 17, N. Y. 

a: bus and Dayton stations. 

new cen § Mutual Broadcasting System: MBS’ two MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 

owned-and-operated television stations, to MINOR CORRECTIONS ORIGINAL AND CARBON 
vision ste | 2 in operation shortly, form the nucleus | “2 Towa “uaa 
his year: of MBS new Eastern regional network. DISCOUNT ON BOOK LENGTHS POETRY, Ic A LINE 
r, Detroit; WOR-TV, affiliated with MBS N. Y. radio ss ELIZABETH CALLANAN 
TV, San station WOR, will début soon in New York, a Wat GF CARRAND 2, CHO 

with its transmitter in North Bergen, N. J. 
 wops.-{ WOIC, MBS’ Washington, D. C. tele- INTERESTED IN JOURNALISM? 

, telecasts vision station, premieres Oct. 1. be pabocede Ae ys agree pomp hay — 

rn studios WGN-TV, MBS’ Chixago television sta- ue & ans aeieaea” Geena come 
Its new f tion, has been operating five months. The | '*** 575% check or money order. 

able it to f $3,000,000 Mutual-Don Lee Radio and | pox 116 ARLES VOLAND JR 
mitted by } Television Center for KTSL television sta- 

tion premieres in Sept. Other MBS stati 

cck collie planned. pt. Other MBS stations | vouyr POEMS WILL SELL 
You went to express yourself in poetry and verse: 

del phia; * * * oo poetic <o is as ee and ge Ay the 
esire to ta ut something is wrong wit ur 

joston sta F TELEVISION RANDOMS product. Rejection slips prove this. Is this condition 
TOP and incurable; or is there a road to success for you? 

V tation; Plays that failed on Broadway “we wk ae p BF a My Boon 4 con toch it t ie tt " : Kk ‘ c it to you 
ba : tejected for Main Stem production win you have it, some simple cause prevents your work 

ation, and from clicking with the editors you aim for. I can 
rv. LA’ = leases on life in television. Tightening | probably spot it for you. 

a . ’ For 25 years I have taught poets, versifiers and 
many 3-hour dramas to video’s hour length tes ~y 4 to perfect their verse — | get the 

imi bs u t returns trom it; as instructor in versification at 

° WNBT. scents the play Ss meat and eliminates ver New York University ; William and Mary College, 
es ty bose passages added to meet the time limit Richmond Division; and elsewhere. Most of my work 

Ci ‘ re with private pupils, ranging from beginners to Pulitzer 
a = of the stage. Writers would do well to re- Prize sane, done by correspondence. 

e., 8.G,4 ane unsold full-length plays to video and | 60°poems ot ‘my awn. in 2, months ‘this esr. Quite 
tudio BSF submit them to such markets as WNBT ee ak hems sien a ls Cale ane ° ’ azine a v i 
studios on oe ° sc ology and other poetry contests. This nation-wide 

- 1 Y rder f “leased NBC N.Y. television station, and “Kraft aoe rey tesstack y. You may, order from me my 
Television Theatre,” requirements for tionary, $3.60, and Poets’ Handbook, $1.60, both postpaid. 

Why neglect ela the many profits from versification? 
which were given hese previously... . NBC Including all the valuable secondary rights, I offer every 

ion chaidl Te d Lib h arrest Gel’. Went coicl comm ts dua. Wels tater? evision an 1 erty ave an agreement po 8 deiay fo Ioaser, Send $1 tor 
~ WRGB, you are unfair to yourself , to 

Ls 0 adapt the magazine’s short-short stories trial criticism of 1 poem; 
a; WBAL§ to television. CLEMENT WOOD Seccetil, Delanson, N. Y. 
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WRITERS’ MARKET 

Quality Magazines 

The American Scholar, 5 E. 44th Street, New 
York City 17. Hiram Haydn, Editor. Issued 
quarterly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We use 
articles on science, philosophy, literature, na- 
tional and foreign affairs.. Primarily interested 
in articles by scholars and thinkers which are 
written for a general intelligent audience. The 
best length is between 2500 and 3500 words. 

In rare instances, articles as long as 4000 words 
will be considered. Buy poetry, but no fiction or 
photographs. Report in 4 to 6 weeks. Payment 
is $5 a printed page, on acceptance, but not 
more than $50 an article ; $10 to $25 for poetry, 
according to number of poems and length.” 

Atlantic Monthly, 8 Arlington Street, Boston 
16, Mass. Edward A. Weeks, Jr., Editor. Issued 

monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. “We use 
short stories (no short shorts) up to 6000 words; 
also book-length fiction and serials. Buy poetry, 
but no photographs. Payment on acceptance.” 

Common Ground, 20 W. 40th Street, New 
York City 18. M. Margaret Anderson, Editor. 
Issued quarterly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 

use fiction covering U.S.A. with theme promoting 
mutual understanding among all racial, religious 
and nationality groups in this country, 2000 to 

3000 words. Also use articles on anything of 
interest within our field in the American scene, 
as per above. Buy photographs and poetry. Re- 
port in a few days or a month or more, de- 
pending on the material. Payment is $5 a 
printed page, before publication.” 

Harper's Magazine, 49 E. 33rd Street, New 
York City 16. Frederick L. Allen, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. “We use 
articles on current political, economic, interna- 
tional affairs and problems; also on science, 
literature and the arts, manners and morals, etc. ; 

profiles, personal experiences, etc. Also use 

distinguished fiction—no set limits of length or 
type. Buy poetry, but no photographs. . Report 
in 3 days to 3 weeks. Payment is $200-$250 for 
full-Jength contributions, on acceptance.” 
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The New Republic, 40 E. 49th Street, New 
York City 17. Michael Straight, Editor. Issued 
weekly; 15c a copy; $6.00 a year. “We use 
political, economic and cultural articles. No 
fiction, photographs, or poetry. Report within 
two weeks. Payment by special arrangement, on 
acceptance.” 

Survey Graphic, 112 E. 19th Street, New York 
City 3. Paul Kellogg, Editor. Issued monthly; 
40c a copy; $4.00 a year. “We use articles on 
health, race relations, education, ‘housing, labor 
management relations, etc. Buy photographs and 
poetry, but no fiction. Report in two months 
Payment is approximately $75 per article, on 
publication.” 

Second Class Magazines 

American Post, P. O. Box 1066, Minneapolis 
1, Minn. Leonard Nilsson, Editor. “We us 
material of general interest to hobbyists of all 
kinds, 100 to 500 words. Also 100 to 300 words 
on the use of hobbies for profit. Payment is 4c 
a word, on acceptance.” 

The Enthusiast, 3700 W. Juneau Avenue, Mit 
waukee 1, Wis. James P. McCloskey, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 5c a copy; 50c a year. “We 
use actual travel stories by Harley-Davidson 
owners, illustrated with photographs. No fiction 
or poetry. Report in two weeks. Payment is om 
acceptance.” 

The Leatherneck, P. O. Box 1918, Washi 
ington 13, D. C. Major James A. Donovan, Jr, 
USMC, Editor. 
$2.50 a year. “We-use Marine slanted fiction of 
humorous or technical nature, 2000 to 300 
words. Prefer articles written by, about, and for 
Marines. Buy photographs, but no poetry. Re 
port in a month. Payment is 3c a word, @ 
acceptance.” 

The National Guardsman, Stewart Bldg., 
Sixth Street, N. W., Washington 1, D. § 
Allan G. Crist, Editor. Issued monthly; 25¢ 
copy; $1.50 to $2.25 a year (according 
number of subs) to National Guard units; $ 

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; Bits 



WTHREE MONTHS TO SELL— 

Sa I Got Him Into The 
Saturday Evening Post! 

One day last spring Charles Doyle walked into my office. He had 
driven hundreds of miles to see me. He dumped his problems in my lap. 

Family responsibilities were forcing a decision. Charlie Doyle would 

| steered him toward ARGOSY first. We clicked there almost im- 
mediately. Then we worked on a story in which | discerned the makings of 
aPOST yarn. | showed this script in its original form to the Fiction Editor CHARLES DOYLE 

His second sale— 

THE POST. 

work, There were two revisions; then the POST editor made a couple of suggestions of his 
own. The third revision clicked. The author's first sale brought $150; his second sale, $750. 

"Thanks for the swell job," writes Doyle. "Kicking a guy to the top of the heap on his 
second sale is something that all agents would like to do, but darn few of them get around 

| am very proud of what Charlie Doyle has been 

able to do and equally proud of all the other authors 

who have gotten places through an intelligent analysis 

of their potentialities. Possibly | can help you as | 

helped this new POST author and the many other 
writers | am constantly putting across in all types 
of markets . . . Checks for these writers at press time 
include Curtis, Popular, Fawcett, Hillman, Family 

Circle, and others—an encouraging total. 

WHERE YOU COME IN 

TELL ME ABOUT YOURSELF when you send me your 
manuscripts—as my selling authors did. Let me show 
you the marketable material in your own background. 
Once | decide where your true talent lies, we go to town 

—which is why | have made sales for my writers to the 

SATURDAY EVENING POST, COLLIER'S ESQUIRE, 
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, AMERICAN, THIS WEEK 
and other top outfits, plus, of course, the pulps, the 
confessions, the feature and the specialized markets. 

After | make a couple of 

My rates for personal detailed 
and 

My sales commission is 10%. 

sales for you | drop all fees. 
analysis, suggested revision, 
experienced marketing of your 

$1 per thousand 
the first 5,000 of 

script; 50c per thousand 
words thereafter. Minimum fee, 
$3. Remember that my work with 
thousands of authors has made 
every one of your writing diffi- 
culties familiar to me. Send me 
your best manuscript now and be 

manuscripts are: 
words for 
any 

ee 

They included the usual, plus the still larger problem of whether he was 
going to continue writing at all. 

rather write than eat; but it was a case of sell or else... 

treet, New 
‘or. Issued 

“We use \ . . - 

ticles. No § of the SATURDAY EVENING POST when he was in New York, explaining 
ort within § that we would have to make changes. Under my direction Doyle went to 
zement, on 

New York 
1 monthly; age 
articles on J doing it. 
‘ing, labor 

are | BO UTHORS vo months B OK A TH R 
article, on 

COMPLIMENT OF THE 
MONTH: “Thanks for the splen- 

t did job of literary coaching," 
°S wites M. C. Myers, of Wash- 

: » Bington. “Everything is crystal 
inne dear, a strange situation in 

_ We US BE contrast with jumbled, some- 
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; *tominal charge of $5 for initial appraisal and comment. 
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sure to tell me about yourself. 

A. L. FIERST, Literary Agent 
545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York 



*'First-rate...an important key to magazine sales."* 

—R. W. Lowndes, Ed. Dir., Columbia Pubs., Inc. 
typical opinion of the new best-seller on 

writing by ROBERT TURNER. former editor, Popular 
Pubs.; former agent; whose own stories appear in 
Collier's, Toronto Star Weekly. Dime Detective, 
Super war Romance Western, etc. Order ‘Turner 
manual,” $1, direct from 

QUALITY HOUSE 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17 

W RITE R—do you want your man- 

uscripts typed neatly, accurately and 

promptly? 50 cents per thousand words. 

JULIA M, REPACE 
1021 Sherrick Road Canton 4, Ohioc 

IF YOUR STORIES DON'T SELL 
You need the kind of help which twenty years of experi- 
ence as a magazine editor qualifies me to give you. I can 
show you how to make your stories editorially acceptable, 
and tell you where to submit them for sale. Low rates for 
ee and practical assistance for writers. EE 

R READING and report on short story manuscripts. 

MAITLAND LEROY OSBORNE 
LITERARY INSTRUCTOR 

23D Green Street Wollaston 70, Mass. 

The Little Volumes 

Are Important... 

In a recent article in The New York 
Times, “The Literary Market Place 
Today” by Harvey Breit, the writer 
quotes a distinguished publisher: “. 
‘We used to break even on a sale of 
5,000 copies. Now ... we need 10,000 
copies. The result? We're shopping for 
sure-fire stuff ... And that means that 
we simply haven’t got room .. . for the 
little volume of verse, or the first novel 
that we used to publish . . .’ and so,” 
concludes Mr. Breit, “. . . publishers’ 
lists are growing smaller, tighter. More 
big novels, fewer critical essays . . 
fewer scholarly studies.” 

We rtuink the little volume of verse, 
the first novel, the scholarly study, the 
critical essay are important. We can 
bring them to the discerning reader. 
Our books, generally published on a co- 
operative basis, are produced at com- 
paratively low cost. Because of this, 
even so limited a sale as six hundred 
copies of, for example, a 64-page book 
of verse will yield a profit to the author 
over and above investment. 

Ir your ms has a definite audience, 
submit it to us. If we like it, we'll 
publish it. For a free copy of We Can 
Publish Your Book, write to Dept. D. 

THE Exposition PRESS 
One Spruce Street New York 7 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

a year to members of the National Guard Ass, 
of the U.S.; $3.00 a year to non-members. “We 
use military, sports, outdoor, and humoroy 
fiction, 1500 to 2000 words. Play down drink. 
ing, crime, sex. Articles used are military, in. 
cluding combat operations; historical, from 
military angles; up to 3000 words. Also anee. 
dotes of Army or Air service, maximum 20 
words each. In regard to articles, we may buy 
photos including snapshots, and line map, 
sketches, charts or diagrams if their use is ind. 
cated by the text. Report in 15 days. Payment 
is lc a word, on publication.” 

U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Annapolis, 
Md. Capt. William G. Cooper, U. S. Naw, 
Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a 
year. Membership dues, including year’s sub 
scription to Proceedings, $2.00. “We use material 
devoted to the Navy and the national security, 
Use articles from civilians as well as memben 
of the Regular or Reserve Armed Forces. Best 
lengths, 4000 to 8000 words. Illustrative photo- 
graphs are desirable but not necessary. Also use 
anecdotes of naval interest. No fiction or poetry. 
Report in 30 to 60 days. Payment for articles 
is 2¥ac to 3¥%c a word, on acceptance; $5 each 
for anecdotes.” 

Women’s Magazines 

Chatelaine, 481 University Avenue, Toronto, 
Ont., Canada. Byrne Hope Sanders, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year. “We 
use short stories of 5000 words and short-shorts 
slanted to women’s interests. Also serials, pre 
ferably two or three parts. Need for Canadian 
angle makes it necessary to assign most article 
ideas. Use short verse, but rarely buy photo 
graphs. Report within three weeks. Rates vary, 

on acceptance.” 

Western Family, 1300 N. Wilton Place, Holly- 
wood 28, Calif. Audree Lyons, Editor. Issued 
semi-monthly; free in independent grocery stores, 
$1.50 a year outside circulation area. “We ux 
light, preferably humorous material, not exceed 
ing 2500 words in length. Subjects should ap 

peal to the homemaker and her family. Taboos 
include divorce, unhappiness, violence, etc. Also 
use how-to-do-it material, with illustrations, of 
interest to the homemaker. Occasionally buy 
four-line poems, but no photographs. Report in 
a week. Payment is 2¥%c to 5c a word, on at 
ceptance.” 

Sport and Outdoor Magazines 

The Alaska Sportsman, Box 118, Ketchikan, 
Alaska. Emery F. Tobin, Editor. Issued month 
ly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. “We like factual 
stories about life in Alaska which will truly pic 
ture this great territory. We like stories particu 
larly about homesteading, adventuring, prospect 
ing, trapping, etc., written by writers who have 
been in Alaska and have experienced the thing 
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that they write about. Buy photographs, but no 
poetry. Report in a month. Payment is 4c a 
word, on publication.” 

The American Rifleman, 1600 Rhode Island 
Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. John 
Scofield, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; 
$4.00 a year. “We use factual articles on hunt- 
ing, rifles, shotguns, pistols, small arms. Buy 
photographs, but no fiction or poetry. Report 
jn six weeks. Payment is 2c to 5c a word, on 
acceptance.” 

Forest and Outdoors, 679 Belmont Street, 
Montreal, Canada. Ed. McKeever, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 
use articles on Canadian natural resources, con- 
servation; any Canadian outdoor piece, up to 
1500 words. Want solid stuff with some thunder 
in it. Not much of a fiction market but use 
an occasional short short. Buy photographs, but 
no poetry. Report in two weeks. Payment is lc 
to 3c a word, on publication. Shortage of U. S. 
dollars here forces us to restrict 95% of pay- 
ments to Canadian currency. This situation may 
be temporary.” 

Fur-Fish-Game, 174 E. Long Street, Colum- 
bus 15, Ohio. A, V. Harding, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 20c a copy; $1.50 a year. “We use 
stories of actual hunting and fishing trips and 
material on conservation and wild life, from 
3000 to 5000 words. Prefer articles accompanied 
by actual photographs (glossy prints). Occasion- 
ally buy photographs (enlargements 8x10 for 
covers or kodachrome negatives). No fiction or 
poetry. Report in 2 or 3 weeks. Payment is 
Yac a word and up, -depending on how well 
written and illustrated.” 

Golfer and Sportsman, 420 S. 6th Street, Min- 
neapolis 15, Minn. James Bannister, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 
we material with golf or sports appeal. We 
do not stock up on stories or cartoons. Stories 
of about 1500 words are preferable, but longer 
or shorter articles are acceptable. Buy photo- 
graphs and some poetry. All material should 

MEASURE SERVICE BY THESE POINTS 
12 Years Guiding Writers Right 

6 Years Editor National Writer's Magazine 

Constructive, practical, prompt 
PROFESSIONAL criticism of Mss. Individualized 
PROMPT assignments for beginning and 

advanced writers in courses. 
INDIVIDUAL Personal collaborations. Mar- 
TRAINING FOR keting Help. Free reading and 
WRITERS report on Booklengths and 

Plays. 

RATES: $1.00 per 1000 words to 5000, thereafter, 60c per 

1000. Poetry 6c per line, minimum $1.00. Write for 

information upon courses, collaborations. 

ALL MSS REPORTED UPON WITHIN 10 DAYS 

VIRGINIA SLAUGHTER 
P.O. Box 56-D Burnet Woods Station 

Cincinnati 20, Ohio Phone AV 2332 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Neatly, accurately and promptly. 
One carbon free. Proof read. 

Suc per 1000 words 

MARGARET FOUTS 
1307 N. Sycamore Ave. Les Angeles 28, Calif. 

POETS 
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for PRIZE PRO- 
GRAM: Quarterly prizes, $25. Poetry Book Contest, etc. 
You will receive also descriptions of HELP YOURSELF 
HANDBOOKS ($1 each) containing 999 PLACES TO 
SEND POEMS. 

KALEIDOGRAPH, A National Magazine of Poetry 
(Published monthly since May, 1929; 25¢ a copy; $2 a year) 

624 N. Vernon Avenue Dellas 8, Texas 

NEED THAT NOVEL RETYPED? 
Let a competent, experienced manuscript typist do it 
for you. orrecting, minor editing free. 
© New York Secretarial Service for out-of-town 

writers. Inquire— 

LYNNE LOVELACE 
WA, 8-4620 

720 West 170th Street New York 32, N. Y. 

WRITERS! 

NOW AVAILABLE TO THE 
PROFESSIONAL WRITER: 

A medical research service backed by years 
of writing. editing and research in the medi- 
cal sciences. 

Myra C. Johnson 
Detailed reply within two weeks 

CLEAR YOUR MEDICAL FACTS! 
EDITORS ARE CRITICAL! 

Accurate description of symptoms, valid account of treatment methods, recoveries or complications 
which are medically plausible add REALTY and SALEABILITY to your story. 

RATES: 
$10.00 per story problem including answers to 
any number of questions on the basic subject. 

Complete bibliography furnished. 

Just tell your editors, “I cleared these facts with— 

MEDICAL RESEARCH BUREAU FOR AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS 
1406 North La Salle Chicago 10 

Medical Consultants 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



Your Magazine Material 
Or Book Manuscripts 
persistently presented to the most suitable mar- 
kets will bring you those checks you've been 
trying to get. 

Beginners or established writers save time spent 
in mailing and remailing manuscripts. The dis- 
couragement of a few rejections is eliminated. 

Do you realize the advantages of having an 

agent strategically located in relation to more 

than 400 editorial checkbooks? | have this ad- 
vantage (as shown on my unique map, sent to you 

upon request.) 

The back of the map shows how we help you get 
your share of the checks. NOW IS THE TIME 
to start with an established agent who will handle 
your scripts promptly and effectively. 

Careful consideration given to all requests for 

information. 

Typing service at regular rates. 

N. FRANK IMANDT 
155 East Thirty-ninth St., New York 16, N. Y. 

Phone: Murray Hill 3-7265 

In the HEART of the publishing district. 

"If it can be sold—I can sell it." 

SALABLE TYPING 
Professional Work Minor Editing 

Fifty Cents per 1000 words. Carbon Free. 

Mailed Flat With Original 

JANE GORDON 
644 35th Street Des Moines 12, lowa 

ARTICLES WANTED 
Qualified article writers (no fiction) are now 

asked to submit free-lance articles to "NOWA- 
DAYS," the weekly magazine—circulated with 
305 mid-West newspapers (total 824,000 circ.) 

The Readers: all circulation is in cities of 
25,000-and-under. This is NOT a farm pub- 
lication; most readers live in cities. No writing 
down. 
Want articles (all lengths up to 3000 words) 

on: national affairs, outstanding personalities, 
science, medicine, health, entertainment, home- 
making, sports, cooking, recipes, beauty, fashions, 
youth, agriculture, others of FAMILY appeal. 
Should have accompanying black-white glossy 
photos. (No fiction used.) 

Prefer query letter first. Send postage if 
wish article returned. Payment by arrangement 
with each writer. Write for further details: 
Editorial Department, NOWADAYS, 510 N. 
Dearborn St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

MARKET FOR ARTICLES 

be sent direct to James Bannister, 517 N. West 
ern Avenue, Los Angeles 4, Calif. Payment is Ic 
a word, on publication.” 

Hunting and Fishing Magazine, 275 Newbury 
Street, Boston 16, Mass. Bernhard A. Roth, 
Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a 
year. “We use articles on outdoor, hunting and 
fishing technique and experiences, also wildlife 
conservation. Only fiction used is a monthly 
strange story feature, with 2000 to 3000 words 
maximum length. Buy photographs, but no 
poetry. Report in two weeks. Payment is 2c a 
word minimum and $5 per photo minimum, on 
acceptance if solicited and on publication if un- 
solicited.” 

Yachting, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 
City 17. Herbert L. Stone, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. “We use 
articles on cruising, both power and sail; and 
special semi-technical articles on subjects relating 
to yachting and the sea. Buy photographs of 
marine subjects only. No fiction or poetry. Re- 
port in 10 days to 3 weeks. Payment is 3c a 
word, on acceptance.” 

“Little” Magazines 

Span, 4036 N. 11th Street, St. Louis 7, Mo, 
will cease publication after this year. No manu- 
scripts will be considered for publication during 
the rest of the year. 

Movie Magazines 

Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 
City 17. Adele Whitely Fletcher, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 15c a copy; $1.80 a year. “We us 
articles on screen personalities. Buy photographs, 
but do not use fiction or poetry. Report ina 
month, Payment is individually arranged with 
writer.” 

Screen Stories, 261 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City 1. Evelyn Van Horne, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 15c a copy. “We use fictionizations of 
movies. No original fiction, articles, photographs 
or poetry. Payment is according to length, on 
acceptance.” 

Pulp Magazines 

Detective Book Magazine, 670 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 19. Joseph Callanan, Editor. 
Issued quarterly ; 20c a copy; 80c a year. “We 
use short stories only, from 1000 to 7000 words. 
Sound characterizations and fast-moving plot de 
sired. No articles, photographs, or poetry. Re 
port in two weeks. Payment is lc a word and 
up, on acceptance.” 

Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine, 570 Lex 
ington Avenue, New York City 22. Ellery 
Queen, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; 

$4.00 a year. “We use detective, mystery, and 

56 Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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crime stories up to 12,000 words; both original 
and reprint material used. No supernatural or 
‘rue crime’; otherwise, the only taboos are 
those imposed by good taste. No articles, photo- 
graphs, or poetry. Report in a week. Payment 
is $200 and up for original material, on accept- 

ance.” 

New Detective Magazine, 205 E. 42nd Street, 
New York City 17. Ejler Jakobsson, Editor. 
Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy; $1.50 a year. 
“We use novels, novelettes up to 15,000 words, 
and shorts to 6000 words. Action, with strong 
character or dramatic theme ; no superficial color 
or juvenile action, or armchair deduction. Only 
incidental humor. No articles, photographs, or 
poetry. Report in 10 days. Payment is lc a word 
and up, on acceptance.” 

Official Detective Stories Magazine, 400 N. 
Broad Street, Philadelphia 30, Pa. H. A. Keller, 
Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy $3.00 a 
year. “We use fact detective stories, 5000 to 
7000 words. Buy photographs, but no fiction, 
articles, or poetry. Payment is 2c a word, on 
acceptance.” 

Startling Detective, 67 W. 44th Street,, New 
York City 18. Hamilton Peck, Editor. Issued bi- 
monthly; 15c a copy. “We use stories of actual 
crimes stressing detective work, suspense and 
color, from 5000 to 6000 words. Buy photo- 
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graphs, but no fiction or poetry. Report in 1 
to 2 weeks. Payment is 3c a word, on accept- 
ance ; $5 per photo used, on publication.” 

10 Story Western, 205 E. 42nd Street, New 
York City 17. Harry Widmer, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 15c a copy; $1.80 a year. “We use 
novelettes from 9,000 to 12,000 words and short 
stories from 1000 to 5000 words. Stories of the 
Old West with strong emphasis on character. 
Also western factual articles of about 1000 
words. No photographs or poetry. Report in two 
weeks. Payment is lc a word and up, on ac- 
ceptance.” 

True Police Cases, 67 W. 44th Street, New 
York City 18. Sam Schneider, Editor. Issued 
bi-monthly; 25c a copy. “We use solved fact- 
mystery stories with strong accent on suspense, 
police work. Query editor first. Buy photo- 
graphs, but no fiction or poetry. Report in.two 
weeks. Payment is 3c a word and up on full- 
length stories and 5c a word on shorts up to 
2000 words, on acceptance; $5 per photo used, 
on publication.” 

Two Complete Detective Books, 670 Fifth 
Avenue, New York City 19. Jack Byrne, Edi- 
tor. Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy; $1.50 a 
year. “We use recent detective novels published 
in book form but not reprinted elsewhere. Prefer 
60,000 words. Manuscripts considered prior to 
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I want to contact new writers interested in 

cashing hundreds of checks of $1 to $100, 

offered each month. No previous experi- 

ence necessary. Send 
-FREE- ‘ postcard for information. 

—FREE. INFORMATION 

Saunders M. Cummings 

468-W Independence Bldg., COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 
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COURSES—Only $5 
Teach yourself to write—and save 
$$. Clever new approach. W.F.W. 
sold in 1 week! Journalism—$5. 
Short-short story—$5. Textbooks 
FREE with each course. 

FOY EVANS Americus, Ga. 

Confession Formula and Techmiic.............seeeeeeeers $1.00 
There’s Money in the Novelette.........sccccsesccecens e 
The Novel: Plan and Production......cccccccccsccccccce 1.00 
Enclosed Find Check: A Guide to Sales..............+- 1.00 
How to Make Love in the Pulps........-+.cseeeeeevees 1.00 
PS PONE GE WUD ccccccccevsseseesecceeseseseves 1.00 
WED. TEYVOONG VECHOR occ ccccccvvccccenscescvccosiesees 1,00 

HUGH L. PARKE WRITERS AGENCY 
389 TUXEDO AVENUE DETROIT 3, MICHIGAN 

LITERARY TYPING 
A competent service at a price you can afford to 
pay. Base rate. 35c per M. Special assignments 
solicited. A lot of my business is ‘‘repeat’’—you'll 
like it. too. 

ARTHUR F. MEDLYN 
47 Dorchester Ave. Pittsfield, Mass. 

TALENTED 
AUTHORS 

Will Help You 

A Staff from Among the Best 
Writers in Hollywood 

Literary Critics — Story Analysts 

Story specialists, all masters in their re- 
spective writing fields. Published novelists. 
Writers with numerous story credits—novels, 

short stories, screen, radio, stage— 

Such are the high-calibre writers and critics 
who will redraft your manuscript, or advise 
and direct you, help you achieve success in 
your chosen profession—writing. All work is 
personally supervised by Mr. Ballenger. 

GHOST WRITING, any subject, from 
outline, synopsis, or idea. Novels, short 
stories, articles. No job too big. Satisfaction 

guaranteed. BOOKS ILLUSTRATED and 
PRINTED. Also sales assistance. 

Only manuscripts or ideas of real merit 

considered. Please write letter giving details 
of help required. Send manuscript if you 
wish. Mr. Ballenger will reply personally, 
and send his aed illustrated 3000- 
word brochure, 

H. D. BALLENGER 
1509 Crossroads of the World, Rm. 102-D 

Hollywood 28, California—Phone HI 0193 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

No photographs or poetry. Report 
Payment is $500 -for reprint 

publication. 
in 2 to 4 weeks. 
rights.” 

Trade Journals 

The American Baker, 118 S. 6th Street, Min- 
neapolis 2, Minn. W. E. Lingren, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We need 
illustrated articles on progressive modern plants, 

accounts of successful attempts by retail bakers 
to meet the housewife’s demand for quality 
products, descriptions of enterprising merchan- 
dising methods, and technical articles on prob- 
lems confronting the commercial baker in the 
making and selling of his wares. While word 
length depends largely on the subject covered, 
short articles of from 100 to 1000 words are par. 
ticularly needed and a top limit of about 2000 
words should be maintained. Buy photographs 
of attractive window displays, shop arrange 
ments, etc. Report within ten days. Payment, 
which is usually made in the month following 
acceptance, averages lc a word, with additional 
payment for pictures based upon their cost and 
usefulness ; $3 to $5 for photos.” 

American Brewer, 202 E. 44th Street, New 
York City 17. Robert Schwarz, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We use 
mostly technical articles, concerned with all 
phases of brewing, bottling, distributing of beer. 
Buy photographs. Report in 3 to 4 weeks. Pay- 
ment is up to $50.00 for technical articles.” 

American Business, 4660 N. Ravenswood Ave., 
Chicago 40, Ill. Eugene Whitmore, Editor. 
Issued monthly ; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. “We 
use systems and methods articles. Slogan: Better 

control through better methods. Buy photographs 
with articles. Report in a week. Payment de 
pends on value of article, writer’s prestige, etc., 
on publication.” 

American Carbonator and Bottler, 200 Western 
Union Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga. A. S. Loyless, Edi- 
tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. 
“We use sales and merchandising stories on the 
sale of soft drinks, 1800 to 2500 words. Buy 

photographs. Payment is Ic a word and up, 
depending on value.” 

Automotive Digest, 22 E. 12th Street, Cin- 
cinnati 10, Ohio. R. J. Kennedy, Editor. Issued 
monthly; $3.00 a year. “We use business articles 

of value to repair shops, garages, car dealers, 
automotive jobbers, etc., not exceeding 1500 
words. Must include two to four photos. Buy 

photographs. Payment is 2c a word, on accept 
ance; $3.00 per photo used.” 

Bankers Monthly; 536 S. Clark Street, Chi- 

cago 5, Ill. John Y. Beaty, Editor. Tssued 
monthly ; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. “We us 
technical articles telling how some phase of bank 
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ing is carried on. Must contain the complete 
technique used by a bank whose officer signs the 
article and must include specific benefits derived 
from the technique described. Buy photographs. 
Report in a week. Payment is lc a word, on 
publication.” 

Beauticians Journal and Guide, 129 E. Main 
Street, Mt. Kisco, N. Y. J. C. Gerstner, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We 
use factual articles on all phases of beauty work 
and materials of interest to negro beauticians. 
No photographs. Payment depends on material 
and author.” 

California Fruit and Grape Grower, 717 
Market Street, San Francisco 3, Calif. Tom 
Weber, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; 
$2.00 a year. “We use operation yarns on de- 
ciduous fruit and nuts; irrigation, harvesting, 
processing, spraying, pruning, etc. Success stories 
also. Buy photographs. Report in two weeks. 
Payment is 2c a word and $3.50 for photos, on 
publication.” 

1 N. LaSalle Street, 
Chicago 2, Ill. Alan Sturdy, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use 
articles of interest to general business readers in 
almost all lines, since circulation includes prac- 
tically every type of industry, trade, and finance. 
Must be pointed toward management level as 
book’s readership is among executives. Length, 
1800 to 3000 words. No photographs. Report 
in two weeks. Payment is 3c a word, on ac- 
ceptance.” 

Commerce Magazine, 

Commercial Car Journal, 56th and Chestnut 
Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa. George T. Hook, 
Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a 
year. “We use articles, 2000 to 3000 words, deal- 
ing with maintenance and operating phases of 
truck fleet operation. Buy photographs. Report 
in about a week. Payment is $60 minimum per 
article, ranging to $75, on publication or in 
advance if publication is delayed.” 

Commercial Fertilizer, 75 Third Street N. W., 
Atlanta, Ga. Bruce Moran, Editor. Issued month- 
ly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use the fol- 
lowing material: Major and minor news of fer- 
tilizer plants and personnel, including news about 
handling of farm chemicals; promotion, job 
changes, and other official news of men at a 
supervisory level or above, with special emphasis 
on top executives; personal news and human 
interest items; plant stories on new construc- 
tions, purchase of new equipment, introduction 
of new types of fertilizer, farm chemicals, equip- 
ment by fertilizer concerns, with brand names; 
articles on application and results of fertilizer, 
farm chemicals; stories on outstanding farmers, 
whose major success may be attributed to wise use 
of fertilizer, farm chemicals, new mechanical 
equipment, which must be exceptional and of 

interest to fertilizer mixers, agronomists, farm 

YOU CAN WIN! 
Our Students are winning Cash, Cars, 

Diamond Rings, Travel Trips, Fur Coats, 
Radio-Phonographs, Washing Machines, 
Watches and other tempting Prizes. 

You, too, can cash in on Contests—by 

learning the Secrets of Winning from 
the “School of the Stars" —the School 
America's Biggest Winners voted Best 
in 6 impartial, independent Polls. 

Write NOW for a FREE copy of the new- 
est "SHEPHERD CONFIDENTIAL CON- 
TEST BULLETIN"—bringing you the finest 
Winning Help for the biggest contests 
now on. It's yours for the asking! 

SHEPHERD SCHOOL 
DEPT. D, 1015 CHESTNUT STREET 

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 

CANADIAN MANUSCRIPT TYPIST 
Your and ee | dyeet 
ood grade a, paper. 5 cents—. an 
iner corrections, carbon copy. extra first and last 

page included free. All inquiries promptly answered. 

IDA SINGER 
Ontarie, Canada Tillsonburg 2 

SELL IN THREE MONTHS... 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK 

IF YOU CAN WRITE CORRECT ENGLISH 
YOU CAN WRITE JUVENILES 
AND SELL WITHIN THREE MONTHS 

e 

I've sold over 3,500 Stories, 

Serials, Articles, and Fillers to 

Juvenile Editors. 

Now I'm teaching. 
Also 

CRITICISM—COLLABORATION 
Juvenile Book Manuscript Criticism A Specialty 

Write for Terms and for FREE Pamphlet 
**Fundamentals of Juvenile Writing."' 

Dept. D 

WILL HERMAN 
Author of ‘‘My Juvenile Success Secrets’’ and 

“My Formula for Fiction’’ 

5703 Broadway, Room 4 Cleveland 4, Ghie 
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KATHRN BEMIS WILSON 
Individual criticism given by a selling 
writer. Editing, revision, ialidbassiies on 

‘short fiction, articles, radio scripts, plays. 
Ghostwriting. 

Criticism fee: $1 per thousand words ‘to 
5000; 50c per thousand thereafter. 
Prompt service. 

Free reading and report on novels. Sales help. 

Write for folder 

5002 Laurel Canyon Bivd., Phone SU 13458 

North Hollywood, California 

MANUSCRIPT TYPING SERVICE 

Manuscripts typed promptly and accurately with 

extra first page and carbon. 50c a thousand words. 

FRANCES L. GINGRICH 

19355 Patton Ave. Detroit 19, Mich. 

E. JERVIS BLOOMFIELD 
Personal Attention 

CRITIC GHOST 

Educated in 4 countries; traveled on 4 continents. 

GABRIOLA ISLAND—BRITISH COLUMBIA 

MANUSCRIPTS 
Typed to conform to Editors’ requirements: ac- 

curately, neatly, promptly. One carbon copy, 

50c per thousand words. 

GRACE TRIPP 
Fyler Road Chittenango, N. Y. 

Are YOU listed as a 

e FEATURE WRITER 
¢ PHOTOGRAPHER 
e REPORTER 

in the DIRECTORY OF FREE 
LANCE WRITERS AND 
PHOTOGRAPHERS? 

This important directory goes to every 
editor who purchases manuscripts and 
photos. If you are not already listed, send 
stamped envelope for details to: 

M. LEONARD SINGER CO. 
49 Monticell6w Ave., Jersey City 4, N. J. 

chemical people; activities, personal or official, 
of agronomists, county agents, which must have 
national interest or be exceptional in human in- 
terest. Query on anything major falling outside 
of these brackets, but send along any personality 
stuff. Want pictures of plants and personnel, 
architects renderings on new construction. Pay. 
ment is 25c per column inch and $1 per photo, 
on publication.” 

The Crown, Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc, 
P. O. Box 1837, Baltimore 3, Md. N. D. Grasty, 
Editor. Issued, monthly, free of charge, to their 
customers: dairymen, bottlers, brewers, whole- 
sale grocers, canners, food packers. “We use 

semi-technical articles of interest to these indus- 
tries or about raw materials associated with the 
industries. Prefer articles accompanied by photos. 
Report in two weeks. Payment on acceptance; 
no fixed rate.” 

The Exhibitor, 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia 
7, Pa. Herbert M. Miller, Editor. Issued week- 
ly; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use special 
material of direct trade interest to the motion 

picture industry, on assignment. Photos also 
bought on order.” 

Financial World, 86 Trinity Place, New York 
City 6. Richard J. Anderson, Editor. Issued 
weekly; 35c a copy; $15.00 a year. “We use 

articles on industrial, economic, investment and 
financial subjects, 1200 words maximum. Buy 
photographs. Report in 1 to 2 weeks. Payment 
on publication.” 

Mail Order Journal, 129 E. Main Street, Mt. 
Kisco, N. Y. J. C. Gerstner, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use 

features about all phases of sales promotion by 
mail and mail order procedure, etc. Must be 
factual and writer must have a grasp of the 
field. No photographs. Payment depends on 
writer and material.” 

The Military Engineer, 808 Mills Bldg., Wash- 
ington 6, D. C. Col. F. H. Kohloss, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. “We 
use authoritative military engineering articles, 
2000 to 4000 words with illustrations. Do not 
buy photographs. Indefinite reports. Payment is 

nominal, on publication.” 

Motor Carrier Magazine, 207 W. Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, B. C., Canada. John B. Tomp- 
kins, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 
a year. “We use news and features on truck 
and bus operations in British Columbia, Yukon 
Territories, and Alaska. Buy photographs depict- 
ing operations in the foregoing areas. Report 
promptly. Payment is lc a word, on accept- 
ance.” 

Motor West, Room 823, 112 W. 9th Street, 

Los Angeles 15, Calif. Ernest Denning, Editor. 
Issued monthly ; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 
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use news and know-how articles of interest to 
automotive distributors, dealers, repair-service 
shops, service stations, auto-electric shops, retail 
tire, accessories, and supply dealers, wholesalers 
of parts, shop equipment and car accessories. 
The briefer the article, the better. Buy photo- 
graphs, but rarely poetry. Report in a week. 

Payment is lc a word and up and $3 for photos, 
on publication.” 

National Real Estate and Building Journal, 

427 Sixth Avenue, S. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Ralph H. Clements, Editor. Issued monthly; 
50c a copy; $4.00 a year. “We are interested 

in anything pertaining to new ideas in real 

estate and home building. Also use writeups 
of homebuilding projects. Buy photographs. Re- 
port in 24 hours. Payment is lc or 2c a word, 
on acceptance.” : 

* Ohio Tavern News, 313 N. High Street, Co- 
lumbus 2, Ohio. Robert Vore, Editor. Issued 
semi-monthly ; 15c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We 
use alcoholic beverage material with Ohio angle 
only. Seldom buy photographs. Report in two 
weeks. Payment is 15c per inch, within two 
weeks after publication.” 

The Oklahoma Transporter, Box 814, Tulsa 1, 
Okla. J. D. Ward, Editor. Issued monthly to 
selected and qualified fleet operators. “We use 

articles pertaining to efficient methods of car 
and truck operations, how to cut costs, selection 
and training of drivers, safety, accident preven- 
tion and investigation, true interviews with 
drivers and/or fleet managers, etc. Buy photo- 
graphs (no color). Report in two weeks. Pay- 
ment is le a word and $2 to $5 per photo, on 

acceptance.” 

Ordnance, 705 Mills Building, Washington 6, 
D. C. L. A. Codd, Editor. Issued bi-monthly ; 
75c a copy; $4.50 a year. “We use articles on 
new Army, Navy, Air Force developments; new 
industrial processes for making military equip- 

ment. Length, 2000-3000 words. Buy some good 

military or industrial photographs. Report in two 
weeks. Payment is about $15-$20 per type page, 
depending on author and type of article.” 

Plastering Industries, Construction Center, Arctic 

Bldg., Seattle 4, Wash. C. F. Clay, Editor. 
Issued monthly ; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 
use articles covering lathing and plastering. sub- 
jects only; personalities ; news. Buy photographs. 

Report in a month. Payment is 25c to $1 per 
inch, on publication.” 

Post Exchange and Ships Service, 292 Madi- 
son Avenue, New York City 17. John T. Dun- 
lavy, Editor. Issued monthly; free to managers 

of Army exchanges, ship’s service stores, and 

WRITER’S SERVICE 
ST. LOUIS 2, MO. 200 S. 7th St., Dept. 15 
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ATTENTION: 
BUSINESS EDITORS 

If you need a Washington letter, or other 

Washington coverage, call on a longtime 

professional... 

LARSTON D. FARRAR 
3925 Benton Street, N. W., 

Glover Park, Washington 7, D. C. 

Professional TYPING Accurate 
Spare (and spur!) your editor-publisher! Make your mss. 
professional—neat, accurate, correct in spelling, punctua- 
tion, grammar, expertly proofread. Pica type; good bond; 
free carbon, mailed flat with your original—promptly. 

60c per 1000 words, under 10,000; 
over 10,000, 55c per 1000 words. 

WIN SERVICE, Box 184, Winchester, Mass. 

WRITE GARTOON IDEAS! 
“BE FUNNY FOR MONEY” shows you how to write 
and where to sell. REMEMBER only a selling car- 
toonist IN NEW YORK CITY knows the needs of 

markets. Sell the big magazines. 

DON ULSH 

" 
coin. 

Sends 25c in 
Mail today. 

123-35 82nd Road, Dept. W, Kew Gardens, N. Y. 

Sell the Stories 

You Write! 
YOU CAN BECOME A SELLING WRITER 

Write all types of stories or specialize in a 
particular kind. Banish ali doubt by working 

are sincerely interested in your output, your 
steady progress to regular sales. 

This is a new kind of training, offered you 
by one of the oldest and most able specialist- 
schools, established a quarter century ago 
Among successful STC students are the authors 
of current best sellers, “Gus, the Great” by 
Thomas Duncan, “Step Down, Elder Brother” 
by Josephina Niggli, and “Willow Hill" by 
Phyllis Whitney, winner of the $3500 Youth 
Today award. 

Free test of your ability to see if you qualify 
for this superior training. Use the coupon 

THE SIMPLIFIED TRAINING COURSE 
3836 Champa Street Denver 2, Colorado 

with highly experienced writer-instructors who 

Please send me free booklet “The Way Past the 
a and coupon for free analysis of one of my 

tAMEW.. 
FULL AppREss_. 

ee 
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Marine post exchanges. “We use articles on mer- 
chandising ideas, techniques; display principles, 
Need articles at present on merchandising pho- 
tographic supplies, luggage, gift ware, etc.; arti- 
cles on military stores. Occasionally buy photo- 
graphs and prefer photos of PX’s and Ships Serv. 
ice Stores—modernization, etc. Report in 4 to 6 
weeks. Payment is $15 per page as published, on 
publication ; part pages in proportion.” 

Power Generation, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chi- 
cago 4, Ill. Andrew W. Kramer, Editor. Issued 
monthly ; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. “We use 
technical material only. Want articles on basic 
theory — thermo-dynamics, electricity, atomic 
energy; descriptions of the engineering features 
of steam and electric power plants of all sizes 
and types; articles on the design, operation and 
maintenance ef steam, hydraulic, and electrical 
apparatus and systems. Buy very few photo- 
graphs. Payment is $15-$20 per page.” 

Publishers Weekly, 62 W. 45th Street, New 
York City 19. Frederic G. Melcher & Mildred 
C. Smith, Editors. Issued weekly; 20c a copy; 
$6.00 a year. “We use material on book pub- 
lishing and bookselling from the trade viewpoint. 
Seldom buy photographs. Report in 3 to 4 
weeks. Payment. is lc a word, 10th of month 
following publication.” 

Saward’s Journal, 15 Park Row, New York 
City 7. Ralph B. Saward, Editor. Issued weekly ; 
30c a copy; $7.00 a year. “We use only brief 
news items of the coal trade. No photographs. 
Report in two weeks. Payment is 40c per inch 
as printed, 10th of the month following publica- 
tion.” 

The Southwestern Baker, 542 M. & M. Build- 
ing, Houston 2, Texas. Charles N. Tunnell, 
Editor. Issued monthly ; $1.00 a year; $2.00 for 
3 years. “We use articles and news items cover- 
ing bakery trade in the 14 Southern and South- 
western states. Also need news correspondents 
from Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, North 
Carolina.” Only photographs bought are those 
pertaining to bakery trade in above territory. Re- 
port in a month. Payment is approximately 40c 
per inch for news items, on publication ; articles 
more, depending upon news, trade and editorial 
value.” 

Tavern News, 536 W. Juneau Avenue, Mil- 
waukee 3, Wis. Sid Kaye, Editor. Issued semi- 

monthly; 25¢ a copy; $3.00 a year. “We use ar- 
ticles of special interest to persons in all branches 
of liquor industry. No photographs. Payment is 
35c per inch, on 10th of month following pub- 
lication.” 

Textile Age, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York 
City 16. Francis A. Westbrook, Jr., Editor. 
Issued monthly. “We use technical articles deal- 
ing with all phases of textile manufacturing from 
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the raw material to the finished yarns or fabrics. 

Average length, 1800 words. Like illustrations 

with articles. Report in one week, Payment is 

1¥c a word, on publication.” 

Tires Service Station, 386 Fourth Avenue, 

New York City 16. Jerry Shaw, Editor. Issued 

monthly; 25¢ a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use 

articles describing merchandising and service 

methods of successful service stations covering 

auto tires, batteries, tire recapping, relining of 

brakes, gas, oil, etc., with emphasis on tires and 

batteries. Length, 1000 to 1500 words. Buy 

photographs. Report in ten days. Payment is 

2c a word, on publication.” 

The Tobacco World, Campgaw, N. J. William 

H. Small, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; 

2.00 a year. “We use 500-word factory or field 

reports on modern production and marketing of 

tobacco products and smokers’ articles—mass 

merchandising to complement mass production. 

Occasionally buy photographs. Report in 15 

days. Payment averages 1c a word, on publica- 

tion.” 

United Roofer, 431 S. Dearborn Street, Chi- 

cago 5, Ill. James McCawley, Editor. Issued 

monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use 

articles on application, sale, estimating of roofing, 

siding, waterproofing of all types, 600 words. Buy 

photographs. Report in two weeks. Payment is 

lc a word and $2 for photos.” 

Western Automotive Industry Magazine, 207 
W. Hastings Street, Vancouver, B. C., Canada. 

John B. Tompkins, Editor. Issued monthly ; 20c 

a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use news and features 
on truck and bus operations in British Columbia 
in garages and service stations. Buy photographs. 

Report promptly. Payment is lc a word, on 

acceptance.” 

Western Flight Magazine, 207 W. Hastings 

Street, Vancouver, B. C., Canada. John B. 
Tompkins, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; 

$2.00 a year. “We use news and features on 
flying in British Columbia. Buy photographs de- 

picting operations in the foregoing area. Report 

promptly. Payment is 1c a word, on acceptance.” 

MANUSCRIPT TYPING 
Prompt, Accurate, Dependable 

Corrasable bond. Carbon and extra first page free. 
Mailed flat if desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. 50c 
per 1000 words. Over 30,000. words, 10% discount. 

FRANCES HOLLINGSHEAD 
rinda 2054 

12 Le Cintilia Avenue Orinde, California 

/ 

SEND YOUR UNSOLD 
MANUSCRIPT TO 

Carmel’s ONLY Teacher 

of Fiction Technique 

GLENN CLAIRMONTE 
Box 2669, Carmel, California 

for personal advice on plot construction, characteriza- 
tion, scene building, r viii, wating, sentence structure, marketing 

ONLY 75¢ PER 1000 WORDS 

Mrs. Clairmonte has had many years publishing 
——— and is at present conducting ) ae 
in Carm 

a 

A MANUSCRIPT TYPING SERVICE 
correct in every respect. 

Good Bond. Pica Type. Minor Corrections. 
SSe per thousand words 
10% discount over 10,000. 

Your Original Edited and Typed 
with Full Attention to Details, $1.00 thousand 

R. K. SHIPLEY 
Ist floor, 249 So. Sth St. Phila. 6, Pa. 

Wanted 
Writers of Fiction, Imaginary and Fantastic 
stories to produce short stories of 200 words 
or less. Atdnee 

WORLD'S COMPANY 
P. ©. Box 573 Columbus, Ohie 

CHECK A DAY! 
Article writers in every state and even forel 

countries, from Hollywood authors to prison In- 
mates, are clamoring for "CHECK A DAY FOR 
FILLERS" because this guide gives three features: 
1. How to “dig up" and write magazine fillers; 
2. 365 subjects, one a day, for a year; and 
3. The leading markets for these short articles, 
paying up to 10c per word. Complete, 506c. 

“99 KINDS OF COLUMNS TO WRITE,” a 
short-cut to success in newspaper and magazine 
columning. It solves problems of what to write 
about, the preparation, and how and where to 
sell columns. Only 50c. 

“$200 A MONTH WITH YOUR CAMERA,” a 
course in camera journalism, plus forty ways to 
make photographs pay. Special 50c. 9 ti 

"HOW TO OPERATE A NEWSPAPE 5 
PING SERVICE" explains in detail a pous ae 
ness with your own hours and no boss. Ideal 
part-time work for writers. 25¢. 

“THE WRITER'S BOOKKEEPER," a “must” 
all authors. Writing is a business, so Care 
complete record. What are your profits and 
losses? What are your income tax exemptions? 
A bookkeeping system and also a manuscript 
record. $1.00. 

All for $2.50 

FRANK A. DICKSON 
1006-A Elizabeth St., Dept. D, Anderson, $. C, 
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PERSONALS 
The circulation of Wrrrer’s Dicest is much greater than 

that of any other writers’ magazine. Each issue is read by 
beginning writers, professional writers, editors, publishers, 
writers’ clubs, publicity men, theatrical producers, adver- 
tising agencies and newspaper men throughout the United 
States, Canada and writers’ colonies in a score of foreign 
countries. 

Rate is ten cents a word, including name and address; 
box number, 

Copy with money order or check for the October issue 
must reach us by September 

The purpose of the “personal” department 
is to permit readers to swap, trade or sell 
nominally priced items or services, and to 
get in touch with other readers with whom 
they can enjoy literary correspondence and 
collaborations. 

The following “personals” are not accepted: 
Professional national matrimonial service, 
palmistry, numerology, astrology, national 
friendship clubs, matrimonial or pen-pal, 
dream books, professional advisors without 
graduate degrees. (Critics, typists, correspond- 
ence courses, and literary agents may use dis- 
play advertising only.) 

CARTOONISTS—Better Homes & Gardens is fast 
becoming one of your best cartoon markets. We’re 
buying at least ten cartoons every month—and 
paying from $25 to $50 on acceptance for each 
cartoon. Cartoons treat almost any phase of home 
and family life, though liquor, sex, and religion are 
taboo. Submit your cartoons in ink on heavy white 
Paper—8 12x11 inches. Be sure to enclose first 
class return postage and a self-addressed envelope. 
Unaccepted cartoons returned promptly. Send your 
cartoons to: Miss Gerry Stoner, Cartoon Editor, 
Better Homes & Gardens, Meredith Publishing 
Company, Department 49, Des Moines, Iowa. 

THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS—Live, Love and Write 
in the enchanting isles of the far South Pacific. 
There are still paradise islands where you can 
find the adventure and romance for which one 
searches a lifetime. Palm-shaded beaches, blue 
lagoons, exotic dancing girls, bronzed gods, care- 
free, langorous days intended only for happy indol- 
ence and dreaming. Flee from nerve-wracking, 
hum-drum civilization to Tahiti and Rapa Isle of 
Women, where the pretty girls sigh for males. 
Ask Trader Bill, young adventurer-writer, pearl 
diver, island trader, shark fisherman: where to go 
and how to live in the islands—he knows! Five 
dollars will bring you up-to-the-minute information 
on Tahiti, adjacent isles, and Island of Women, 
together with two photographs of island choice. 
Trader Bill, P. O. Box 581, Laguna Beach, Calif. 

JOURNALISM PROFESSOR (10 years editorial ex- 
Perience) available for part-time work, Box C-6. 

CATHOLIC WRITER 1948 YEARBOOK. Seventh 
annual edition, $1.00. Marolla Press, Dept. WDI, 
Pence, Wisconsin. 

YOUR LIBRARY RESEARCH in all New York li- 
braries (English or foreign languages) accurately, 
comprehensively done. PUBLISHER’S SERVICE: 
expert, reliable indexing, proofreading, copy edit- 
ing. Reasonable rates; reliable, prompt service. 
Div. G, Library Research Institute, 475 Fifth Ave- 
nue, New York 17, N. Y. 

A NEW YORK MAIL ADDRESS will give you 
—2 and insure privacy in your correspondence. 
our mail received and forwarded promptly. Low 

monthly rates. Confidential, Reliable. Free details. 
Arlington, 131A West 42nd Street, New York City. 

VAGABOND CRUISE—Filorida to Cuba and Yucatan 
—on comfortable yacht. Small group happy-go- 
lucky adventure seekers will accept several more 
to share expenses. Box C-9. 
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PIPES 
1 

YOU CAN’T BEAT THIS. Typewriter ribbons ($1.09 
quality) 60c each, 3 for $1.50. State make and 
color. Carbon paper, black 84x11 in. 4-lb. wt., 
100 sheets for $1.90, 50 sheets $1.00. Cash orders 
postpaid. M. K. Keene, Dover 3W, Pa. 

TIRED? A retreat plus all conveniences; close to 
everything. Desire collaborator and home manager. 
Jack Adler, Clatskanie, Oregon. 

repaired cheap, Free Catalog. Sidney Ram, 
56 N. Franklin, Chicago 6, Illinois. 

SUN & FUN MAGAZINE—Thrilling hobbies, clever 
moneymaking ideas, writer’s section, unique offers; 
10c. Pennybaker, Box 141, San Marcos, Texas. 

FREE HELP TO WINNING SUCCESS, Read Martha 
Winner’s monthly feature in Healy’s Prize Winner, 
332 B East 52, Seattle 5, Wash. Current copy, 25c, 

CARTOONISTS, GAGWRITERS! Join Now! Free 
Prospectus. Kleinman, 1735-N Bronson Ave., Holly- 
wood 28, Calif. 

“BECKY’S CORSET,” Ellie ‘Hill, $2.00. 
Pettit, 161 Lexington, New York City. 

FOR TEN CENTS: Sample copy “Amateur Camera 
Journalist & Feature Writer.” Holden, Publisher, 
Germantown 1, Tenn. 

BE WISE, CHARACTERIZE! Sales by plausibility! 
You need “Handbook Of Emotions’! Over 500 
reactions, alphabetically. Only $1.00. Humanity 
Studies, 164 Cedar Grove, New Bedford, Mass. 

WILL BE ALONE this winter and would like to 
find an ambitious young writer, or a young couple 
to stay with me, in my country home. For details, 
write: G. G., Box Z, Highlandville, Mo. 

CHICAGO WRITER-STUDENT, male, desires contact 
talented, accomplished persons, preferably metro- 
pPolitan vicinity. Box C-8. 

ORIGINAL HUMOR written to order. An 
Cartoon ideas a specialty. Don Frankel, 
South Homan, Chicago 23. 

SMART SHOPPING SERVICE — Special occasion 
clothes or accessories purchased or made. Box C-2, 

SALTY? Writing a novel? Slim pocketbook? One- 
room Cape Cod studio, gas-plate, running water, 
jd Franklin stove. Riding Lights, North Truro, 

ass. 

House of 

ve 

subject. 
1508 

NEW YORK MAGAZINE REPRESENTATIVE avail- 
able — Will place publications on New York news- 
eet Senenen basis—all offers considered. 
ox C-1. 

WANTED—Contact with a composer of music for 
collaboration. Write George Hawkins, 111 Ridge- 
wood Ave., Brooklyn 8, N. Y. 

OVERSEAS MARKETS may be your opportunity. 
Fullest information. Over 1,000 English markets, 
60c; over 100 Irish, 20c; 100 Australian, 20c; 
50 Indian, 15c; 35 New Zealand, 10c; 25 South 
African, 10c. Complete list, $1.00. Roy Day, 
191 Carlton Street, Toronto Ontario, Canada. 

PROMPT, ACCURATE, RELIABLE research by Uni- 
versity student. Robert McCann, 1992 Yosemite, 
Berkeley 7, California. 

MR. BUSINESS MAN: Want assistance? Your paper 
written? Or rewritten? Your articles? Talk Topics 
and speeches mended? Let an experienced English 
teacher help you in presenting your views on vi 
subjects. Rolin O oon, Arcanum, Ohio. 

YOUR HANDWRITING AND YOU. Personal analy- 
sis, $1.00 minimum, Emelyn Petersen, 6044 Dor- 
chester, Chicago 37, Illinois. 

LIKE TO WRITE? Earn plenty $3-10 checks, re- 
writing news items, etc. Enclose stamp. “The 
Oaks,” 806 Mishawaka Avenue, Mishawaka, Ind. 

EMCEE MAGAZINE, Containing monologues, Es 
dies, comedy. Copy, 10c. Emcee, WD, 1508 South 
Homan, Chicago 23. 
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RUBBER STAMPS: Signature, Lime, Stock Speed. 
Dignify your work. Highest Quality—Lowest Price. 
Card brings circular. D. V. Collins, 7510 Fifth 
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. 

GIRL ASSISTANT WANTED by outstanding young 
outdoor writer (Upper Mid-west). Girl with coun- 
try background given preference; writing experi- 
ence un ary. No kers, Box C-11. 

PUBLICITY CAMPAIGNS PLANNED and executed 
for authors. Inquiries invited. Hal D. Steward 
and Associates, 1740 K Street, N. W., Wash- 
ington 6, D. C. 

GUARANTEED TYPEWRITER RIBBON RENEWER 
—Year’s supply, 50c. Hirsch, Spring Valley, N. Y. 

GENTLEMAN, former editor, enjoys friendly corres- 
pondence, Interested literary pursuits, arts, pho- 
tography, travel, people. Box C-7. 

CHARACTER READING FROM HANDWRITING. 
Detailed Analysis, $3.00. Short, $1.00. Miss Anna 
Kauffman, 436 Harper Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa, 

WANTED TO WRITE Problem Column, Box C-4. 

GIRLS! SWAP EARRINGS! Mail us one to six pair 
of earrings you’re sick of. You'll receive pronto 
same number of beautiful earrings we got same 
way. Pay postman $1.00, plus postage. Earrings 
Exchange, 2723 Prescott, Corpus Christi, Texas. 

WRITERS !—Send for booklet listing 500 substitutes 
for “said.” Only $1.00. Shea, Post Office box 162, 
Tujunga, California. 

MUST YOU LIVE in the city next winter? Like 
a small, comfortable housekeeping suite in writer’s 
home—ground floor, private entrance—looking out 
over Cape Cod Bay? Riding Lights, North Truro, 

ss. 

YOU CAN —Rent, buy, sell, or swap instructive 
books and courses on writing at Smith’s, 84 
Washington St., Peabody, Mass. 

LOS ANGELES COMPOSER seeking lyricist-collab- 
orator. Karl Krueger, 8924 Olin, VErmont 8-7243. 

CARTOON GAGWRITERS—Learn secrets that sell 
my stuff to top markets regularly. Send $1.00 to 
Philip Leeming, 3016 Meadowlark Place, Harris- 
burg, Pa. 

HAVE IDEAL proposition, inspiring surroundings, 
with unlimited material for human interest litera- 
ture, the result of 35 years of experience as Human 
Relations Counselor, Want collaborator competent 
to prepare MS. for publishers; matured, inde- 
Pendent woman alone, healthy, mentally alert, 
liberal humanist preferred. Write fully Dr. J. P. 
Von, Winter Park, Fila. 

INTERESTED IN FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT? Dollar 
brings abridged directory and bulletin listing firms 
in oil, manufacturing, mining, constructon, etc., 
with foreign projects. How, when, where to apply: 
Dollar cash (C.O.D, $1.27). E. A. Wentworth, 
Box 3934,/Miami 24, Florida. 

GIRL 24—Interested all phases writing, exchange 
ideas similarly interested persons. P. O. Box 2633, 
Tulsa, Okla. 

COLLECT SOUVENIRS? Send me two dollars for 
beautiful, useful surprise souvenir of old Mexico. 
Send one dollar for souvenir of Texas. Postage 
a pg Souvenirs, 2723 Prescott, Corpus Christi, 

‘exas. 

WHY NOT WRITE comfortably in ““Heaven-on-earth” 
section of California this winter? Private room 
and meals $3 per day. $6 with manuscript help. 
Charles R. Price, 4110 45th St., San Diego 5, Calif. 

HOW TO PREPARE YOUR MANUSCRIPT: Factual 
information by a selling writer. 58 pages. $1.00. 
Studio News, Friend, Nebraska. 

WRITERS! Ideas by the hundreds — stimulating 
clippings help you develop stories and articles. 
Details free. LaNell King, Box 224, Amherst, Texas. 

WANTED—“interesting job requiring administrative 
and organizing action without chatter. Box C-3. 

BALDNESS—CAN IT BE PREVENTED? Learn the 
meaning of falling hair. Learn how to correct 
underlying causes of hair troubles. Restore health 
to your scalp and give your r a chance to 

ow. FREE BOOKLET outlines new course on 
air growth, hair culture. Write today. vag 

Research Reports, 3009-K Military Road, N.W., 
Washington 15, D.C. 

CHARACTER and PERSONALITY analysis from 
handwriting. $1.00. 41 years serving public. Sat- 
isfaction guaranteed! G. W. Berryman, 1113-8W, 
Seattle 99, Wash. 

TYPEWRITER AND ADDING MACHINE RIBBONS 
remain fully inked same as new and last approxi- 
mately four times normal life by application of 
two cents worth of material without removal of 
ribbon—much easier than putting on new ribbon. 
Send one dollar for formula. Inventor, 211 5 
Broadway, Hastings on Hudson, N. Y. 

SAW HITLER MAKE BLACK MAGIC and was 
in prison in Nuremberg and would like to contact 
all people interested in occultism, metaphysics and 
the Kahuna lore of Hawaii. Kenneth Walker, 129 
Palm Court, El Monte, California. 

ENJOY “FOREVER AMBER”? Get a list of 120 
books, 50c. B-127, Station E, Columbus 5, Ohio. 

SELF-INSTRUCTION BOOKS for authorship. All 
fields of writing. Catalog free. Humanity Press, 
220 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH WRITING FILLERS, 
facts, figures, methods, markets, 25c. “The Pay 
Side of Poetry Writing” tells how and where to 
sell poems, examples and over 200 pay markets, 
50c. “The Rural Writer, Reporter and Corre- 
spondent Plan” gets you checks from small publi- 
cations, 25c. Gloria Press, 1926% Bonsallo, Los 
Angeles 7, Calif. 

SELF-SYNDICATE YOUR OWN columns, cartoons, 
verse, fillers, stories, articles, comics——to a chain 
of newspapers. That’s how O. O. McIntyre end 
others got started! Up to $10.00 a day from each 
paper. Over 12,000 dailies and weeklies in U. S. 
and Canada. New 5,000-word Folio compiled by 
our staff, “How To Self-Syndicate Your Own Ma- 
terial,” is the most complete work of its kind. 
Includes Self-Syndicate Procedure, Selling Prices, 
Sample Agreement Form, Specimen Letters to 
Editors. Make the established syndicates notice 
you! Complete Folio $2.00 postpaid— refunded 
if requested. Free copy of “100 Idea-Sources For 
Newspaper Features” included with Folio. Supply 
limited. Order now. American Features Syndicate, 
Desk D-98, 1990 Como Ave., St. Paul 8, Minn. 

SHORT PARAGRAPHS and Fillers Sell Readily. 
Send 25 cents for Details and Markets. WRITERS 
SERVICE, BOX 1355, Lubbock, Texas. 

BOOKLET, “WORKING YOUR WAY THROUGH 
COLLEGE,” $1.00. Discusses writteg. cartooning, 
printing, typing, selling, etc. Lee Dickinson, Box 
385, Hampton, Va. 

WOULD IT HELP TO TALK IT OVER confidentially 
by mail with an eater | person? If so, write 
han Gunn, Beaconsfield, lowa. Voluntary pay 
asis. 

IF YOUR STATE OF MIND is not conducive te 
happiness, write about your case to: Dr. J. P, 
Von, Human Relations Counselor, retired Psychi- 
atrist, Winter Park, Fla. Enclose postage, 

BUSINESS EXECUTIVE, PLANNING leisurely trip 
New York to Los Angeles this fall, desires meeting 
personable people who af d times and know 
way around, I foot all bills. c-13 

0 qeemmmee 
NEED VITAMINS? LACK PEP, VITALITY? Send 

no money. You try them before you buy them. 
If you suffer from fatigue, nerves, run-down con- 
dition due to a vitamin deficiency, try potent 
“Magills’”” B-Complex for seven days. No risk. 
Simply send name and address. If they help, pay 
only $1.00. Otherwise return unused pa om 4 
Write: Magill Vitamin Company, Drawer 430-C, 
Springfield, Missouri. 

a 
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Write to Sell via 

THE MAGIC OF KNOW-HOW 
Talent without Technique is like a car without gas. It 
gets you nowhere. (Look at those rejection slips! 
Why not, then, acquire technique? You can—through 
the simple, easily digested, low cost guidance of . . . 

STORICRAFT 
(Perfect for the Beginner) 

4418 Troost Ave., Studio City, Calif. SU. 3-7152 

Are YOU listed as a FEATURE WRITER, PHOTOG- 
RAPHER, REPORTER in the Directory of Free 
Lance Writers and Photographers? This important 
Directory goes to every editor who purchases 
manuscripts or photos. Send stamped envelope 
for details to Leonard Singer Co., 49 Monticellow 
Ave., Jersey City 4, N. J. 

WRITE AND SELL material for intriguing new 
pe aes gg F method for all ages. Information, 
25c. Paul Nesbit, Estes Park, Colorado. 

FIGHT ANTI-SEMITISM. Stop Winrods, Gerald 
miths, etc. Smash phoney “Nationalism.” 

Editor knows inside of inside from experience. 
Starting paper against anti-Semitism. Needs dona- 
tions—-$1.00 to $5,000. Needs auto, typewriters, 
mimeograph. Help Irishman slap down phonies. 
Richard Briley, III, Montgomery, Louisiana. 

CORRESPONDENCE WANTED to discuss the merits 
of self-exile. Box C-12. 

SONGS PLUGGED. Frankel. 1508-W South Homan, 
Chicago 23, Ill 

5000 FREE BOOKS, Guide, 25c. 1513 McAllister, 
Charlotte Street, Bronx. 

SEND SPECIMEN HANDWRITING consisting of 
phabet, numerals and usual signature; state age, 

sex, birthplace, occupation, and ultimate ambition. 
Enclose Five Dollars cash or check for report of 
Personal analytical study, which I hope will prove 
to be a most profitable return on your investment. 
a ce 211 So. Broadway, Hastings on Hudson, 

3000 NEW AND USED correspondence courses, 
books, plenty writers’ aids. Large bargain list, 
10c, Books—courses bought, sold, rented, traded. 
Thomas Reid, Plymouth, Pa. 

$200 IN CASH PRIZES for best entries on “‘Why 
I Recommend the Contest Hobby.” Details in 
Healy’s PRIZE WINNER, 332 B East 52, Seattle 5, 
Wash. Current copy, 25c. 

JUVENILE PLOTTER for original 
W. H. Fraser, 275 Willard, 

fiction. $1.50. 
oronto, Canada. 

YOUNG COUPLE, interested in writing, would like 
to hear from other unconventional, would-be 
writers. Box C-10 

LET MUSICIAN FURNISH ORIGINAL music for 
try. Melody 95c. Full acc. $2.45. Specify type. 

aurine Esterwold, 217% So. Maple, Montebello, 
California. 

FOOL-PROOF BOOKLET on punctuation. 
— discussed and illustrated. $1.00. 

arjorie Davidson, Laceyville, Penna. 

Every 
Mrs, 

57 MARKETS for Greeting Card Verse. 25 cents. 
WRITERS SERVICE, Box 1355, Lubbock, Texas. 

LEARN GAGWRITING. Send 10c for interesting 
rticulars and entertainers humor magazine. Don 

rankel, WD, 1508 South Homan, Chicago 23. 

$200 MONTHLY! I make this at home in 15 hours 
pr week. $1.00 brings details. A. Olson, 710 
enna Avenue., Elmira, N. Y. 

eee 

COOK’S PLOTTO: This famous $25 book and “key” 
available, Group has new copies for sale, $8 each 
set. C. O. D. preferred. Adress: Betty Isaacs, 
Room 804, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17. 

_ WANT letters from thinking people. Am 30, single, 
embryo writer, like psychology, philosophy, mysti- 
cism, etc. Let’s exchange ideas. Steve Servis, 803 
Kansas City St., Rapid City, Seuth Daketa. 

GETTING YOUR MANUSCRIPT in Shape. Prepara- 
tion 14 different types of manuscripts. $1.00. 
Writer’s Service, Box 166, Parsons, Kansas. 

KNOW YOUR APTITUDES and Characteristics by 
handwriting analysis. $1.00. Audrey Schneider, 
1351 East 114th Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 

WANT TO WRITE PROFESSIONALLY and thereb 
sell as quickly as possible? Find answer in ri 4 ~ 
this magazine, page 73, Natalie Newell, Ghost- 
writer. 

PROFESSIONAL PLOTTING WILL HELP YOU 
SELL, Writecraft, with 12 years’ experience, edi- 
torial writing, selling background, wil] develop 
your story idea into a powerful plotted emotion- 
ally appealing, balanced professionaj outline. We 
plot for selling writers and can help you. Send 
your story idea and $3.00. We will do the rest, 
guaranteeing satisfaction. Write Steger, Illinois. 

IF YOU CAN COPY OR TRACE simple cartoons, 
ou may earn up to $45.00 weekly, spare time, 

om or office, in a new Duplicating Service, for 
Cartoon-Ad-Service, Advertisers. Particulars free. 

Arglye (18), Wisconsin. 

MAY I send you my booklet on writing, free? Helen 
Castella, 652 Fourth Ave., So., St. Petersburg, 
5, Florida. 

NEW, UNUSUAL METHOD of learning to tap 
YOUR OWN SUBCONSCIOUS MIND for creative 
inspiration! “How To Learn Self-Hypnosis to 
Evoke Talent, Success, and Self-Expression.” 
Remit $1 to Dr. Wade Hampton, Psy. D. 132 N. 
Western Ave., Los Angeles 4, Calif. 

POETS — 101 Cash Markets for all kinds of poems 
a cents, POETS SERVICE, Box 1355, Lubbock, 

exas. 

PSYCHISM, SPIRITISM, OCCULTISM — Factual, 
non-sectarian. Unique material. 30 pp. magazine, 
ROUND ROBIN, 3615 Alexia Pl., San Diego 4, 
Calif. Copy 35c. 

WOULD YOU PAY 3%—first $350 made? Color- 
illustrated book, “505 Odd, Successful Enterprises,” 
free. Work home. Expect something odd! Pacific, 
Oceanside, Calif. 

DAYMON RUNYON DIED FROM CANCER, I don’t 
want to. I’m experimenting with diet to find a 
cure. Donations to help me carry on this experi- 
ment will be appreciated. I'll send an account of 
my experiment to all who donate. Box C-5. 

100 EARN MONEY AT HOME Offers, 25c. Home- 
work news, Desk B, 814 44th Avenue, 
Francisco. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION for those having 
Double-O in name. Write F. Lander Moorman, 
217 E. Peachtree St., Douglas, Ga. 

GENTLEMAN, 40, INVITES intelligent correspon- 
dents. Box 1963, Chicago 90. 

THE PLOT BOOK—Make your own. Create original 
plots from published stories without plagiarizing. 
Folio shows how. Solves plot problems. Price 
Also short features that sell quickly; where to get, 
how to write, where to sell; 25c. Writecraft, Steger, 
Illinois. 

EARN MONEY AT HOME! Thousands do! “Home 
Worker Magazine” tells how. Sample, 25c. Size- 
more, Box 29, 4917 Kostner, Chicago 30, [ilinois. 

WANTED: non-professional collaboration amazing 
new theory social reform. Chiefly manuscript-revis- 
ion, letter-writing, pamphleteering. Give creden- 

als. Theodore Dufur, 4012% Portola Ave., Los 
Angeles 32. 

TRUTH, LIGHT AT REST, is Absolute Gravity, sup- 
ports every weight in the Universe, and concerns 
the equilibrium of the planets. Important? 

66 Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers, 
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PM LOOKING FOR 

says Frederick Palmer, President o 
Storycrafters Guild (not connected wit. 
any other writing institute since 1928). 

“If you’re an experienced writer 

. . if you’re selling enough to keep 

your spirits and bankroll up—skip 

this message. 

“I’m looking for untrained writers. 

Men and women who like to 

write, and believe they could turn 

out salable material but are still 

fumbling around, not making real 

progress.” 

FAMOUS TEACHING METHOD 
NOW BETTER THAN EVER 

Mr. Palmer and his staff have—down 
through the years—perfected the amazing 

Storycrafters Guild course. So fascinating 

are the lessons that you actually learn 

almost without realizing it. Quickly! Pain- 

lessly! Modern psychological methods are 

the answer. 

NEVER HAS DEMAND FOR 
WRITERS BEEN SO GREAT 

Remember—no one was ever a “born” 

writer! Yet many have the necessary 

aptitude without knowing it. A few cash 

in by learning sound writing technique. 

The better they learn the more they earn. 

And here’s good news. You may have 

aptitude—yet not even realize it. That's 
why Frederick Palmer created his famous 

Personality Quiz and Aptitude Test... 

the result of 30 years experience in 

discovering and teaching new writers. 

GET THIS AMAZING TEST FREE! | 

The coupon brings you Storycrafters Apti- 
tude Test. It entitles you—without obliga- 

tion—to a frank evaluation of your writing 
potentiality. If you pass, you will be 

UNTRAINED WRITERS 
eligible for America’s finest home-study 

training in creative writing of all kinds. 

Mail coupon today. 

COLLIER'S EDITOR PRAISES COURSE 

James N. Young, Associate 

Editor of Collier’s since 

1924 and author of “101 

Plots, Used and Abused,” 

writes: “I do not see how 

any intelligent person who 

takes Storycrafters Guild 
training can fail to benefit 

by it. I am sure that the 

Monthly Story Analysis Service is one of 

the most valuable features. Whoever is 
doing these Analyses is doing a grand job. 

. .- How can a would be writer ever learn 

to write if he does not analyze stories— 

or study analyses made by experts? I think 

the answer is—he can’t!” 

NO AGENT WILL CALL 
Storycrafters conducts all training 

by fastest mail—air mail east of 

Rockies. And if at any time—for 

any reason—you wish to discon- 

tinue the course you can do so 

without further cost or obligation. 

GET STARTED TODAY 
MAIL COUPON 

ee —A@ Em a 

Storycrafters Guild, Dept. W-21 
5617 Hollywood Boulevard 

Hollywood 28, California 

Without obligation please send FREE Personahty 
Quiz, Aptitude Test and details of Home-Study 
Creative Writing Course. 

ise FF es 

EE & 
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POETS’ AND SONGWRITERS’ GUIDE— 
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SCANSION 

Clement Wood's Most Important Book 
for Writers! 

One of the author's poems has netted $25,000. 
Let AN EXPERT teach you the all-important 
fundamentals necessary to write the kind of 
poems and lyrics that BRING IN MONEY! 

Price $3.50 
Order through your local bookseller or direct 

from the publishers. 

VALIANT HOUSE, Publishers 
664 Ave. of the Americas New York 10, N.Y. 

SHORT STORY WRITING 
a to write, what to write, and where to sell . 

Story Writing. Juvenile Writing, courses in Short 

ariele may tran, Wernest practical advice” ‘reat teaching By Leo Shull 
For particulars ond a sample c of the WRITER’S 

MONTHLY. write today to: . — 

The Home Correspondence Scheol 
Dept. Springfield 3, Mass. \ HEN we were young and hated to 
Manuscript typing done accurately and work, having discovered that only parents 
oe with a gee gm os Sine worked, we used to go through the motions 
and grammar, carbon and extra first page : - 
free: 60c per 1000 words; poetry 2c per line: of getting a job for the ne 
promptness guaranteed. Only’ experienced We would get up bright and early the 

typists touch your script. Our typing service § first day of the week, go through the want 
will help you sell your work. 

STRATHMERE WRITERS SERVICE BUREAU ad columns and hurry down leisurely to. 
P. ©. Box 52 Strathmere, New Jersey several marked jobs. 

he j ither filled, or th ld | FRIENDLY, CONSTRUCTIVE HELP The job was either filled, or there wou : 
from a published writer and experienced magazine | be a line waiting for the boss to come in. 
editor. will read, evaluate oat do criticism and . 
reconstruction on your stories and articles. In the line were other sunfaced youths, all | 

$7.50 for all to 5000 word : . : ais aed The ear Td of them looking like they were holding ) 
All fees must be submitted with mss. their spot in the line for someone else, 

102 3rd ROBERTA FLEMING ee n. g. | Probably their mother, who had shunted | 
them down into this sorry predicament. 

YOUR MANUSCRIPTS While waiting, desperately trying to for- 

PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED FOR MARKET | Sct their terrifying situation, everyone 
Pies Cadhian eas would be reading comics or the columnists, 

50c per 1000 words something “escapist.” 

EDITH M. McINTOSH Here is where we first discovered the 
549 W. Aldine Ave. Chicago 13, Ill. 

“column” a literary piece written by con- 
genital frauds who made the world appear 

THE KEY full of success, gay nite clubs, beautiful 
TO SUCCESSFUL BOOK PUBLICATION blondes and Horatio Alger stories. 

been baled by. the. tepested” return, with election | WW loved reading O. O. McIntyre, b ae 
sto of worthwhile manuscripts—a volume of verse, a Winchell and their impersonators. Often 
—_ treatise, a critical essay. : 

eof Valiant House, feel that we have solved the | We met those same Horatio Algers on 
em o area it i Pe basis. "THE KEY" will unfold a new plan which | another page, under a headline of “murder, 

places successol book publication within the reach of | rane, larceny” which never seemed incon- 
There is NO COST OR OBLIGATION whatsoever for i 
this attractive 24-page book. Just send a three cent gruous at that time. 

perplering problems, ,- yy AE a It was probably this hatred for work that 
Suthor oft turned us to writing, although we have been 
eth tee. “VALIANT ar Yet &Y for short periods in “business,” did well, but 

eich sapere 22 wos * | finally decided to become a writer for good. 
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To return to the line. Usually we’d go 
to two or, at the most, three advertised jobs, 
then with relief, fal] into a movie, where 
another world contrived by Hollywood 
frauds, kept us in a happy state until it was 
time to go home for dinner and explanations. 

This apprenticeship led us to a keen 
preoccupation with literature, films and 
journalism, and after college, we chose* to 
concentrate on writing. 
Playwrighting seemed the most glamorous 

part of the field. According to the column- 
ists, all the playwrights they met seemed to 
be making millions; they were escorting 
beautiful women, travelling all the time. 
That was for me. 
In 1936 we took the step. We began 

reading books on playwrighting, joined 
several little theatre groups, tried to get in 
on little musical revues so we could write 
sketches, went to shows to study the pro- 
fession and to try and meet the glamorous 
people. 
We discovered that it was totally differ- 

ent from the advertisements in the columns. 
Playwrights, then as now, were under- 

privileged, sour, morose, debt ridden, mean 
and petty to a large degree, and those 
that didn’t leave the field wound up with 
terrible fates. Unless they had other trades 
to keep them on their keel. 

Playwrights don’t even seem to travel 
with each other. They have hair-raising 
tales about other playwrights. We’ve never 
heard of a dinner for one playwright given 
by another (as actors commonly do). 

Playwrights occasionally will pause to 
advise a neophyte but only if the latter 
listens open mouthed and continues to 
worship at his shrine. Otherwise play- 
wrights leave other playwrights strictly 

alone. 
So we had to continue to learn by obser- 

vation and reading, also by going to classes, 
where the teacher, a playwright, would be 
listened to with disbelief, after the first day. 

Then when we came to New York we 
found another species of theatre folk, the 
producer, who hated playwrights even more 
than they hated each other. 

It was a very strange world. It has kept 
us up till 3 a. m. in cafeterias, talking about 

it, with clenched fists. 

2,500 MARKETS 

FOR WRITERS 

THE 
WRITER'S MARKET 

has received 250 favorable 

newspaper and magazine reviews! 

7 only up-to-date, complete and accurate writ- 
er’s market directory is The Writer’s Market, This 

has been checked and double-checked by hundreds of 
editors, by our own market agents, and by our own 
editorial staff. It is the only up-to-date market direc- 
tory, and the best one ever offered writers. 

In this book we have put out many new features 
suggested by our readers, and improved the last edi- 
tiom on every count. 

Why do professional writers the world over leave 
standing orders with us to send them each new edi- 
tion of The Writer’s Market? Study its contents: 

@ Editorial requirements of every magazine end 
newspaper in the world carrying fiction; clessi- 
fied, indexed, and stated in detail. 

@ Editorial requirements of every trade journal 
buying articles, photographs or fiction; clessi- 
fied and stated in detail. 

@ Detailed editorial requirements of all book pub- 
lishers. 

Detailed requirements of all syndicates. 

Complete markets for photographs. 

@ Accurate copyright -information written for us 
by the Register of Copyright. 

@ Complete listing of radio stations, networks, ad- 

@ Play markets, 

vertising agencies, and radio syndicates. 

Verse markets, House Organs, 
Comic Magazines, Cartoon and Gag Markets, 
and other interesting features. 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 

WRITER’S DIGEST 
22 East 12th Street, Cincinnati 10, Ohio 

Gentlemen: 

(0 Send me postpaid one copy of the revised 12th edi- 
tion of The Writer’s Market. I enclose $3.50. 

(0 Enter my one year subscription to WRITER’S 
DIGEST and send me postpaid one copy of “The 
Writer's Market.’”’ I enclose $4.50 payment in full. 

State... 

My subscription is [] new [) renewal [) extension 
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What was one to do about this? Pro- 
ducers did not read “unsolicited scripts;” 
agents accept plays for reading only if 
authors come “recommended.” On Broad- 
way, in any season, only one or two new 
playwrights are produced. Only 6000 plays 
are copyrighted a year, although one 
college drama professor claims that more 
than a quarter million are written annually. 
Film companies do not read unsolicited 
plays. 

Even if a play is finally optioned by a 
producer, nine out of ten options are lapsed. 
We once had a play in rehearsal for four 
weeks, and because the producer could not 
raise another $6000, the whole project was 
dropped. 

There is many a slip between script and 
lip. 

What should a playwright do? We know 
very successful ones, and without exception, 
their biographies are so grim that to itemize 

some of their preoccupations reads like 
comedy: one playwright had to de-feather 
chickens at 2c per bird; another had to 
dance with old ladies at a summer camp so 
he could be entertainment director and 
sneak in his own play as one of the pro- 
ductions—he invited producers and direc- 
tors to come see the show. Female play- 
wrights marry temporary cash boxes. Most 
writers take up trades they basically hate, 
and finally become so depleted they never 
go back. 

And they continue reading columnists, 
envying the gay life of the “successes.” 
Incidentally, most of the successes are close 
to bankruptcy; they never earn what their 
free press agents claim. 

If you are determined to be a playwright, 
you’d better discount those stories com- 
pletely and lay out a down-to-earth plan 
of living and working. 

Your income for ten years or so will be 
nil. You’ve got to earn a living. Choose 
your trade carefully so it will not destroy 
your spirit, and then name the hours of the 
day you will write. It isn’t necessary to 
write only plays. Short stories are a good 
stepping stone; occasionally they can be 
turned into plays. 

Work on short plays that your neighbor- 
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hood group can do, so that someone will see 
your work and perhaps subsidize you for 
two years, as the Rockefeller, Guggenheim 
and other foundations do. Study your 
craft, of course; don’t acquire too rigid 
formulas. And be a good citizen, so many 
people will help you in devious ways to ac- 
complish your objective. Bitterness, mean- 
ness, pettiness are your worst auxiliaries. If 
someone does you an ill turn, retaliation is 
not the best recourse in the theatre. Just 
take it, and you will discover that the per- 
son will make amends anyway. 

It is impossible for you to write six or 
eight: plays without becoming the better for 
it in every way. Even if you retire to writ- 

ing stories or articles, your output will be 
much the better. 
A play should be planned carefully in 

scenario before it is dialogued, for a play 
is bits of visual scenes enacted by actors; 
and the behavior of these actors is what 
counts, not just the words they utter. 

The successful playwrights we know are 
sober, serious fellows, and are not the screw- 
balls that the columnists depict. If they 
were earlier in life, they’ve changed. They 
all have found that steady output is the 
thing that counts, not a streak of eccentrici- 
ties or irregular writing. 

So much for our semi-annual advice 
column. 

* as * 

Things are a little better for new play- 
wrights these days. The Experimental The- 
ater produces plays by unknown authors. 
So does the ANTA “Invitational Series,” 
which puts on shows without scenery or 
hoopla. Address for both is 139 W. 44. A 
committee reads your play, and members 
even take time to talk to authors. 

Experimental shows are also produced by 
little theatre groups downtown in New 
York, like “On Stage” at 6 Fifth Ave. 

The New York Repertory Theatre, a 
group of new actors and directors, put on 
plays by unknowns for several performances, 
at a temporarily leased house, The Cherry- 
lane Theatre, 38 Commerce St. 

* a * 

Broadway seems more alert this coming 
season. Shows have gone into rehearsal 



will see earlier. More new producers are around, 
you for and money has been a little easier. Some 
enheim new writers are under option. Many plays 
y your which were tried out in summer stock pro- 
o rigid ductions have been announced as likely 
> many Broadway candidates by the operators of 
3 to ate these summer stock theatres. 
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ries. If 
ation is We suspect that television networks will 
2. Just buy up some of the 29 theatres now in ex- 
he per- istence. A television company can use the 

same theatre every hour from 9 a.m. to 
six or midnight, and lower the rental cost per 

ter for show to about $100. 

O writ- Talking about television, directors tell us 
will be that tele will be using acts for a long time 

to come before expensive dramatic produc- 
ully in tions are scheduled to any great extent. © This unique correspond e. originated 

a play This provides a whole new field for play- von cid & aan ae 
actors; wrights, since comedians and other tele screen, radio and television techniques, and 

} what actors will be using up great quantities of  s#ords you an opportunity to speciclize in the 
material. If you see an act that interests puny gen oping ae ee 

pete: you, query the act, ask for an interview, » senmecmee ; 
f they and perhaps you can get started that way. J MUELLER FREER 
They Once you have written a couple successful FREER GALLERIES e BERLIN. CONNECTICUT 

is the acts, the tele studios will keep after you; MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 

ntrici- your entré as a writer is assured. Neatly and accurately. Minor corrections made. 

* * * Fifty Cents Per Thousand Words 
advice Carbon Free 

September is a good time to begin mer- CORAH DECKER 
chandising your scripts. Producers are back | °° 333 en Tn 

play- in action then, activity is rolling into high WRITERS ARE BORN NOT MADE 
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Ty or Wood office and spoke to William Liebling. 'ZEIGER HAY SCHOOL OF CREATIVE WRITING 
4. A He reports they handle about 100 play- rend etallies lbs: te saben 
mbers wrights, although not all are active every SONG WRITERS 

year. Forty plays come in each week, many An outstanding ethical composing offer that rag 
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many ace good: saad asked. None. I have Gee sent wall speat. Long established curvies. 

i been reading them for six months and RAY HIBBELER 
=~" , 2157 N. Avers Ave., C13 Chicago 47, IM. a ae haven’t found a speed 24 on 

° . ‘ 
ances, What’s wrong with them? echanics 

lerry- mostly; they aren’t written well as a play. YOUR MANUSCRIPT 
. ’ typed by Professional Typist—Good Quality Bond 

They "ated have an idea, but they don’t 50c per 1000 words—40c over 10,000 words. Free 
know how to carry it out. They lack the | Carbon—extra first and last page. 

ming structure for the stage. VIRGINIA E. STONNESS 
ial This office is at 551 Fifth Ave. 17 Bartlett, Apt. D2 Detreit 3, Michigan 
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THE NATIONAL SCHOOL OF POETRY 
a strong personalized course in elementary and 

advanced poetics with new values in methods of attain- 
ment. m’t miss this outstanding opportunity in the 
Science and Art of Writing Poetry. Let our experienced 
writers, critics, teachers help you to improved production. 

Send 1 short poem and $1 for trial criticism. 

THOMAS M. BROADFOOT, D.S., Director 
632 Melba Street Dallas 8, Texas 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Neatly, accurately, and promptly. ‘Minor errors 

corrected. 40c a thousand words. Poetry Ic 

a line. 
ETHEL J. GREAVES 

Box 79 Chester, W. Va. 

ARE YOU ONE OF THE REJECTED? 
We offer you editorial guidance and analysis of your 
manuscripts and our best efforts to try to have your 
manuscripts published. Reading fees: $2.00 up to 5,000 
words; over 5,000 and up to 10,000, 50c r thousand; 
reed to 40,000, $7.00; full length novels and plays, 
$10.00. Manuscripts typed 20c per page. 

NEW YORK LITERARY AGENCY 
910 Riverside Drive New York 32, N. Y. 

WRITERS 
Have your manuscripts typed neatly, accurately, 
and promptly by a professional manuscript typist. 
Minor editing—carbon free—50c per 1000 words. 

LORRAINE THOMPSON 
3318 Magnolia Ave. St. Louis 18, Missouri 

SONG POEMS SET TO MUSIC 
Send your poems to a thoroughly trained and 
reliable Composer. Free Examination. Send 
poems today. 

J. CHAS. McNEIL, Master of Music 
510 M So. Alexandria Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 

Writers’ Rejects 
The Magazine of Selected Rejects 

We Print Stories the Other Publishers 
Would not Buy! 

DETAILED, CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM GIVEN 

WITH EACH PUBLISHED REJECTED STORY 

@ Beginnin Writers Sa Writers’ 
ejects Teaches Them How to Write. 

@ Selling Authors Say It Keeps Them 
From Getting Rutted. 

$2.50 a Year—Sample Copy 10c 

WRITERS’ REJECTS 
243 W. 4th St, Dept. 3, New York 14, N. Y. 

SONG POEM WRITERS 
PROTECT YOUR SONGS 
GET THE FACTS FIRST 

Write today for free booklet ‘Getting Ahead In 
Songwriting’ and our attractive offer. 

=— _ SERVICE, err. 4 
331 West 46th S$ New York 19, N. Y. 
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Monthly Chart for Article Writers 

By Frank A. DicKson 

FOR NOVEMBER 

1. OFFICIAL FLOWERS OF THE 
VARIOUS STATES THAT WILL 
GROW IN YOUR STATE. Contact gar- 
den club leaders for information. State 
flowers that thrive best in the state. Slant: 
Improvement in the appearance of cities 
over the state as a result of the activities 
of garden clubs. 

2. OLDEST TWINS IN YOUR 
COUNTY. Their similarities during their 
lives; their likes and dislikes. Amusing in- 
cidents because of identical appearance. 

3. WHAT FAMOUS SOLDIERS OF 
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION DID 
AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE WAR. 
Anniversary angle: The Continental Army 
was disbanded on this day in 1783. Slant: 
Following the war the victors faced another 
difficult task . . . the reconstruction of the 
country. Children of the military heroes 
who attained distinction. 

4. AN INTERVIEW WITH THE 
PRESIDENT OF A SOCIETY FOR 
CRIPPLED CHILDREN. Number of chil- 
dren the society aids annually. Details about 
the work. Slant: Freeing the kids from de- 
pendency in their adult years. 

5. EDUCATORS WHO HAVE 
CLIMBED TO THE PRESIDENCY. Tie 
in the fact that Woodrow Wilson was elected 
President on this day in 1912. His career 
as an educator; First Ladies of the land 
during war-time. 

6. THE DEAN OF LOCAL SUR- 
GEONS, IN POINT OF SERVICE. The 
most unusual operations during his career; 
the number of operations he has performed. 
Progress in surgery ‘down the years; the 
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latest techniques. Slant: How the subject 
keeps abreast of the most modern methods. 
Y. EARLY PICTURES OF PUBLIC 

OFFICIALS OF YOUR COUNTRY. 
Early jobs of the subjects; how the officials 
earned their first dollar. 
8. THE SPUNK OF LEGLESS 

NEWSIES IN YOUR CITY. Their mis- 
fortunes and how they have made the most 
of the situations. Their greatest ambitions. 
9. PET PEEVES OF FARMERS OF 

YOUR COUNTY. What they dislike most 
of all. 
10. ASCENSION OF EMPEROR 

HIROHITO TO THE THRONE, ON 
NOV. 10, 1928. The days of his father as 
ruler of Japan; Jap rulers in various wars. 
11. THE OLDEST MEMBER OF 

THE LOCAL AMERICAN LEGION 
POST WHO IS A VETERAN OF 
WORLD WAR I. His military experiences; 
his views on the preservation of peace. 
12. STATE HOUSE VISITORS. 

Slant: The continual interest of citizens in 
things connected with governmental affairs. 
Points of greatest interest in the State 
House; questions most frequently asked by 
visitors. 

13. UNUSUAL EXPERIENCES OF 
FINANCE COMPANIES IN YOUR 
CITY. Their busiest months; odd reasons 
some of the clients have for borrowing 
money ; hardluck stories. 

14. HOBBIES OF THE LOCAL 
MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL. 
Are any of the hobbies financially profitable? 
The most expensive of the hobbies. 

15. DISCOVERY OF PIKE’S PEAK, 
IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS IN 
COLORADO, ON THIS DAY IN 1806. 
Facts about the peak; how other moun- 
tains derived their names. 

16. THE OLDEST BEDS IN YOUR 
CITY. Are the beds still in use? Slant: 
Styles in beds and the emphasis on comfort. 

17. THE LATEST DRUGS, See 

PUBLICITY 
Is a detour from fiction, but may be the answer while 
waiting for fiction stories to click, 

md today for Free Pamphlet, “PUBLICITY IS 
PROFITABLE.” No obligation. 

STREAMLINED PUBLICITY COURSE 

Frank C. Sullivan Dept. D 
1130 Sacramento St. San Francisco 8, Calif. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Neatly, accurately, and promptly. All work 
mailed flat. One Carbon free. ‘Minor editing. 
40c per 1000 words. 

DOROTHY PAWLICKI 
1311 Roosevelt Avenue Toledo 7, Ohio 

PPPS Serre ee eeeeuevuvuwvuwve ev PPO ODDO OAD DAL ALAA ALALDAaADt 
; 
’ ALOW COST PUBLISHING SERVICE ‘ 

for Authors $ 
§ We print, publish and distribute your manuscripts in 
§ book and pamphlet format. Send for free folder. 
( 

; 
5 

The William-Frederick Press 
Pamphiet Distributing Co., Inc. 

313 West 35th St. New York 1, N. Y. 
PS wuuvvvwvwueeweseeseweeereeeorrcererwewrrerveevewe™ POP PPODP POP PDD ADD OPP OAL OLA A A AD et 
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GHOSTWRITER 
Nineteen years experience in mending writing for 
marketing. | do not tell what to do. | do it for 
you. Reference women's WHO'S WHO. Corres- 
pondence requires return postage. Natalie Newell, 
2964 Aviation, W.D., Miami 33, Fla. Author 
of HOW TO PLOT AND WHY, Postpaid. $1.00. 

GHOST COMPOSER 
Your poem set to music—any type of Fe (popular, 
waltz, tango, western, sacred, etc.). ou retain all 
rights, and your name will appear as composer, to both 
the words and the music. (Notarized release included). 
One professional piano-voice arr lied. Sat- 
isfaction guaranteed. Only $17.50—no further charges 
, - . Complete original songs written for special occasions 
(weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, organizations, etc.). 
Write for details. 
E. A. MARTIN, 43 Summer St., Hartford 5, Conn. 

Work With Actual 

FICTION WRITERS 
We have a limited number of actual authors who are 
available to you for individual instruction, advice and 
collaboration. 

Write for Descriptive Folder 

THE WRITER'S GUILD 
509 Fifth Avenue New York 17, N. Y. 

CANADIANS — TYPING, MIMEOGRAPHING 
Constantly typing RADIO SCRIPTS, PLAYS, NOVELS, 
SHORTS, ARTICLES. & POETRY for Canadian writers. 
All typing to editorial standards and PROOF READ. 
Absolutely no errors in spelling, typing or punctuation. 
SUPERIOR work at reasonable prices. Send for typing 
or mimeographing rates today 

MISS E. L. FROST 
2848 Danforth Avenue Toronto 13, Canada 

GRover 9549 

NEWS, PUBLICITY AND FEATURE WRITING 
Here is an interesting course designed to aid publicity chairmen, news and feature writers. If your 
goal is magazine fiction or articles, our course will give you a solid foundation and a push in the right 
direction. Detailed helpful criticism given with each assignment and you start writing wi the first lesson. 
Regardless of the type of writing you wish to do, our Basic Writing Course will aid you in developing 
the easy flowing, condensed style so necessary to the successful writer. Drop us a postcard for details. 

Box 294 NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATES Santa Monica, Calif. 
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PROFITABLE, PRACTICAL, PROFESSIONAL 
Guidance for Writers 

© Successful sales suggestions 
@ Special beginners’ department @ Marketing 
© Expert manuscript appraisal ®@ Editing 

AUTHORS' AND PUBLISHERS’ SERVICE 
31 Wes? 92nd Street New York 25, N. Y. 

© Criticism 

Let @ typist with 12 ime gl experience in typing. 
editing and proofreading type your manuscripts. 
Corrections in grammar, spelling and punctuation. 
Manuscripts proofread before returning. 

Carbon and extra first page free. 
Mailed Flat. Fifty cents per thousand words. 

RUTH S. GARRISON 
808 Ohio Street Walkerton, Indiana 

GRACE PORTERFIELD POLK 
Poetry Critic ... Market Suggestions 

One Poem One Dollar 

Polk-A-Dot Primer for Poets—One Dollar 
THE MAPLES 

Greenwood, Indiana (summer) 

MANUSCRIPT TYPING 
Accurate, Prompt, Dependable 

50c per 1,000 words—one carbon 

Mimeograph Quotations 

KAY FERGUSON 
304 Haskins $+. Lake Geneva, Wis. 

SONG POEM WRITERS 
We offer you the opportunity to have your poem 
set to music by the writer of many published songs. 
(Twenty years experience). ur service includes list 
of publishers, addresses and U. S. Copyright. 

Send poems for FREE examination, 
details and information. 

RADIO COMPOSERS, WDJ, 
Butler Bldg. Clinton, N. C. 

MAKE MONEY AT HOME BY MAIL! 
Others are doing it. Why not you? Write today 

for FREE details and interesting literature on 

HOW TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME BY MAIL! 

AMERICAN SUCCESS a. DESK 35 
Bellmore, N. 

WRITECRAFT SERVICE 
(Suburban to Chicago) 

Professional revision, criticism, rewriting that will 
do for you what you probably cannot do for 
yourself—help you aa your stories. Information 

ree. 
Steger, Illinois 

*TO THOSE WHO WRITE 
> WORDS FOR SONGS, BUT CAN'T WRITE MUSIC 

We may be able to help you. Our organization of 
a trained com and songwriters is at your service. 

Collaborate with proiessional songwriters; make the 
most of your song-writing ability. Send us your words 

3%} for free examination and details. 

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS 
M 457 Beacon Bidg. Boston, Mass. 
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local doctors and druggists. How effective 
are these new drugs? 
18. INAUGURATION OF STAND.- 

ARD TIME ON NOVEMBER 18, 1883. 
Time zones and the differences. 

19. THE PRICES OF COAL SINCE 
THE TURN OF THE CENTURY, AS 
RELATED BY LOCAL COAL DEALERS. 
The winters of greatest scarcity; facts about 
coal mining. 
20. HOW SCHOOLS OF YOUR 

COUNTY DERIVED THEIR NAMES. 
The oldest of the schools and their founders; 
recollections of old-time graduates ; veteran 
school teachers and their reminiscences. 

21. FIRST THEATERS IN YOUR 
CITY AND STATE. Inject the anniversary 
angle that the first permanent theatre was 
opened on Nov. 21, 1776. Early theatre 
attractions; theatrical history of your city. 

22. BEAUTIFYING THE CAMPUS 
OF A LOCAL OR A NEARBY COL- 
LEGE. Slant: The interest shown by the 
students in the beautification. Flowers and 
shrubbery of extraordinary interest. 

23. ESCAPES OF WOMEN FROM 
THE STATE PRISON. How the ‘feminine 
prisoners managed to escape; amount of 
rewards, 

24. A LOCAL COLLECTOR OF 
FIRST EDITIONS OF MAGAZINES 
AND BOOKS. How they are obtained; the 
most valuable editions in the collection. 

25. THANKSGIVING DAY. How 
the day was observed by local citizens in the 
“Gay Nineties,” the highlights in particular. 
Main items on the menu and the popularity 
of hunting. 

26. THE LOCAL ORGANIST WHO 
HOLDS THE RECORD FOR PLAYING 
AT WEDDINGS. Songs generally used at 
weddings; instances of humor during mar- 
riage ceremonies. 

27. THE MOST COMMON NAMES 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN A LOCAL OR 
A NEARBY COLLEGE. Odd names of 
students. 

28. FIRST POSTOFFICE IN YOUR 
CITY. Bring out that the first United 
States postoffice came into existence on this 
day in 1783. Local postmasters down the 
years; growth of postal facilities in your city. 
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29. PURCHASE OF THE CHERO- 
KEE STRIP BY THE UNITED STATES 
ON NOVEMBER 29, 1891. The amount 
of land occupied by the Indians of the 
nation today. Slant: The record of the 
Redskins as law-abiding Americans. 

30. RIVER TRAGEDIES IN YOUR 
COUNTY DURING THE PAST FEW 
DECADES. The largest toll of lives; re- 
covering bodies. See veteran law enforce- 
ment officers. 

TRICKS OF THE TRADE: Hitch your 
typewriter to the government; not that you 
want to be on the government payroll but 
because the government is like the poet’s 
river—it just rolls along forever. The alert 
writer can dip his writing line in this 
perpetual stream and pull out stories of all 
sizes and varieties. 

People have a special yen for stories about 
their government, for they are taxpayers 
and like and expect to know how their 
money is being spent. Government is a 
personal thing to them, and they are curious 
about public officials, the departments of 
the city, county, state and natiqnal govern- 
ments, and their operation. 

Personalities are in wide demand through- 
out the year, stories dealing with leading 
office holders as well as little known officials. 
Stories concerning the governor, in addition 
to his wife and other members of the 
family, reap editors’ checks, and the same 
applies to the lieutenant governor and his 
family. The angles are many—hobbies, 
favorite authors and screen stars, kinds of 
recreation, and greatest thrills. 

Other state personalities are sure bets: 
the clerk of the House of Representatives, 
the sergeant-at-arms and the chaplain. 

In the matter of General Assembly mem- 
bers, superlatives endow articles with sala- 
bility. Who is the dean of House members, 
and who holds the title in the Senate? Let 
these oldest solons in the point of service 
recall their public careers, incorporating 
recollections of famous personalities of yes- 
teryear. And, in contrast, a good article 
can be fashioned around the youngest mem- 
ber of the General Assembly. 

The governor’s secretary should be in- 
terviewed for an article; ditto the door- 

WRITING FOR THE JUVENILES 
4 my. a meagan! a pleasant. The t market open 
Roe and the only one where 

OU U LEARN! One of my on agg rls more 
— $100 worth of stories and articles month] 
come of instruction in WRITING FOR THE JUN JUVE. ILE 

GAZINES teaches everything it is necessary to know. 
wae for terms. Mention Writer's Digest. 

MAITLAND LEROY OSBORNE 
23-D GREEN STREET WOLLASTON 70, MASS. 

FREE LESSON: HOW TO WRITE GAGS 
. a wide open o fea you & for fun and profit, 

Eve wala” cSt
 sob can learn to write . 

DGE, a. 2 My co 
righted GAG-MAK 0 id Y ta 
rl. 

SAUNDERS M. CUMMINGS 
468-WD, Independence Bidg., Colorado Springs, Cele. 

AUTHORS WANTED 
Established book publisher seeks good non- 
fiction manuscripts, especially biographies of 
famous persons. Royalty. 

THE PABBAR company 
300-D. West 55th $ New York 19, N. Y. 

FREE FREE FREE 
No reading fees. All writing handled on a straight 
20%, commission basis. Send return postage and 
sel -addressed envelope. 

AL GOTTLIEB 
1421 EAST 4TH ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

WRITE ON TIME!—FREE! 
We're offering a free copy of WRITE ON TIME to 

who o pend us $1.50 for a copy of dog bo 7: U an 
OT. A card wil] bring you the 

ar ve, not sfatiohes return book pad 7 your money aril 
fer refunded Keep WRITE ON Ti for your trouble. 
hort-shorts? brings ONE DOLLAR A MINUTE. 

“BLUE HILLS PRESS 
Dept. D Blue Ash, Ohio 

LL DOIT FOR YOU! 
Sicks of rejects? I have ghost-written millions of 

words of stories, articles, books, for hundreds of satis- 
fied clients. I may be able to help you see your name 
in print and make money on your raw material. Reason- 
able rates. Particulars FREE! 

WILL HEIDEMAN 
Dept. D 211 S$. Valley New Uim, Mina. 
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$1,200.00 
Paid Yearly to New 

SONGWRITERS 
Send us your songs and song poems without 
delay. Prominent Hollywood composers 
write the melodies. Manuscript lead sheets 
and professional recordings furnished. Full 
cooperation and intelligent guidance in the 
exploitation of your cong 

Send Your Song Mat Today fer 
FREE AMINATION 

Or Write for Full Details. DO IT NOW! 

CINEMA SONG COMPANY 
Dept. L-44, P. O. Box 670, Beverly Hills, Calif. 



Beginners 
Only 

N THE [5th of each month, WRIT- 
ER'S DIGEST enrolls a selected group 

of students in its Beginner's Individual 
Course in Short Story Writing. Experi- 
enced students or writers with a good 
record of MS sales are not eligible. A 
monthly group of sincere students will be 
accepted and trained. 

The purpose of this Beginner's Course 
in Writing is to show plainly the elements 
in writing and painstakingly explain how 
to write short stories. The course lasts 
four months. 

RADUATES of the Beginner's Course 
in Writing will not suddenly become 

professional writers, nor will they be able 
to do stories offhand for the smooth- 
paper magazines. They WILL, however, 
understand a few secrets of professional 
writing, and be able to compose good, 
readable English in the approved editorial 
form. Only sincere students desired. 

The price of this course is quite reason- 
able.* You will have opportunity to study 
under experienced, professional editors, 
who will take an individual interest in your 
progress. Complete details and an outline 
of the Beginner's Course in Writing that 
will intrigue and inspire you, await sincere 
inquiries. 

We invite you to reply at once. 
RESRARESRAESRERRESRESESSRERERERSESE SRE ae 

WRITER’S DIGEST 
22 East 12th Street 
Cincinnati 10, Ohio 

Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in Writ- 
ing. This puts me under no obligation. 

SuUeawsurvecwe 

PRR REAR RRR eee eee eT 8 reuceusen” 

*We believe this to be the lowest priced short 
story course sold by a reliable institution. Money 
back agreement on ALL enrollments. 

keepers of the State House, the pages, and 
even the laborers at the Capitol, including 
the persons who keep the grounds attractive. 

Speaking of the State House, good stories 
exist on the portraits adorning the struc- 
ture’s walls. For instance, the Senate cham- 
ber of my state contains a portrait of Anna 
Pamela Cunningham, a native who pro- 
posed the plan to make Mount Vernon the 
shrine of all Americans. She served as the 
first regent of the Mount Vernon Associa- 
tion, and her outstanding service in con- 
verting Mount Vernon into a _ national 
shrine makes a story about this South 
Carolina heroine—an invalid, at that!—a 
natural for newspapers and even magazines. 
I know, because I’ve cashed the checks. 

Now and then a monument is dedicated 
to the memory of a government leader of 
bygone days, and sketches of these persons, 
plus the timely angle of an unveiling, pry 
checks from editors. 

How about the history of the State 
House? How about the career of the archi- 
tect? How about the seal of your state, the 
state bird, the state flag, the state flower, 
the state poet-laureate, the state song and 
the state tree? 

Make it a point to contact the state 
treasurer at regular intervals, because money 
is always a matter of interest. The attorney 
general is another A-1 -subject, especially 
about the various legal questions popped 
to him. 

The activities of the secretary of state 

will provide material for features from time 

to time. One could deal with issuing char- 

ters to corporations; another could tell of 

the records of the state’s land grants; and 

one more could describe how persons study 

the records to trace family trees or to seek 

information concerning ancestors. 

Every state employe has a story to tell. 

VETERANS 
The Writer’s Digest course in short 

story writing has been approved by the 

Veteran’s Administration. Your en- 

rollment will be paid for under the 

G. I. Bill of Rights. 

76 Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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BOOKS DANGEROUS WORDS by 
prehensive guide to the law 
day soonep- beak guarantee. 

This month the editors of the DIGEST would like to. recommend 
ow Wittenberg, a simple, com- 
of libel. All books sold on a ten 

GRAMMAR AND REFERENCE 
TS eS ere $2.50 

lesch 
Concise Oxford Dictionary... ... 3.50 

Fowler 
Dangerous Words .............. 5.00 

Philip Wittenberg 
Desk Standard remanded eae 3.50 
Don’t Say It. SAT: 

John B. Opdyck 
English Grammar Simplified. . 1.50 

2 ‘ames C. Fernal os 
Get It Right eek as 3.75 

John B. Opdyck 
Manual of Copyright Practice... 3.00 

Margaret Nicholson 
Protection and Marketing of 

Literary Property............. 3.75 
Phili Withenborg 

Roget’s Thesaurus .............. 1.50 
= PE na = a raat . 2.50 

e “Sophisticate ynonym” 
Boo! ; . 2.50 

The Substitute for “Very’”...... 2.50 
Underworld and Prison ei .. 1.00 

. D. Freese 
Usage and Abusage............. 3.75 

Eric Partridge 
Webster’s Dictionary....... .... 1.50 
Western Words............ <<cee ee 

dams 
Write It Right......... . 1.00 

Ambrose Bierce 

CARTOONING 
The Art of Cartooning .-. . 1,00 

Thorndike 
The Secrets of Cartooning. ...... 1.00 

Thorndike 

DETECTIVE WRITING 
Art of the Mystery Story........ 5.00 

Howard Haycroft 
Modern Criminal Investigation. . 3.50 

Soderman & O’Connell 
Mystery Fiction. . ere 

Marie Rodell 
Writing Detective & Mystery 
ER enna RR PEERS a ert 2.75 

rac. 

JUVENILE WRITING 
Juvenile Success Secrets......... 2.00 

Will Herman 
Writing for Children............ 2.50 

erry @ Best 
Whigs 2 Juvenile Fiction........ 2.50 

itney 
2.00 Writin re uvenile Story...... 

di 
MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING 
The Magazine Article........... 

Crawford 
Magazine Article Writing....... 

Brennecke 
ie ue in Article Writing. . 

eson Bailey 
Writing and Selling Special 
Feature Articles............... 

Helen M. Patterson 

MARKETS 
Editor & Publisher Newspaper 

Syndicate Section............. 
Re er ae 
oo | ae 

athieu & Fones 

NOVEL WRITING 
Craft of woudl | Ee 

urack 
Technique of the Novel......... 

zzé. 

Why Write a Novel............. 
Woodford 

Writing Novels to Sell........... 
* Orsay 

3.50 

PLAY WRITING 
How - oe eer 2.50 

Playwriting fo for Broadway....... 2.00 

Pointers on Playwriting......... 2.00 
Josephine Niggli 

Technique of Screenplay 
bal FaiaatincetsS.verdesk 3.50 

eS eee 3.00 
Rowe 

PLOT CONSTRUCTION 
Analysis of the Short Short Story. 1.00 

ycliffe Hill 
101 Plots Ssed and Abused..... 1.25 

_— oe, to Have a Brain 
hild Dir ech a's igrcigtpeianee aco ala 3.00 

CH oodjord 
red owe e na sakies wake ee 25.00 

Wm. Wallace Cook 
Story Plotting Simplified........ 2.50 

at 

36 Svenatio Situations. ..... 2.00 
Georges Polti 

Writers: Let’s 'Plot....... 2.50 
Mildred I. Reid 

POETRY 
An Editor Looks at Poetry...... 2.00 

Stanton A. Coblentz 
Art and Technique of Writing 250 

Poetry 
Clement Wood 

Complete ee Dictionary... 2.00 
lement W. 

First Principles of Verse........ 2.00 
Robert Hillyer 

How to Revise Your Own Poems. 1.25 
Anne Hamilton 

Seven Principles of Verse. . . 2.50 
Anne Hamilton 

Unabridged jr pa Dictionary 3.50 
lement Wood 

Verse Writing Simplified........ 1.50 
Robert Buell 

Walker’s R: hming Dictionary. ... 2.50 
tee call Selling Greeting 
Rea 

nee 8 i= 
Writing Light Verse............ 2.00 

ichard Armour 

RADIO WRITING 
Do’s and Don’ts of Radio 
FRR 1.00 

Hi to Speak and Ws Write fo ow to an rite for 
Radio cute sie 

Alice Keith 
How to Write for Television.... 2.75 

Doug Allan 
More by Corwin...............- 3.00 

orman Corwin 
Pointers on Radio Writing...... 2.00 

Josephine Niggli 

Radio DS = ad How to Write 
GE Es e's cre aie olgiee 0.b.n6 be ae 

Art Henley 
Professional Radio Writing..... . 4.00 

Albert R. Crews 

Radio News Writing and Editing. 4.00 
arl Warren 

I I vison 605 <awcnmense 4.00 
Max Wylie 

SONG WRITING 
Art of Song Writing............ $1.00 

Al Dubin 

SHORT STORY WRITING 
How to Revise Your Qwna 
pS SE ee ae $1.25 

Anne Hamilton 
Let’s Write Short Shorts........ 2.00 

‘oy Evans 
Narrative Technique............ 3.00 

Thomas Uzze 
Short ver Writing for Profit... 2.00 

Blackiston 
Write the Short Short.......... 3.50 

lwoo 
Writers: Ry Short Shorts...... 3.00 

d 1. Red 

Wittes  Maguin Fiction....... 2.50 

Weiting the Short Short Story... 2.50 
ammerman 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Art of Useful Writing.......... $2.25 

W. Br Puking 
Wat Herat WE 6 ah ny 006500900508 3.50 
Characters Make Your Story.... 3.50 

Maren Elwood 
NE SI 5 v55sec cs vansenas 1.00 
Editor’s Choice ................ 3.00 

Alfred Dashiel 
REO rere 2.00 

Sidney Cox 
Let’s Write About You......... 2.00 

Chas. Carson 
Making Manuscri nd ree. . 2.00 

Walter Des 
The wm in the Making eee 1.50 

J. H. Robinson 
My Last Million Readers........ $.00 

Emile Gauvreau 
The Process of Creative Writing. 3.00 

Pearl Hogrefe 
ore 2.00 

Louis to 
Stories You Bs ocasebsaae 3.00 

L. D’Orsay 
Total and Bsvee........000cccccscs 3.00 

Jack Woodford 
Working With Words........... 1.50 

L. Pavette 
Writers: Help Yourselves....... 2.00 

Mildred ig dl 
Writers: Here’s Hi eels naa Gubed 1.00 

Caeog 9: a Reid 
Writers: Learn to Earn......... 2.50 

“Mildred $. Reid 
Writers: Make It Sell.......... 2.00 

Mildred I. Reid 
Welton, Non-Fiction ............ 3.00 

alter S. Campbell 
The Weitin of Fiction.......... 3.50 

A. S. dues 
Writer’s Paper Kit............. 6.20 

(SSSSPHCESEPSCRERERRSESSASCEEAS 

WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 E. 12th St., 
BRRSRREREESSRERS SES SREEESES 

Cincinnati 10, Ohio 
Gentlemen: Please send me the following books prepaid 

EERE ere ae 

On orders mailed from Ohio, add 3% for Ohio sales tax. 



WRITER'S DIGEST 

IS FUN TO READ— 

FOR THE BEGINNING WRITER: 

Tips and sound information that enable men 
and women who have never sold fiction, but 

who are intelligent and write good English, to 
learn enough about writing to make a little 
money at it. 

FOR THE SELLING WRITER: 

Market requirements and news of new publi- 
cations that enable writers who are now sell- 
ing their work to sell a lot more of it at higher 
prices. 

FOR THE WOULD-BE WRITER: 

Professionally accurate ideas and facts about 
writing for persons whose preconceived notions 
about their jobs are mistaken. 

FOR EVERY WRITER: 

WRITER'S DIGEST is fun to read. Slick writers 
take 5-cent-a-word time to see what's new in 
WRITER'S DIGEST. Pulpsters stop the cent-a- 
word mill long enough to take a look. And 
dewy-eyed hopefuls, heart-in-mouth, just HAVE 
to finish their copies before they go back to 
the desk to finish their "best story—so far." 

Come In—The Reading's Fun! 

A six-month subscription ($1.00) is offered 

on our usual money back guarantee. If you 

don't like the third issue, drop us a postcard, 

and we'll refund your money in full. Only a 

publisher with a genuine service to offer can 
make such a guarantee. 

Writer's Digest 
22 East 12th Street 

Cincinnati 10, Ohio 

Gentlemen: 

Enter my six-month subscription to WRITER'S 
DIGEST for which I enclose $1.00. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

SHOP TALK 

A manuscript on its journey through a 
publishing house meets some strange jargon. 
With how much of this trade talk are you 
familiar? 

ABC This is a handy way of referring 
to the Audit Bureau of Circula- 

tions. This group checks every six months 
on the net paid circulation reported by the 
various magazines carrying advertising. As 
a result, advertisers may depend on the cir- 
culation statement of a magazine whose 
records are published by ABC. 

AIR White space. “This page is too 
tight. Delete this paragraph, and 

air out the head.” This means that there 
is so much type on the page that it is unat- 
tractive in appearance. Less type and more 
white space will make it more pleasing. 

BOX Editorial material, as apart from 
something written by the author, 

that appears within ruled lines, An editor 
will say: “Insert this copy in the article and 
box it.” 

CUT Any kind of engraving, from a 
four color picture to a simple line 

drawing, used for printing purposes. “Toss 

me that cut.” 

GALLEY 
PROOFS 

The first set of long printed 
sheets, reproductions of the 
type in which the manuscript 

is set and so called because of the galleys, 
or trays, in which the type is placed after 
it has been set by the linotyper. “How many 

galleys were set last night?” 

HEAD The title of a story or article. 
“The head on this piece is too 
short.” 

LOGOTYPE The particular form of 
lettering used by a maga- 

zine in printing its own name. “Fit the 
logotype into the sky, and this picture will 

make a nice cover.”—K. P. 
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New York Market Letter 
(Continued from page 45) 

pulps has been shuttled back and forth at 
various times. At present these pulps are all 
at the office at 366 Madison Avenue, New 
York 17. But an inter-office messenger serv- 

ice takes care of those sent to the other 
place. 

Ace Sports, Ten Detective Aces, and 
10 Story Detective, all of the Ace pulp 
group on 47th Street, are running true to 
the policies and requirements outlined here 
months ago. “Mac” Phillips, their editor, 
says a study of the magazines can answer 
almost any question. 

Major sports are his preference for Ace 
Sports fiction, with minor sports used in 
some of the shorts. There should be good 
human interest, strong dramatic action, 
and a vigorous plot. Sports action must be 
authentic. Lengths from 1000 to 12,000 
words, with 10,000 the preferred top length. 

For the two detective books, Phillips asks 
for fiction which emphasizes drama rather 
than the puzzle element. Strong human in- 
terest and characterization are important, 
he feels, to a good acceptable story. Some 
love interest is permitted, but should be 
kept to a minor role, The same lengths go 
here, with most need for short-shorts to 
2500 words; shorts of 3000 to 6000; and 
novelets of 8000 to 10,000. 

Payment on all three books is at a cent 
a word and up, on acceptance. All are bi- 
monthlies. Address: 23 West 47th Street, 

New York 19. 
Protests about the bad, even debased, 

quality of many of the comic books has 
become so vigorous and widespread that 
the Association of Comic Magazine Pub- 
lishers. has issued a code for its members 
recently in an attempt to show the public 
that they are trying to cooperate to im- 
prove the quality of their product. 

This code would eliminate sexy, wanton 
comics, crime presented in a favorable light 
or in such a way as to show methods and 
inspire imitation, sadistic torture, vulgar 
and obscene language. Ridicule of religious 
or racial groups would be stopped. Divorce 
would no longer be presented flippantly or 

glamorously. 

Let’s Talk About 
Your Story 

YOU HAVE WRITTEN A STORY 

You think it’s good and you’d like to receive 
money for it. When you mail this story off to an 
editor two questions are in your mind: (1) To 
which editor shall I send this? (2) How much 
is the story worth? 

Have you ever thought what questions come up in the 
editor’s mind when he picks up your story? He thinks: 
(1) How many of my readers will like this story? (2) 

Does this story satisfy the desire that prompts my readers 
to lay down good money to buy my magazine? 

To sell a story to an editor you must have his viewpoint 
and see your story through his eyes. This is hard to do 
at any time, and even more difficult when it is your own 
story. 

The work of the Criticism Department of WRITER’S 
DIGEST is to teach you the editor’s viewpoint on the 
particular story that you send us. These are some of the 
many points we answer for you: 

® Do the first 200 words put the reader into the story? 

@ Are your characters the kind of people the reader can 
recognize and understand? Are the characters’ prob- 
lems the kind of problenis the magazine readers meet 
themselves? 

Is the script wordy; does it need cutting? 

Is the dialogue realistic enough to give it the air of 
reality? 

What magazine wants to buy work such as this? 

Does the author know his subject and is he enthusiastic 
enough to make the reader share the same enthusiasm? 

Would the story be improved by boiling the first three 
pages down to a half page? 

Is the climax spoiled by the author who is so eager for 
the reader to get his point that he uses a black! 
pointer? 

A detailed answer to the above and many other 
points particularly applicable to your own story 
is meat and drink to the sincere free-lance writer. 
The Criticism Department of WRITER’S DI- 
GEST does this for you; ably and professionally. 
Since 1919 we have been instrumental in help- 
ing thousands of writers to success. May we help 
you? 

The rates are $1.25 for each 1,000 words. Thus, 
the fee for criticizing 5,000 words is $6.25. 
After 5,000 words the fee is 75c for each addi- 
tional thousand words. Above 10,000 words the 
fee is 60c for each additional thousand. Verse, 
five cents the line: minimum, $1.00. Free re- 
port on typewritten novels. 

Let us work on one of your scripts. 

WRITER'S DIGEST 
22 East 12th St. Cincinnati 10, Ohio 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 79 



Ghesting that Stands out 

One of my ghosted novels is a top seller in re- 

ligious book stores. Two other books have sold 

10,000 copies. Consideration reading of your idea 

$1.00. Criticism if | do not accept. Extra charge 

for detailed work. 

“Writing for a Living'' 207 pages, cloth $2.50 

"How to Publish Profitably,"" poper 1.00 

“Atomic Short Story Technique,"" paper 1.00 

RICHARD TOOKER 
P. O. Box 148 Phoenix, Ariz. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
ACCURATELY—NEATLY—PROMPTLY 

Minor errors in spelling and grammar corrected. 
Original and one carbon copy 

Oc per thousand words. 

OPAL STIREWALT 
2559 South Sprague Avenue, Tacoma 3, Washington 

Are You Floundering for Lack of 
LITERARY GUIDANCE? 

CONSULT US NO OBLIGATION 
We invite you to submit manuscripts for FREE reading. 

gan] will os * returned promptly if found unavailable. 
they will be submitted to reliable publisher. 

RITERS "WELCO’ ME. 

WRITERS CIRCLE-RENSEB PRESS 
(Established 1918) 

30 Church St., Suite 439 New York 7, N. Y. 

Three VALUABLE BOOKS 
for short-short story writers 

SHORT-SHORT STORIES 
By Robert Oberfirst 

A collection of 25 short-short stories written for national 
syndicate markets during the past ten years from 1937 
to 1947. Also contains 10 cardinal elements which are 
necessary in writing salable syndicate short-shorts. 
vance orders: 

POSTPAID......... - -$2.00 

TECHNIQUE SELLS THE SHORT-SHORT 
By Robert Oberfirst 

“We seldom see a book that contains so much juicy meat 
and so little gristle.”—Writer’s Monthly. ‘‘His advice is 
clear-cut and terse . ... an invaluable aid to the writer, 

riters’ Market and Methods. ‘‘Helpful advice on the 
technique for this form. Practical and valuable.’’—The 

ter: BOSTPAID . «$2.00 

WRITING THE SHORT-SHORT STORY 
a Robert Oberfirst and Others 

Gyixia E. Kamerman and published by THE 
WRITER, INC., thig book contains important chapters 
on writing and selling short-shorts by Robert Oberfirst, 

Ames Williams, Thomas W. uncan, Walter S. 
Campbell and others. 

oo err rrr 

Send your order for these valuable 
books now to 

ROBERT OBERFIRST 
Literary Agent 

P ©. BOX 539 OCEAN CITY, NEW JERSEY 

Greeting Card Markets 
(Continued from page 28) 

ports in a week or less and pays 50c per line 
and up, on acceptance. 

Treasure Masters, 605 Fourth Avenue So., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Helen M. Amen- 
rud, Editor. Will not be reading free-lance 
material for two or three months. Over- 
stocked at present. d 

The P. F. Volland Company, 8 Richards 
Street, Joliet, Illinois. Marjorie Grinton, 
Editor. Buy short greeting card verse for all 
occasions, both general and humorous. Pay- } 
ment is 50c per line and up, depending on 
merit. Humorous ideas receive higher rates. 
Report in two weeks. 

Warner Press, Wholesale Division, Gospel 
Trumpet Company, Anderson, Indiana. In- 
terested in 4 to 6 line Christmas and every- 
day sentiments with a religious slant. Send 
Easter sentiments March Ist; everyday, 
April 1st; Christmas, June 1st. Pays 50c per 
line on acceptance. 

White’s Quaint Shop, Westfield, Massa- 
chusetts. Ina B. White, Editor. Uses greet- 
ing card verse for birthday, Easter, conva- 
lescent, sympathy, birth congratulations, 
wedding anniversary, Christmas. Christmas 
verses read September Ist; other verses, 
May Ist. No photographs. Reports in two 
weeks. Pays 50c a line; six lines $2.50; 

eight lines, $3.00, on acceptance. 

The Kone Company, Box 1268, Delray 
Beach, Florida. H. Zone, Editor. Uses 
greeting card verses for children, birthday, 
general and Christmas. Reports in “48 
hours” and pays 50c a line or as agreed, 
if longer. 

SELL YOUR SHORT-SHORTS 
Serials, Articles, Columns, Poems 

$50, $100, $300, are some of the prices paid wed ae 
lished short-shorts. If you have written a short-short 
which you think should sell, by all means let me 
ty it for you in the current Free markets. 
Markets are also wide open for of serials 
and agen ndicate columns oe verse fillers. 
up to 1500 and pec ed fees: $2.00 for short-shorts 

500 words; $3.00 from 1,500 to 3,500 wos 
.00 from 3,500 to 5,000 words } serials and nov 

$10.00; articles and columns, $3.00 up to 3008 
words; poems, $1.00 each. Sales commission 10% 
on American, 15% Canadian, 20% on foreign sales. 

ROBERT OBERFIRST 
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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WHAT SELLS A STORY? 
AUTHORITATIVE HELP WITHIN THE 

REACH OF ALL 

pLOTCARDS—tThe Perfect Plot- 
. 

ting Device 
A deck of cards which supplies plot synopess of at 
¢ 150 words each—and supplies them FOREVER AND 

uITHOUT LIMIT. No two plots can be alike and 
a = be simpler to operate. You simply deal 

urself, and you have A : 

a EAL E *PRACTIC AL PLOT, READY 
+ merely a disconnected skeleton outline, 

»f words or sentences. 
of imitations PRICE $1.00 

HOW TO MAKE MONEY 
WRITING 
ee entals of story technique. A comprehensive 

table blueprint of how to build salable stories. 

PRICE $1.00 

COMPLETE WRITER'S 
REFERENCE LIBRARY 

A series of nine brochures, which 
mere your writing or selling trouble. 

i "The Nature of the Short Beery. 
Story Plots and Their Development. 

i The Development of the Short Story from the Plot. 
Characterization, Dialogue, and Description. 

: The Essential Factors of the Plot Value; Planning; 
p Tween ee s Doubts, Etc. 

Hy Viewpoint an sua tion. 
Atmosphere, Glamour, Transition. 

Hi a. and Writing the Complete Story. 
ge f- Science of Selling Manuscripts. 

order any one, or the complete series of 
sabe Two Dollars. 

) THE FORMULA IN MODERN 
WRITING 
series of anaylses of the ‘formulas’ used in 

the various types of fiction and non-fiction. 

I—THE LOVE STORY. 
2—FORMULA FOR FEATURE ARTICLES. 
a OF THE "'PULP'' ACTION 

a setting 

will help you 
Price 25c each 

Price—25c each, postpaid 

4—THE FORMULA OF THE DETECTIVE- 
MYSTERY STORY. 

Price 50c 

All the above, forming 

“COMPLETE WRITER'S KIT" 

$5.00 postpaid 

OTHER FORMULAS NOW AVAILABLE: 

No, 5—The enor. OF THE "QUALITY 
GROUP"' STORY 

including analysis of one of Laurence R. D’Orsay’s 
published ‘‘quality’’ stories . Shows how you must 

your material if you wish to sell to the 
“quality’’ markets and gain the prestige which goes 
with appearance in their pages. Price 

No. 6—THE FORMULA OF THE ‘'SMOOTH 
ospeaggl WOMEN'S MAGAZINE STORY. 

story from the book, “‘STORIES 
originally published in Woman's You CAN. SEL ba 

Home With . Companion. 
Price 25c. 

WRITING YOUR NOVEL—Price $1.00 
ete 

step-by-step analysis. 

| INTEREST is the FIRST—and the LAST require- 
ment. 

EVERY STORY 

the readers and editors. 

to the reading public. 

A SUCCESSFUL story appeals to one or more of 

these reader-interests: sentiment, the sense of adven- 

ture, the sense of humor, the practical sense of getting 

ahead, gaining a livelihood. 

If a sufficiently interesting to a large 

number of readers it will sell before other stories 

that are more profound, more artistic, better written 

but less interesting. The established professional writer 

knows this very well. 

SUCCESS in the writing game, 

games, is not for the player who allows himself to be 

that sells must first of all interest 

Then it must be of interest 

story is 

as in all other 

discouraged. 

Actual results obtained by D’Orsay clients have 

been published month after month for over twenty-five 

years. You are welcome to the names of as many of 

them as you wish. 

“A trillion thanks to you again. The sales I have 

made during the past few months have given me the 

required inspiration for doing a lot of hunt and 

pecking this coming winter.” (*) 

“T thank you for your very helpful and instructive 

criticism to date. It certainly shows me that I have 

a long way to go, but with this grade of help, how 

can I fail to make progress.”’ (*) 

“T advise anyone that can read to take your course, 

because under your guidance, I don’t believe they will 
fail, if they have a spark of writing talent in them.” (*) 

(*) Names on request. 

If you are tired of writing without selling, send 

for the 44-page booklet, “THE TRUTH ABOUT 

LITERARY ASSISTANCE,” which is FREE ON 

REQUEST. It gives details of how the D’Orsay 

Service works with writers, and contains vital infor- 

mation, not obtainable elsewhere, designed to protect 

your pocket-book. 

It describes, too, the CRITICISM AND SALES 

SERVICE, and the PROFESSIONAL COLLABORA- 

TION SERVICE, which you should investigate if you 
want to learn the “tricks of the trade” so really 

The terms are surprisingly low necessary to success, 

and convenient. 

D’ORSAY SERVICE 
ESTABLISHED 1919 BY 

LAURENCE R. D'ORSAY 
Author “The Profit In Writing" ($3.00); “Writing Novels to Sell" ($2.50); “Landing the 
Editors’ Checks" ($3.00); “Stories You Can Sell” ($3.00); “Mistress of Spears” ($2.50), ete. 

KENNETH E. D'ORSAY, Topanga 1, California 



RITE Lidon 

Help You 
ol 

to Success cs 

HROUGH the Authors Guild and various writers’ clubs, | have had Peo’ 
occasion in the past decade to meet a large percentage of America's A 4 

best known writers. In the course of conversation, practically all of them \ 
disclosed that somewhere in their early experience they had received the {9 
encouragement of a practicing writer who was able to show them the b, 
shortcuts. 4 

The personal assistance of a veteran scribe is what every beginner needs DY os 
most; it is the kind of help | offer my clients. | have been writing profes- 1 of 
sionally for eighteen years, during which time | have been published in every x 
country where English is read. If you wish to take advantage of my experience 
and skill, let me know and | shall be glad to assist you in making your manu- 
scripts salable. 

| have no stereotyped criticisms or printed lessons; | am not a literary 
agent. You are invited to discuss your writing problems with me, and together 

we can decide whether your manuscript needs CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM, 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING or COMPLETE REVISION. 

Write me a letter today, asking for my free folder 

entitled “Literary Help,” which explains in detail how 
| work with writers. Also, include any information you 
wish to give concerning your own work. 

CHARLES Interviews by arrangement only 

601 SOUTH VERMONT, LOS ANGELES 5 


